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Summary
Williamson County is studying Corridor H / Sam Bass Road between RM 1431 and Wyoming
Springs Drive to identify opportunities to enhance safety and mobility. An Open House meeting
was held on Wednesday, June 21, 2017, from 5:00 to 7:30 p.m. at Round Rock Presbyterian
Church, 4010 Sam Bass Rd., Round Rock, TX 78681. The purpose of the meeting was to share
background information and the study process, and gather public input. 240 people signed in at
the meeting.

NOTICES AND PUBLIC OUTREACH
Several different methods were used to notify the public of the meeting. Copes are included in
Attachment B
ADVERTISEMENTS
Print advertisements were published in the:
• Round Rock Leader on June 3, 2017
• Wilco Sun on June 4, 2017
POSTCARD
A postcard was mailed to 871 property owners within approximately a ¼ mile radius of study
limits.
EMAIL
Email notifications were sent from the roads@wilco.org email address
• To share the Open House information on June 19, 2017 to 80 addresses
• To thank stakeholders for attending and to share the survey link and meeting materials
on July 3, 2017 to 217 addresses
ADDITIONAL NOTIFICATION
Williamson County issued a press release on Tuesday, May 23, 2017, to share the Open House
information.
Social media messages were posted on Facebook (June 16, 2017 and June 21, 2017) on Twitter
(June 16, 2017 and June 21, 2017) and Nextdoor (June 19, 2017).
Signs were placed along the corridor promoting the meeting on June 14, 2017.

OPEN HOUSE INFORMATION
Date: Wednesday, June 21, 2017, from 5:00 to 7:30 p.m.
Location: Round Rock Presbyterian Church, 4010 Sam Bass Rd., Round Rock, TX 78681
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Format: The Open House format allowed attendees to come-and-go as they were available. A
registration table was set up where attendees signed in and were shared a project fact sheet
and survey form. Project team members served as tour guides to walk the public through
informational boards and maps and answer any questions.

The exhibits shared included:
• Williamson County Corridors Proposed for Study Map
• Background & Planning Process
• Factors Considered in a Corridor Study
• Existing Conditions
• Constraints Map
• Large Maps of the Study Area for Public Input
Handouts included:
• Project Fact Sheet
• Survey
Attendees were encouraged to share input by:
• Writing comments directly on the maps or on sticky notes
• Completing a community survey available in paper format or online via laptops provided
at the meeting

PUBLIC INPUT
The official public comment period occurred from June 21, 2017, through July 6, 2017. During
this time, comments could be submitted via an online or paper survey, by written comments
shared in person at the meeting, via mail or email, or on maps at the open house.
Surveys completed by hand were manually entered into SurveyMonkey for reporting purposes.
The online survey was available past the July 6, 2017 comment period until July 14, 2017. Also
included are comments through July 14, 2017 as they were received during the reporting
process.
Comments Received:
• 263 survey respondents
• 61 other comments
o 5 written comments
o 55 comments submitted by email
o 1 comment via voicemail
• 143 mapped comments
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ATTACHMENT A
Comment Response Matrix

A public meeting was held on June 21, 2017 and the comment period was through July 6, 2017.
Comments and input received through July 14, 2017 are included as the study was still in the
reporting phase. Comments received after July 14, 2017 will be included in a subsequent
report.
The following table addresses comments received through:
• Q.5 in the Community Survey - Please share any additional comments here
• Written comments submitted at the public meeting and by mail
• Emailed comments
• Phone comment
In addition, valuable input was also received on the maps at the public meetings, and through
responses to the other questions in the community survey. They have been documented and
evaluated by the County and the project team and will be considered as the study moves
forward. The County and the project team will continue to work with the community and to
answer questions as the study moves forward.
Williamson County is taking all comments under consideration. Please use any of the
following methods to contact us:
Email: roads@wilco.org
Mail: Williamson County Public Information
710 S. Main Street, Suite 101, Georgetown, TX 78626
Phone: 512-943-1195 (leave a message to request a call back within 48 hrs.)
For additional information on the Corridor H / Sam Bass Road study please visit our website
at www.wilco.org/corridorH
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Public Comments and Williamson County Responses
#

Name

1

Pat Estes

2

Benjamin
Rose

3

Michelle
Grennal

Date

Source

Comment

7/19/2017 Community Suggestions:
Survey
1- Correlate the rush hour traffic by adjusting
the light at FM 1431.
2- Make Sam Bass Rd. at 1431 into a 2-car left
turn lane
3- Caution light at bend in road on Sam Bass
Rd and Thousand Oaks Dr.
4-As a realtor, I recognize that property
values will be diminished by expanding the
roadway. Many homeowners, churches, and
small businesses will be affected.
7/12/2017 Community Adding bike lanes and other bike-friendly
Survey
elements to this project would go a long way
to resolving traffic congestion. Sam Bass is a
huge connector for a lot of residential
neighborhoods and the popular Brushy Creek
park. Aside from recreational use, Sam Bass
can be used a route to get to the new Round
Rock Transit Center. Bike accommodations
along Sam Bass would give people a major
non-vehicle connection to the extended Cap
Metro transportation system.
I see bicycle traffic was included on one of
the presentation boards regarding factors to
be considered, I just want to reinforce how
valuable dedicated bike lanes would be.
7/10/2017 Community I was informed tonight that the power lines
Survey
will be directed another way. My house looks
up to Sam Bass and new big metal line poles
are behind my home (looks like a landing site
for the mothership) [orcore] told me the
reason is Sam Bass is going to be widened. Oh
Boy!

Themes

Response

impacts to
property;
suggested
improvements

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. By planning ahead, we can best
coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

suggested
improvements

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. These suggestions will be
considered and evaluated as the study
progresses. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.

other

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The goal of this study is to
improve safety and mobility. The County and
the project team have received no direction
from Oncore and this study is not being
undertaken for utility lines. We value your
input and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
5
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Public Comments and Williamson County Responses
#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to land use, environmental
considerations such as wildlife, and social
and community impacts. These suggestions
will be considered and evaluated as the
study progresses. County governments do
not have the authority to control land use or
zoning. We value your input and appreciate
you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to land use, environmental

4

Brenda
Wilson

7/10/2017 Community This road should be left alone. Speed &
Survey
weight limits enforced-through traffic
directed to 1431.
no street lights-confuses the wildlife
no commercial zoning on Sam Bass! This is a
neighborhood

character
preservation;
nature and
wildlife
considerations

5

Rob and
Leslie
Rubenstein

7/7/2017

character
preservation

Community Please do not go forward with this project.
Survey
You will ruin this area.
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Public Comments and Williamson County Responses
#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
considerations such as vegetation, and social
and community impacts. We value your
input and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.

6

Tracy
Traeger

7/7/2017

Community Very disappointed that this is the plan for my
Survey
tax dollars when we could be doing smarter
things. Also, really sick of our area paying the
price (like with the power line proposal from
last year) for other areas around us. It is not
my fault or my problem that some developer
was permitted to build some overly dense
neighborhood nearby. That's not ok, Wilco
should be requiring those developers to help
pay for smart stoplights, road repairs and
speed monitoring rather than taking a
beautiful rural road away from us. Really
tired of going to these meetings with poster
boards that I'm supposed to put stickie notes
on and maybe find someone to talk to who
may or may not be qualified or authorized to
tell me something, anything. This has got to
stop.

funding;
character
preservation;
public
involvement
process

7

Jerry
Bradley

7/7/2017

Community Thanks for developing plans to improve it.
Survey

transportation
planning and
growth

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. Funding
for transportation projects can come from
many sources and often these are
partnerships. We understand the time it
takes to participate in these types of studies
and believe all of the input shared on the
sticky notes and on maps, is so important to
consider when planning for transportation.
We value your input and appreciate you
taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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Public Comments and Williamson County Responses
#

Name

Date

8

Unknown

7/7/2017

9

Carol Lynn
Fielding

7/7/2017

Source

Comment

Themes

Response

Community Don't turn this into another overdeveloped
Survey
area. The stretch of green along Brushy Creek
is the prettiest area of Round Rock. You risk
making it look like every other suburban area.

character
preservation;
nature and
wildlife
considerations

Community We have lived here for 37 years and have
Survey
seen this area grow. I would like to see the
safety issues addressed but not a big road
expansion. This is mostly a residential area
and should not be made into a major
thoroughfare.

safety;
character
preservation;
transportation
planning and
growth

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to environmental considerations
such as vegetation and community impacts.
We value your input and appreciate you
taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
8
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Public Comments and Williamson County Responses
#

Name

Date

10

Sam
Strickland

7/7/2017

11

Don Shin

12

Unknown

Source

Comment

Themes

Response

Community I am in favor of increasing the lanes and
Survey
adding additional traffic signals. I believe this
would help to move traffic through the area
and make travel more safe.

transportation
planning and
growth;
suggested
improvements

7/7/2017

Community I am against broadening the road
Survey

transportation
planning and
growth

7/7/2017

Community Please study alternative options/routes.
Survey
Thanks for listening!

transportation
planning and
growth;
suggested
improvements

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility.
These suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. Many
options will be considered, shared with the
9
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
public for input, and evaluated as a part of
the study. The County will continue
evaluating and planning for other corridors
in their jurisdiction. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.

13

Micki
Summers

7/7/2017

Community Would love to see a turn lane provided
Survey

suggested
improvements

14

Christa
Houston

7/7/2017

Community In the 8 years that we have lived here it has
Survey
become increasingly congested with very
little relief...more people want to live in these
desirable neighborhoods and when the
developers began the neighborhoods there
should have been more accountability by and
Round Rock and Williamson County in order
to maintain the best for people and the
beautiful nature that is present here...now it
seems that it is too late...

character
preservation

15

Debbie
Jeffrey

7/7/2017

Community The bridge at Great Oaks & Hairy Man does
Survey
not need to be re-done. That is in a flood
plane, so it will still flood on occasion as well
as Hairy Man Road, in parts. If Wyoming
Springs is completed, that will remedy a lot of

other corridors

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. This suggestion will be
considered and evaluated as the study
progresses. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The scope of this study is to
study Sam Bass Road between RM 1431 and
Wyoming Springs Drive, however, we will
share your comments with the City of Round
Rock as they are responsible for Wyoming
10
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

that traffic. It has already help since Creek
Bend extension has opened.

Response
Springs Drive. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.

16

Jay Hilscher

7/6/2017

Community Quite ticked at you all... you spent tons of
Survey
money before getting feedback - so stupid
and negligent of your fiduciary responsibility.
I could have saved you many thousands, just
by myself. Go away and stop making life
worse for those you supposedly represent.

public
involvement
process;
funding

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study kicked off in April
2017 and our first focus has been to gather
community input before any improvements
are identified, as we want to better
understand community needs. County
governments are responsible for planning
effective transportation and the goal of this
study is to improve safety and mobility.
Williamson County has experienced
tremendous growth and current population
projections show this growth will continue.
This growth necessitates progressive
planning to better serve the increased
number of residents, visitors, and vehicles in
the County. The process to study this
corridor involves evaluating many factors,
including but not limited to social and
community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations such as
vegetation and wildlife. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.

17

Unknown

7/6/2017

Community Stop the madness
Survey

transportation
planning and
growth

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
11
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

18

Jennifer
Taylor

7/6/2017

Community I know the community as a whole is very
Survey
upset in about this project.

transportation
planning and
growth

19

Unknown

7/6/2017

Community I strongly feel that widening the Sam Bass
Survey
corridor H will not only destroy the rural feel
of the area, but will also increase the traffic
and noise congestion in the area. It is inviting
more commercialization to the area, and
destroying old neighborhoods. One of the
most common remarks I have gotten
regarding our neighborhood (Brushy Bend
Park) is that it feels like being in the country,
but we are in the middle of the city and close

character
preservation;
transportation
planning and
growth;
environmental
considerations

Response
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
12
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

to everything. The best of both worlds!
Please don't destroy this area by widening
the roads, destroying the trees.

20

Ardi Kalter

7/6/2017

Community The trees and rural characteristics of this area
Survey
are part of what drew us to the Cedar Park
area. I do understand the need to alleviate
congestion at the intersection if Sam Bass
and 1431, but widening this road destroys
the character.

character
preservation;
congestion and
mobility

21

Steve
Hansen

7/6/2017

Community I personally think widening of the road is not
Survey
called for at this time. The only issue I have
with the current road is the stop sign at the
corner of Sam Bass and Great Oaks. Also,
two left turn lanes from Sam Bass to 1431
would be nice. Beyond that, any
improvements would be premature.

transportation
planning and
growth;
suggested
improvements

Response
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to environmental considerations
such as vegetation and community impacts.
We value your input and appreciate you
taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to environmental considerations
such as vegetation and community impacts.
We value your input and appreciate you
taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. Turn lanes and traffic signals
are being considered in this study. The study
is in the early phases and improvements
have not yet been identified. Your
suggestions will be considered as part of this
study. We value your input and appreciate
you taking the time to comment.
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. These suggestions will be
considered and evaluated as the study
progresses. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.

22

Jeanne
Barker

7/6/2017

Community The land around Corridor H is built out. That
Survey
was all done with the existing road. To
increase the road size now is just inviting cut
through traffic from other areas.

congestion and
mobility;
transportation
planning and
growth

23

arthur l
callaway

7/6/2017

suggested
improvements

24

Unknown

7/6/2017

Community If this is like the initial survey about the creek
Survey
bend/Wyoming springs Brushy creek crossing
held in 1997 and not started till 2016, I will be
dead before this project happens. So I am not
planning on any disruption to the status quo.
Just more traffic lights. Seems they are
always the answer when enough folks lose
their lives on any stretch of road.
Community Obviously, As the central Texas area grows,
Survey
roads and traffic become a huge issue. My
suggestion is not to plan to fix today's
problems but rather look to the future and
the growth. Most roadways in this area seem
to be ten years behind and the upgrades only
seem to accommodate the present traffic,
not plan for future growth.

transportation
planning and
growth;
congestion and
mobility

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation systems. The goal of this
study is to improve safety and mobility, and
to accommodate current and future growth
in order to better serve the increased
number of residents, visitors, and vehicles in
the County. Many options will be considered
and evaluated as a part of the study. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
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Name
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25

Unknown

7/6/2017

26

Unknown

7/6/2017

Source

Comment

Themes

Response

Community We don't like the thought of increased traffic
Survey

transportation
planning and
growth

Community It desperately needs to be widened. The
Survey
community's
are growing fast. Builders keep putting up
new
neighborhoods, but the roads have stayed
the same
since we moved here 10 years ago.

transportation
planning and
growth;
suggested
improvements

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
15
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

27

Kelly D
Counts

7/6/2017

Community Don't extend Sam Bass Road. Open Wyoming
Survey
Springs from Sam Bass to 1431.

other
corridors;
suggested
improvements

28

Diane Scott

7/6/2017

Community Traffic is terrible
Survey

congestion and
mobility

29

Dorothy
Hoffman

7/6/2017

Community Stop the new building instead of destroying
Survey
that already established. For the first time
since I have lived in the area I am thinking of
moving.

character
preservation

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation systems. The goal of this
study is to improve safety and mobility, and
to accommodate current and future growth
to better serve the increased number of
residents, visitors, and vehicles in the
County. The scope of this study is to study
Sam Bass Road between RM 1431 and
Wyoming Springs Drive; however, we will
share your comments with the City of Round
Rock as they are responsible for Wyoming
Springs Drive. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. Williamson County has
experienced tremendous growth and
current population projections show this
growth will continue. The goal of this study
is to improve safety and mobility and many
options will be evaluated. We value your
input and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
16
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#

30

Name

Shawn
Dempsey

Date

7/6/2017

Source

Comment

Community Brushy Creek North residents are perpetually
Survey
concerned about the 4-way stop at the
corner of Great Oaks and Chert Drive. We
have all seen people run that stop sign, and
we are concerned that during the
construction, more cars will travel on Great
Oaks and increase the risk of running the stop
sign.
Although this road gets more use than was
intended when it was made, it is a prime
walking path in our community, and running
the stop sign puts pedestrians and drivers at
great risk.

Themes

safety; other
corridors

Response
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Many
options will be considered and evaluated as
a part of the study and all of them are
rooted in enhancing safety. Your comments
on Great Oaks and Chert Drive are outside of
the scope of this study but will be shared
with the County Road and Bridge
Department. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.

I ask the road commission please add either a
painted "stop ahead" strip on the pavement
at Great Oaks before the intersection or add
"Stop Ahead" signs. I believe most people fail
to stop because the sign is hard to see,
especially on the southbound side of the
road.
Dozens of people a day walk through that
intersection, including Walsh students. Please
take a small action that could prevent a tragic
accident.

17
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. The process
to study this corridor involves evaluating
many factors, including but not limited to
land use and social and community impacts.
By planning ahead, we can best coordinate
with property owners, businesses, and the
community, in order to safely and efficiently
accommodate existing and future
transportation needs. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility on Sam Bass
Road. Your comment on Old Settlers Road
are outside of the scope of this study but we
will share your comments with the City of
Round Rock. Williamson County has
experienced tremendous growth and
current population projections show this
growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
18

31

Rodney
Lane

7/6/2017

Community I do feel the residents and churches on this
Survey
road will be negatively impacted, especially in
the short-term. However, their property
value will skyrocket, and they will be able to
sell at a great profit, after the road
construction completes, and development
grows.

transportation
planning and
growth;
impacts to
property

32

Peyton
Smith

7/6/2017

Community No, other than that I wish that TXDOT and/or
Survey
the county would consider a budget
allocation for the subdivisions along Old
Settlers Road whose homes back up the road.
With the expansion of Old Settlers, the much
larger and louder traffic patterns along the
road, homeowners (like my wife and I) are
now dealing with a much noisier flow of
traffic along Old Settlers Road. The increased
traffic has increased the noise and, due toe
the elevation of the road, also decreased our
privacy in our backyard with the low wall that
exists in The Plantation neighborhood. The
road expansion should have included funding
to increase the wall height of the subdivisions
that back up to the expanded roadway
and/or should have included a budget
allocation for a new sound wall barrier to be
added to Old Settlers during the road way
construction.

funding; other
corridors
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Themes

33

Carol Regli

7/6/2017

Community Please don't ruin it by ripping out the trees
Survey
and making it into a wide, fast road. People
can use 1431.

character
preservation;
nature and
wildlife
considerations

34

Unknown

7/6/2017

Community Minimal changes at most to this area
Survey

transportation
planning and
growth

Response
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
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Themes

35

Kyle Spiess

7/6/2017

Community While I don't agree with turning Corridor H /
Survey
Sam Bass into a 4 lane road. I would like to
see it improved with curbs and sidewalks for
bicycle and walking access.

transportation
planning and
growth;
suggested
improvements

36

Unknown

7/6/2017

Community The sooner the better!
Survey

37

Richard A.
Foster

7/6/2017

Community See R.A. Foster letter to roads@wilco.org
Survey
listing negative impacts to RR Presbyterian
Church that would result from road
easement.

transportation
planning and
growth
impacts to
property

Response
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. Your
suggestions will be considered as part of this
study. The process to study this corridor
involves evaluating many factors, including
but not limited to social and community
impacts, land use, and environmental
considerations such as vegetation and
wildlife. We value your input and appreciate
you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. The process
to study this corridor involves evaluating
many factors, including but not limited to
land use and social and community impacts.
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38

Amalia
Moses

7/6/2017

Community Find a solution with existing infrastructure on
Survey
1431. If an overpass was built to get quick
non-stop access to/from 1431/I-35 area the
drivers would elect that route vs exiting on
3406 to shave off a couple minutes of their
commute. It would save tax payers millions
and keep our community what it is today.

other
corridors;
character
preservation;
funding;
suggested
improvements

39

Unknown

7/6/2017

Community Help!!!!! Traffic is awful and now dangerous
Survey
when pulling into Creek Bend from Bent Tree,
Woods and Plantation!

congestion and
mobility;
safety

40

David
Desormeau

7/6/2017

Community I believe that the community would be better
Survey
served if Wyoming Springs was extended out
to 1431.

other corridors

Response
We value your input and appreciate you
taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is in the early
phases and improvements have not been
identified. The scope of this study is to
study Sam Bass Road between RM 1431 and
Wyoming Springs Drive; however, your
comments on the relationship between
other area roads and the study route has
been noted. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The goal of this study is to
improve safety and mobility and many
options will be evaluated, including turn
lanes and traffic signals to improve safety.
We value your input and appreciate you
taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation systems. The goal of this
study is to improve safety and mobility, and
to accommodate current and future growth
to better serve the increased number of
residents, visitors, and vehicles in the
County. The scope of this study is to study
Sam Bass Road between RM 1431 and
Wyoming Springs Drive; however, we will
share your comments with the City of Round
Rock as they are responsible for Wyoming
Springs Drive. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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Themes

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. The County
has adopted a Long-Range Transportation
Plan and is responsible for developing this
guiding plan for the purpose of planning for
transportation and mobility needs now and
in the future. The plan is updated based on
current needs, population projections,
anticipated future mobility, and safety needs
in Williamson County and is available for
review on wilco.org. Williamson County has
experienced tremendous growth and
current population projections show this
growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
22

41

Rickey
Wells

7/6/2017

Community All could have been avoided with better
Survey
planning.
is there really a planning board or just knee
jerk decision making after the fact? Please
pardon the sarcasm but who has got whom in
their back pocket? appears to me the
contractors have a free for all and the
existing population must bear the brunt of
the uncontrolled, unplanned expansion of
Williamson county. Make the builders
provide roadway through their property as
part of the plan. a 4 lane road through the
neighborhood they are adding and profiting
from and lead the road to 1431.

transportation
planning and
growth;
funding

42

Unknown

7/6/2017

Community I do not want to see a 5 lane roadway on this
Survey
stretch of road. I could see the dedicated
turn lane down Sam bass assuming there are
reduced speeds and traffic signals where
needed. If you are still considering a 5 lane
road way you would also then to consider
building sound barrier walls down Sam Bass
to protect the houses and neighborhoods
that would have to deal with the increased
noise and traffic to the area.

suggested
improvements;
environmental
considerations

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road
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Public Comments and Williamson County Responses
#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We will
consider your suggestions as part of this
study. We value your input and appreciate
you taking the time to comment.

43

Brandon
Whittle

7/6/2017

Community A turn lane, reduction in speed limits, and
Survey
additional signals would be great. 5 lanes
would be terrible.

suggested
improvements

44

Unknown

7/6/2017

Community Please make a decision that balances your
Survey
concerns with traffic with maintaining the
quietness and beauty of the area. Please
don't put the churches along Sam Bass out of
business just so you can convert the land to
taxable private or commercial property.
The traffic and population are increasing
faster than we can build roads. Encouraging
fewer cars, carpooling, bike and pedestrian
travel, and other non-car options HAS to be a
part of any solution.

character
preservation;
impacts to
property;
transportation
planning and
growth

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. We will
consider your suggestions as part of this
study. We value your input and appreciate
you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. Williamson County has
experienced tremendous growth and
current population projections show this
growth will continue. The goal of this study
is to improve safety and mobility and the
process involves evaluating many factors,
including but not limited to land use, bike
and pedestrian accommodations,
environmental considerations, and social
and community impacts. By planning ahead,
we can best coordinate with property
owners, businesses, and the community, in
order to safely and efficiently accommodate
existing and future transportation needs.
We value your input and appreciate you
taking the time to comment.
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45

Mary Ann
Bleiler

7/6/2017

Community Thank you for your time. I realize that there
Survey
is no perfect solution but taking that much
land from the church side of the road will
create a huge hardship for a group that is
doing tremendous good in the community.

impacts to
property

46

Tonie

7/6/2017

Community I attended the Open House on June 21 and
Survey
was truly disappointed with the lack of
knowledge of the staff and/or evading
sharing information. I asked several simple
questions to at least 4 people that where
staff at the Open House and no one could
provide answers. I understand that your
policy is not to volunteer any information
that can risk or damage even more the
perception / reality of this project. But as a
courtesy, the staff should be knowledgeable
to a certain point on and be authorized to
provide some "potential specifics" about the
project. It was quite eerie to walk around the
open house and with the staff hosting the
event encouraging guests to ask questions,
and when guests ask all the responses boil
down to. "I cannot answer that since this
project is only in the exploration phase. No
other information has been analyzed...."
Really?!? As if we were to believe that
answer? Please have the courtesy to not

public
involvement
process

Themes

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The goal of this study is to
improve safety and mobility, and the
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to land use and social and
community impacts. By planning ahead, we
can best coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. We are sorry to hear about
your experience at the public meeting. The
study kicked off in April 2017 and is in the
early stages, many factors are still being
reviewed. Our first focus has been to gather
community input before any improvements
are identified, as we want to better
understand community needs. If you have
questions, we are more than happy to
address them. Please reach out to us via
phone 512-943-1195, or email at
roads@wilco.org. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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47

Dena
Woodward

7/6/2017

48

Craig
DiGiulio

7/5/2017

Source

Comment

insult our intelligence in such manner. For
upcoming Open Houses consider expanding
your staff vocabulary and script by actually
providing them and allowing them to answer
a few basic questions. Otherwise, next time
you can just have all the boards and images
in the room with smiling mannequins - be
almost as eerie.
Community There are other roads available for through
Survey
traffic. 1431 and Brushy Creek Trail are
nonresidential neighborhoods that could be
used. Sam Bass should be preserved as the
beautiful scenic area that it is. Traffic should
be encouraged to slow down, not speed up
through this beautiful area.

Community I feel that expanding lanes is not in the best
Survey
interest to the community of individual living
along this stretch and will destroy a unique
area of Round Rock.

Themes

Response

other
corridors;
character
preservation;
nature and
wildlife
considerations

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The process to study this
corridor involves evaluating many factors,
including but not limited to land use,
environmental considerations such as
vegetation, and social and community
impacts. The scope of this study is to study
Sam Bass Road between RM 1431 and
Wyoming Springs Drive; however, your
comments have been noted. We value your
input and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to land use and social and

character
preservation
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Themes

Response
community impacts. We will consider your
suggestions as part of this study. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

49

Karen
Stringer

7/5/2017

Community road safety should be the highest priority;
Survey

safety

50

Laura Ellis

7/5/2017

Community Leave it alone.
Survey

transportation
planning and
growth

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Many
options will be considered and evaluated as
a part of the study and all of them are
rooted in enhancing safety. We value your
input and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
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Themes

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The process to study this
corridor involves evaluating many factors,
including but not limited to land use and
environmental considerations such as
vegetation and wildlife. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. We have added your contact
information to our database. We value your
input and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. While the
study is in the early phases and
improvements have not yet been identified,
traffic signals and speed limits are being

51

kevin train

7/5/2017

Community Long past due and will be welcomed by many
Survey
people.

transportation
planning and
growth

52

Unknown

7/5/2017

Community Please try to save the trees and the animals
Survey
living here.

nature and
wildlife
considerations

53

Cherie
Dunham

7/5/2017

Community Please include me on any updates
Survey

project
updates

54

Elaine
Lincoln

7/5/2017

Community I think that there are many ways to make the
Survey
traffic lessen on this road. I think it should
more reflect the quiet neighborhood we've
all grown to know and love. Brightwater Blvd
is a very nice looking road without looking
like a highway. I don't know that Sam Bass
needs to be a 5 lane road. There are several
roads that can share the load. Sam Bass

other
corridors;
character
preservation;
suggested
improvements
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55

Leasa
Neaves

7/5/2017

56

Patrick
O'Connell

7/5/2017

Source

Comment

shouldn't bear the brunt. Several neighbors
have posted ideas regarding a possible light
at Great Oaks, slower speed limits that would
in effect limit the number of folks wanting to
use this path. 1431 needs to be used for the
reasons you're wanting to widen Sam Bass. It
simply doesn't need to. That's what the major
1431 HIGHWAY is for. Thank you.
Community I completely oppose the widening of this
Survey
road, except where Sam Bass meets 1431.
1431 is the through corridor, not Sam Bass,
and the county needs to push traffic to 1431
instead of destroying the beauty of Sam Bass
for the people who live along the route. If
the county decides to widen Sam Bass, it's
prioritizing the needs of non-residents who
"cut through" over the needs of the tax
paying residents and business who occupy
the area.

Community Turning this little road into a major roadway,
Survey
and thus increasing traffic will have major
implications on our way of life and well being.
Placing more weight on concerns of people
who don't call this home would be wrong and
will be met with much resistance. Changes
such as adding turn lanes, possibly installing
traffic lights and other slight improvements
can be productive discussions, but turning

Themes

Response
considered and evaluated. The scope of this
study is to study Sam Bass Road between
RM 1431 and Wyoming Springs Drive;
however your comments have been noted.
We value your input and appreciate you
taking the time to comment.

other
corridors;
transportation
planning and
growth;
suggested
improvements

and growth;
character
preservation;
suggested
improvements;
congestion and
mobility

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to land use and social and
community impacts. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
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Themes

this small piece of road into a 4-5 lane
highway at the expense of the people and
animals that call Sam Bass home, would be
met with heavy resistance. In many cases, it
would require eminent domain, which we can
all agree is terrible politics and one of our
ugliest use of government.

57

Jo Blaylock

7/5/2017

Community Will this affect the cemetery in the
Survey
area...might cost the county more than they
thought.

environmental
considerations

58

Tracy Silcott

7/5/2017

Community Contact all of the homeowners directly. Find
Survey
other solutions rather that a monumental
road expansion.

character
preservation;
public
involvement
process

Response
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to land use and social and
community impacts. These suggestions will
be considered and evaluated as the study
progresses. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is in the early phases
and improvements have not yet been
identified. The process to study this corridor
involves evaluating many factors, including
but not limited to land use, environmental
considerations, and historical sites and
constraints. Please share information on the
cemetery you are referring to as this is a
consideration of this study. You can email
roads@wilco.org. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
study kicked off in April 2017 and our first
focus has been to gather community input
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59

Carol
Johnson

7/5/2017

Community Please don't ruin our little piece of heaven.
Survey
We have lived here almost 24 years.

character
preservation

60

Ellen
skoviera

7/5/2017

Community Please do not destroy the beautiful feel of
Survey
this area.

character
preservation

Response
before any improvements are identified, as
we want to better understand community
needs. We have contacted all of the
property owners along the study limits
directly and worked to involve the entire
community. We look forward to continuing
to work with those interested. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
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61

Michael
shapshak

7/5/2017

Community The neighborhoods in the area always fight
Survey
any changes. They mostly win. However, I
hope the city and county take into account
those that live nearby and see this as a need.
Not just those that back to the road and want
to complain. It was always planned to be a 4
lane road all the way to 35. They should have
considered this day would come when they
bought. -we did and did not buy on the road.

transportation
planning and
growth

62

Timothy
Salomani

7/5/2017

Community I am against this and would hope that Sam
Survey
Bass stays a nice community road.

character
preservation

Response
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The goal of this study is to
improve safety and mobility, and we value
everyone's input as we work to develop
effective transportation improvements.
Williamson County has experienced
tremendous growth and current population
projections show this growth will continue.
This growth necessitates progressive
planning to better serve the increased
number of residents, visitors, and vehicles in
the County. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
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63

Wendy
Turner

7/5/2017

Community Widening the road will increase traffic, lower
Survey
property values encourage
commercialization, increase noise. None of
these things are good for our neighborhood,
and would potentially create more problems
and would only invite more
commercialization when 1431 is where that
should be, not in our neighborhood.

transportation
planning and
growth

64

Unknown

7/5/2017

Community The residential properties on the south side
Survey
of the road appear to have sufficient set back
to have the road widened without impacting
the utility of their properties.

suggested
improvements

Response
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to land use, environmental
considerations such as noise, and social and
community impacts. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. While
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65

Jen Moore

7/5/2017

Community Please do not consider expanding Corridor H
Survey
to a five-land road. It will be dangerous to
the families who live near this road and in the
quiet, surrounding neighborhoods.

transportation
planning and
growth;
character
preservation

66

Unknown

7/5/2017

Community Increasing mobility on this road is
Survey
unnecessary, as traffic is not heavy enough to
warrant that construction. The money is
better spent on high traffic areas (Chisholm
Trail and 620, or 620 in front of the high
school, for example).

transportation
planning and
growth;
funding

Response
right of way needs have not yet been
identified, existing set-backs will be
considered. The process to study this
corridor involves evaluating many factors,
including but not limited to social and
community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations such as
vegetation and wildlife. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation systems. Williamson County
has experienced tremendous growth and
current population projections show this
growth will continue. This growth
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#

67

Name

Joseph
Hollifield

Date

7/5/2017

Source

Comment

Community Please leave the road as it is. There are
Survey
plenty of alternative routes.

Themes

transportation
planning and
growth

Response
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
scope of this study is to study Sam Bass
Road between RM 1431 and Wyoming
Springs Drive; however your comments on
Chisholm Trail and 620 have been noted. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. Corridor H was
chosen because it would improve safety and
mobility in the County. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, public input,
and environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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#

Name

Date

68

Unknown

7/5/2017

69

Jill Shermer

7/5/2017

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

Source

Comment

Themes

Response

Community This is a rural residential area - an increasing
Survey
rarity these days. The development will
without question alter and degrade the
quality of life for residents: human, wildlife,
pets through The inevitable I increases in
noise, pollutants, traffic, traffic-related
accidents with related injuries and fatalities
for people, wildlife and pets. No doubt this
move will be welcomed by those wishing to
profit from the increased commercialization,
but it will be at the cost to these whose
homes are along the corridor. Please say NO.

character
preservation;
nature and
wildlife
considerations;
congestion and
mobility;
transportation
planning and
growth

Community I do not believe it is in our best interest to
Survey
turn this rural two-lane road into a five-lane
highway at this time. It would create
increased noise pollution, traffic, accidents,
increased fatalities for wildlife and pets,
decreased property values, and increased
commercialization in a rural residential area. I
believe that two lane rural roads such as Sam
Bass, Great Oaks and Hairy Man at this time
only need to be slightly widened to include
some shoulder space on each side. I'm
originally from MN, and I love that TX is
willing to spend the time and money up front
to make improvements and expansions to
our roadways. But what I have seen is that
sometimes the improvements seem to be
made on a 15-20 year growth projection for

character
preservation;
nature and
wildlife
considerations;
funding;
transportation
planning and
growth; other
corridors

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. Your
suggestions will be considered as part of this
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Public Comments and Williamson County Responses
#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

an area vs a 5-10 year projection. In some
cases urban development/spread does not go
as projected and we are left with some really
expensive, high traffic roadways that do not
end up with the traffic flow to support the $$
spent.

70

Unknown

7/5/2017

Community This is a travesty for folks who invested in
Survey
homes and property expecting to rear
children and enjoy the area with their
grandchildren even!

Response
study. We value your input and appreciate
you taking the time to comment.

transportation
planning and
growth

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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#

Name

Date

71

Unknown

7/5/2017

72

Unknown

7/5/2017

Source

Comment

Themes

Response

Community Please don't make this area have even more
Survey
traffic. This is a collection of neighborhoods,
not retail.

transportation
planning and
growth

Community why were we not told about the feasibility
Survey
study at the one-on-one meetings? I feel I
have been misled.

public
involvement
process

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The purpose of the meeting
with property owners whose property abuts
the study limits was to share information
about the study and to gather input. Please
share details on what you were told or
contact us with additional questions at
roads@wilco.org. The study is in the early
phases and many options will be considered
and evaluated. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. Many
options will be considered and evaluated as
a part of this study. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
study considers many factors including
intersection improvements, traffic signals
and turning lanes. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.

73

Martha Juch 7/4/2017

Community I would be very concerned if the county
Survey
chooses to make this a high priority. I think
there are more critical needs that would
improve vehicular flow for more residents of
the county.

transportation
planning and
growth

74

Susan Boyle

Community I live here. I know how bad it is and I still
Survey
don't want a 5 lane road. Maybe 3. And fix
the drainage and the light at 1431. But that's
it a 5 lane road is way overkill and would
destroy the charm of this part of the county.

transportation
planning and
growth; water
resources and
drainage;
character
preservation

7/4/2017
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
County does not have jurisdiction over land
use and zoning. The process to study this
corridor involves evaluating many factors,
including but not limited to social and
community impacts, land use and right of
way impacts, and environmental
39

75

Kristin
Clardy

7/4/2017

Community I do not support the expansion of Sam Bass.
Survey
Not everything needs to be bigger and faster.
1431 has been expanded and can handle the
influx of people. Leave Sam Bass as it is.

transportation
planning and
growth; other
corridors

76

Brett
Lindner

7/4/2017

Community If the existing corridor is widened, it should
Survey
go towards the preserve to minimize impact
to residences. The City of Round
Rock/Williamson County made a MAJOR
mistake by allowing the trailer storage to go
in where it is. Very shortsighted as that is the
best location for future infrastructure
widening. It should be removed and those
that allowed it to go there should be
responsible to acquire the land and relocate
it.

transportation
planning and
growth
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
considerations such as vegetation and
wildlife. We value your input and appreciate
you taking the time to comment.

77

Lisa Byers

7/4/2017

Community Adding turn lane only is definitely needed. I
Survey
believe it's the size of road improvements
that are causing the locals grief (and rightfully
so if it infringes on their property.) Making
more smaller adjustments throughout San
Bass might be better justified than making
such a large drastic one to a portion of the
road.

suggested
improvements

78

Jennifer
Smith

7/4/2017

suggested
improvements

79

Michael Day

7/4/2017

Community Please put in 2 left turn lanes from Sam Bass
Survey
onto 1431 facing North. Speed bumps along
the entrance to Spanish Oak terrace or a stop
sign and slower speed limit would be helpful.
Again, it's already hard to turn in to or exit
this neighborhood.
Community I absolutely object to turning the two lane
Survey
rural Sam Bass Road into a major
thoroughfare. This will significantly diminish
the charm of our subdivision and the quality
of living here.

character
preservation;
transportation
planning and
growth

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The goal of this study is to
improve safety and mobility and many
options will be evaluated, including turn
lanes. Williamson County has experienced
tremendous growth and current population
projections show this growth will continue.
This growth necessitates progressive
planning to better serve the increased
number of residents, visitors, and vehicles in
the County. The process to study this
corridor involves evaluating many factors,
including but not limited to social and land
use, and environmental considerations. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. Your suggestions will be
considered as part of this study. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
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Name
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Source

Comment

Themes

80

Chad &
Jennifer
Taylor

7/4/2017

Community We will fight this all the way.
Survey

transportation
planning and
growth

81

Jennifer
Masgras

7/4/2017

Community I am strongly against widening Sam Bass
Survey
Road. I believe the lanes at the intersection
of 1431/Sam Bass needs to be modified, to
allow a greater number of vehicles to turn
left at each light cycle. Sam Bass is a
residential road servicing a small community.
1431 has recently been widening, with new
traffic lights at Toro Grand, and a new system

transportation
planning and
growth;
suggested
improvements;
other
corridors;
character
preservation

Response
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. The process
to study this corridor involves evaluating
many factors, including but not limited to
land use, environmental considerations, and
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82

Eric Dunn

7/4/2017

83

micah
semmelman
n

7/4/2017

Source

Comment

at 1431/Parmer. 1431 is designed to handle
a greater volume of traffic, and at a
significant expense. Furthermore, increasing
the size of Sam Bass, will invite
commercialism, which I am against on Sam
Bass. We choose to live in this neighborhood
for a reason, and we'd like to keep it as such.
Thank you.
Community I live at 3511 Alexandrite Way, how close will
Survey
you come to my backyard and will there be
any cutting of trees directly behind my
residence?

Community I VOTE AGAINST EXPANDING SAM BASS!
Survey

Themes

Response
social and community impacts. Your
suggestions will be considered as part of this
study. We value your input and appreciate
you taking the time to comment.

environmental
considerations;
nature and
wildlife
considerations

transportation
planning and
growth

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is still in the early
phases and right of way needs have not yet
been determined. Many factors will be
evaluated as a part of the study, included
but not limited to land use, community
impacts, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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Name

Date

84

Unknown

7/4/2017

85

Mark
Turner

86

Unknown

Source

Comment

Themes

Response

Community I support widening the road to improve
Survey
mobility in the area.

suggested
improvements;
transportation
planning and
growth

7/3/2017

Community The neighborhoods in the northern sections
Survey
of Sam Bass already have a multitude of
available routes out of the neighborhood.
There isn't any new construction, just cut
through traffic. This just invites more traffic
and problems. The ingress and egress
mitigation for accessing the different
neighborhoods, churches etc... will ultimately
eliminate any value you might add, especially
when you consider all the additional
problems.

transportation
planning and
growth;
congestion and
mobility

7/3/2017

Community It is a waste of time and money to expand the
Survey
current road for the convenience of a few
cars that do not live in the area passing
through the corridor

transportation
planning and
growth

Thank you for your comments and support
of this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. The process
to study this corridor involves evaluating
many factors, including but not limited to
community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your support and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. The process
to study this corridor involves evaluating
many factors, including but not limited to
land use, environmental considerations, and
social and community impacts. However, the
study is in the early phases and
improvements have not yet been identified.
We value your input and appreciate you
taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
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#

87

Name

Unknown

Date

7/3/2017

Source

Comment

Community Do NOT use Sam Bass Road, a residential
Survey
country road that is home to families who
moved here to be away from traffic, to
become a thoroughfare for others.

Themes

transportation
planning and
growth;
character
preservation

Response
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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Name
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88

Unknown

7/2/2017

89

Bruce
Barker

7/1/2017

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

Source

Comment

Community I strongly feel that Williamson County needs
Survey
to think not just about building roads but also
about how to decrease the number of cars.
We can't build roads fast enough when the
population is growing exponentially. So we
have to also lessen the rate at which the
number of cars is increasing. Communicate
this to our community. For example, "Help
us keep road construction costs down to a
minimum by (1) carpooling to work, school,
and events; (2) planning trips so as to
complete multiple tasks on the same trip; (3)
walk or use a bike as much as possible; (4)
when possible, alter your travel time to avoid
the most busy times on the streets. I know
this is a huge cultural mindset shift, but we
cannot continue to consume at the rate we
have. We think we all should drive our own
car, whenever we want and where we want.
But the problem is that the traffic gets quickly
out of control. We need to culturally shift
our consumption, "me first" mentality to
consider the common good.
Community Cars turning off Sam Bass Rd currently helps
Survey
keep the speed of traffic down. If the road is
made 4-5 lanes, the speed of traffic is going
to greatly increase - making the road more
dangerous for residents and wildlife.

Attachment A

Themes

Response

transportation
planning and
growth;
congestion and
mobility

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. Your
suggestions will be considered as part of this
study. We value your input and appreciate
you taking the time to comment.

congestion and
mobility;
safety; nature
and wildlife
considerations

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
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#

Name

Date
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Comment

Themes

90

Constance
Weston

7/1/2017

Community Please do not destroy our driveway, keeping
Survey
our members from having safe access to our
Church and being too close to our Children's
Playground.

safety; impacts
to property

91

Danae Clark

6/30/2017 Community Consideration of closeness of proposed road
Survey
to front door of church.

safety; impacts
to property

Response
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is in the early phases
and right of way needs have not yet been
determined. We recognize that there are
many valuable community resources along
Sam Bass Road and our team will continue
to stay in close coordination with the
church. By planning ahead, we can best
coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is in the early phases
and right of way needs have not yet been
determined. We recognize that there are
many valuable community resources along
Sam Bass Road and our team will continue
to stay in close coordination with the
church. By planning ahead, we can best
coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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92

Dr. Haydeé
Marie
Rodríguez

93

94

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response

6/30/2017 Community It would be very helpful to add sidewalks to
Survey
the area.

suggested
improvements

Unknown

6/30/2017 Community Please be considerate of the number of
Survey
children and elderly that use the small space
in front of the church currently and that
number is expected to grow

safety; impacts
to property

Unknown

6/30/2017 Community If people complain about the congestion,
Survey
they can drive on other alternative routes

congestion and
mobility;
transportation
planning and
growth

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is in the early phases
and improvements have not yet been
identified. This suggestion will be considered
and evaluated as the study progresses. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is in the early phases
and right of way needs have not yet been
determined. We recognize that there are
many valuable community resources along
Sam Bass Road and our team will continue
to stay in close coordination with the
church. By planning ahead, we can best
coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
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Themes

Response
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

95

Unknown

6/30/2017 Community Please, please consider the children.
Survey

safety

96

Laurie Born

6/30/2017 Community Let's be mindful about preserving safe access
Survey
to the parking lot and front door of RR
Presbyterian Church.

impacts to
property

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. Many
options will be considered and evaluated as
a part of the study and all of them are
rooted in enhancing safety. We value your
input and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is in the early phases
and right of way needs have not yet been
determined. We recognize that there are
many valuable community resources along
Sam Bass Road and our team will continue
to stay in close coordination with the
church. By planning ahead, we can best
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97

Sandra
Vedane

6/29/2017 Community It is a beautiful area which does not need any
Survey
"improvements" to ruin the beauty.

transportation
planning and
growth

98

B. J.
Singleton

6/29/2017 Community Home values, important developmental
Survey
activities and long term lifestyles for a great
many people who contribute the Round
Rock's reputation as a good place to live and
work are going to be affected and recognized
significantly by how these "improvements"
develop.

transportation
planning and
growth;
character
preservation

Response
coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to land use, environmental
considerations such as vegetation, and social
and community impacts. We value your
input and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
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99

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Unknown

6/29/2017 Community You should have a follow up from the open
Survey
house, to show everyone what all of the
public input was focused on. Offer us all of
the data you collected and full disclosure
going forward.

public
involvement
process

100 Unknown

6/28/2017 Community Just put in left turn lanes and leave the rest
Survey
alone. We don't need to encourage more
traffic.

suggested
improvements;
safety;
congestion and
mobility

Response
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to land use, environmental
considerations such as vegetation, and social
and community impacts. We value your
input and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. We hope that you find this
meeting report including all of the public
input received helpful. The County believes
that participation by communities make
projects better and we are conducting this
study in an inclusive, open, and transparent
manner. Additional public involvement will
be offered during the life of the study. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. We recognize that there are
many valuable community resources along
Sam Bass Road and our team will continue
to stay in close coordination with the
church. By planning ahead, we can best
coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

101 Unknown

6/28/2017 Community I'm concerned about the church loosing some
Survey
of their property.

impacts to
property

102 Rich

6/28/2017 Community Road seems fine as is.
Survey

transportation
planning and
growth

103 Tara
ambrose

6/28/2017 Community Please do the least "impact" to church's and
Survey
schools - they involve lots of families whereas
a impact to a home/lot only affects one
family.

impacts to
property

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is in the early phases
and right of way needs have not yet been
determined. We recognize that there are
many valuable community resources along
Sam Bass Road and our team will continue
to stay in close coordination with the
church. By planning ahead, we can best
coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is in the early phases
and right of way needs have not yet been
determined. We recognize that there are
many valuable community resources along
Sam Bass Road and our team will continue
to stay in close coordination with the
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
church. By planning ahead, we can best
coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

104 Travis Black

6/28/2017 Community Don't screw up RRPC!
Survey

impacts to
property

105 Virginia
Alloway

6/28/2017 Community Please reassess the damage this proposed
Survey
corridor change will do to our church
property.

impacts to
property

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is in the early phases
and right of way needs have not yet been
determined. We recognize that there are
many valuable community resources along
Sam Bass Road and our team will continue
to stay in close coordination with the
church. By planning ahead, we can best
coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is in the early phases
and right of way needs have not yet been
determined. We recognize that there are
many valuable community resources along
Sam Bass Road and our team will continue
to stay in close coordination with the
church. By planning ahead, we can best
coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

106 Linda
Sinclair

6/28/2017 Community Most of the lawns in this area are deep. The
Survey
Round Rock Presbyterian church does not
have a lot of room between the buildings and
the road which could be a danger. There is a
day care operating there, scout troops
meeting there as well as organizations
meeting throughout the week day and
evenings.

impacts to
property;
safety

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is in the early phases
and right of way needs have not yet been
determined. We recognize that there are
many valuable community resources along
Sam Bass Road and our team will continue
to stay in close coordination with the
church. By planning ahead, we can best
coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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#

Name

107 Unknown

108 Ray Moore

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

other
6/28/2017 Community A snapshot of some of the ministry and
Survey
community current outreach happening
@RRPC
• We are a 300+ member congregation that is
passionate about opening our doors to the
community 365 days a year
• We are "home" to 4 boy and girl scout
troops and 4 packs...hundreds of young
people use our property, parking lot and
facilities
• Boy Scout Troop 365 is one of the largest in
the nation
• AA meets 4 times a week, Al-Anon and
Cocaine Anonymous meet here weekly
• We have a 2-day-a-week Mother's Day Out
ministry that meets year-round with approx.
40 children using our playground and being
picked up and dropped off each week
• Our property hosts about 500 people from
the community at our Fall Festival and
Summer Splash
• Local HOA's meet on campus, as well as a
large English as a Second Language class.
• We're proud to be a voting location, and a
community partner for events like Speak Your
Mind Texas and Will. Co's town hall meeting
on June 21st.
More information about the project:
Location: Sam Bass Road from RM 1431 to
Wyoming Springs Drive in Precinct 1.
impacts to
6/28/2017 Community Project boundaries are biased away from
Survey
residential properties adjacent to RRPC. The property
final final boundaries should evenly affect
property on both sides of SAM Bass.
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Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. The study is
in the early phases and right of way needs
have not yet been determined. We
recognize that there are many valuable
community resources along Sam Bass Road
and our team will continue to stay in close
coordination with the church and other
organizations. By planning ahead, we can
best coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. The study is
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Public Comments and Williamson County Responses
#

Name

109 Amy
Lindner

Date

Source

Comment

6/28/2017 Community I would like to suggest that you study the
Survey
beautiful boulevard, University Blvd., in
Dallas's Highland Park where it runs between
Preston Rd. and Park St. This is a wonderful
example of how to make an attractive tree
lined boulevard through an estate area.
There are many things about Sam Bass that
remind me of this boulevard--the estates, the
trees, the park-like setting. As you widen the
road, I think this would be a nice model of
how your new road might be done so as to
keep the beauty of the area while serving the
public need for increased traffic flow. This
sample street also has a large church on it, so
I think it is very similar to Corridor H. I see
this area as having beautiful estates and
churches to serve the community. Allowing
the trailer storage to be built in its current
location was poor urban planning. I suggest
relocating this business to a more commercial
location elsewhere, and widening the road in
that direction. The lots in Spanish Oak
Terrace are not to be cut smaller than five
acres per deed restrictions. The estates are
what make this area so special, as we are
able to care for the colonies of deer and
other wildlife here. The place to widen your
road is to the east--from 1431 coming down
Sam Bass, cut the trees near the bend in the
road, relocate the trailer storage to use that
land, adjust the berm/dam to the wetlands

Themes

transportation
planning and
growth; other
corridors;
suggested
improvements;
character
preservation;
nature and
wildlife
considerations;
impacts to
property;
environmental
considerations

Response
in the early phases and right of way needs
have not yet been determined. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to land use, environmental
considerations such as wildlife and
vegetation, and social and community
impacts. County governments do not have
the authority to control land use or zoning.
We value your input and appreciate you
taking the time to comment.
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Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response

preserve if needed for the road widening,
and on the other end of the corridor use the
extra park space that is between the walking
trail and the existing road. I would make
every effort to minimize the use of a
homeowner's land, as many people have
been in these homes since the 1970's. I
would very much like to see new trees
planted to keep the boulevard looking
beautiful. The trees are also helpful in
blocking sun glare for drivers.
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation systems. The goal of this
study is to improve safety and mobility, and
to accommodate current and future growth
to better serve the increased number of
residents, visitors, and vehicles in the
County. These suggestions will be
considered and evaluated as the study
progresses. The scope of this study is to
study Sam Bass Road between RM 1431 and
Wyoming Springs Drive; however, we will
share your comments with the City of Round
Rock as they are responsible for Wyoming
Springs Drive. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

110 Tony Estes

6/27/2017 Community There are many walkers / runners / bikers
Survey
that utilize the existing trails in and around
this area. SUPs or hike and bike trails should
be incorporated with this project.
Consideration should be given to the future
extension of Wyoming Springs (grading,
drainage, turn lanes, signal placement) to
avoid or minimize future throwaway.

transportation
planning and
growth; other
corridors;
suggested
improvements

111 Tom Wilson

6/26/2017 Community Heavily traveled intersections should use
Survey
intelligent traffic light controllers which will
dynamically alter. Adjust light cycles based on
current traffic flow. The currently used fixed
cycles do not properly control varying
patterns and cause excessive and
unnecessary congestion.
Developers should be required to cover the
cost of proper infrastructure development
required to adequately meet the needs of the
homes/development they are constructing. It
doesn't make sense for them to walk away
with their profit and leave the cost of
managing the infrastructure improvements
required to be existing tax payers.

congestion and
mobility;
funding
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Comment

Themes

112 Barbara
Goergen

6/26/2017 Community Great Oaks HOA
Survey

other

113 David C
Harrison

6/26/2017 Community Provide stop light controls at Sam Bass and
Survey
Great Oaks

suggested
improvements

114 John Hirsch

6/26/2017 Community I am just pleased that you are looking into
Survey
addressing this issue. We have lived here
over 20 years and have seen a steady
increase of traffic, which will only continually
increase. With the widening of 3406 from I35 to Wyoming Springs, the necessity of
widening the rest of the road to 1431, with
turning lanes where appropriate, is essential.

other corridors

115 Patrick MY

6/25/2017 Community Water main that runs along Sam Bass and
Survey
supplies water to Brushy Bend Park
neighborhood via Walsh Dr / Mayfield Dr.
should be upgraded as part of any road
expansion project.

water
resources and
drainage;
suggested
improvements

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. These suggestions will be
considered and evaluated as the study
progresses. The process to study this
corridor involves evaluating many factors,
including but not limited to community
impacts, land use, and environmental
considerations We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. We will convey your comment
to the City of Round Rock who owns the
water line. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Many
options will be considered and evaluated as
a part of the study and all of them are
rooted in enhancing safety. We will pass
your comment along to the law
enforcement/sheriff's office. We value your
input and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.

116 Rachel
Fisher

6/23/2017 Community Don't do it
Survey

transportation
planning and
growth

117 Carrie
Strickland

6/22/2017 Community I have had many near accidents even just
Survey
turning into our neighborhood. Traffic is high
speed; people are impatient behind someone
turning into our neighborhood. I've actually
had people go out into oncoming traffic
around me bc they were so angry that I was
slowing down to turn into my own
neighborhood.
There is no law enforcement EVER slowing
down the speeding traffic. A great disservice
to the people who live in this area. It is
simply not safe on this road.

transportation
planning and
growth; safety
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#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. We will
consider your suggestions as part of this
study. The process to study this corridor
involves evaluating many factors, including
but not limited to community impacts, land
use, and environmental considerations. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value

118 Linda Doan

6/22/2017 Community If the road is widened, the churches are going
Survey
to loose parking space and trees and the
beauty the trees provide. Safety and speed is
a big issue. Even now, lower speed limit is
need along with flashing lights &
enforcement. Every effort should be made to
discourage drivers from using this route as a
cut through.......low speed limits, stop signs,
stop lights, flashing warning lights &
enforcement. I've never seen an officer
patrolling that area.

impacts to
property;
nature and
wildlife
considerations;
safety

119 Unknown

6/21/2017 Community Reconsider the expansion, the area will loose
Survey
its appeal and home values will suffer

character
preservation
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Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

120 Rick Seifert

6/21/2017 Community Please widen the road to the south, NOT the
Survey
north.

suggested
improvements

121 Jim
Marrone

6/21/2017 Community Thank you for this very open, well staffed,
Survey
opportunity to inform us. Williamson County
is awesome.

public
involvement
process
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
study is in the early phases and
improvements including right of way needs
have not yet been identified. The process to
study this corridor involves evaluating many
factors, including but not limited to
community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. Your
suggestion will be considered and evaluated
as the study progresses. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
Thank you for your comments and support
of this study. Williamson County has
experienced tremendous growth and
current population projections show this
growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
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#

Name

122 Debra
Elzner

123 Unknown

Date

Source

Comment

6/21/2017 Community Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd is an established
Survey
residential roadway that was never intended
to be a major thoroughfare. A better
alternative would be to connect Wyoming
Springs to 1431. There is an existing
easement that is available to connect
Wyoming Springs at Brightwater north to
Sam Bass/3406. Wyoming Springs is an
existing roadway that continues north from
Sam Bass/3406. It makes more sense to
extend Wyoming Springs to 1431, creating a
boulevard to accommodate heavy traffic. A
traffic study should be conducted AFTER
Wyoming Springs is connected to 1431 to
determine if there is a need for Corridor
H/Sam Bass to be widened at some point in
the future. Another alternative would be to
connect Creek Bend to 1431 provide access
to 1431 without taking a residential roadway
and turning it into a major thoroughfare.
Additional suggestion: Create 2 left turn
lanes on north bound Sam Bass at Sam
Bass/1431 intersection to turn west on 1431.
This would alleviate the majority of traffic
that backs up at this intersection in the
morning and afternoon rush hour.
6/21/2017 Community easy access for me when i drive on sam bass
Survey
road as a short cut

Themes

Response

suggested
improvements;
other
corridors;
congestion and
mobility

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
scope of this study is to study Sam Bass
Road between RM 1431 and Wyoming
Springs Drive; however, we will share your
comments with the City of Round Rock as
they are responsible for Wyoming Springs
Drive. Many options will be considered and
evaluated as a part of the study and all of
them are rooted in enhancing safety. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.

Other

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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124 Kim Oakley

Date

Source

Comment

6/21/2017 Community Round Rock Presbyterian Church is an active
Survey
church with more than just services on
Sunday. The largest Boy Scout pack in the
USA is hosted at our church. The scouts and
their leaders are on our campus many days in
the week, every week. We host a pre-school
program two days a week. There are several
AA,CA and NA meetings held nightly at our
campus. Looking at the lines, you would be
placing a road right up against our pre-school
playscape, cutting off access to our CE
building where the pre-school and AA meet
weekly, and restricting access for not only our
members but the Boy Scouts who store their
trailers on the property. Think carefully
before you chop up our campus and put
children at risk with a road literally at our
door!

Themes

Response

suggested
improvements;
safety; impacts
to property

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. The study is
in the early phases and right of way needs
have not yet been determined. We
recognize that there are many valuable
community resources along Sam Bass Road
and our team will continue to stay in close
coordination with the church. By planning
ahead, we can best coordinate with
property owners, businesses, and the
community, in order to safely and efficiently
accommodate existing and future
transportation needs. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
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125 Laura
Moore

Date
7/8/2017

Source
Email

Comment
Please don't run the road expansion right
through the front door of Round Rock
Presbyterian Church on Sam Bass Road.
Progress is necessary but please share the
pain between both sides of the road.
Thank you! Laura Moore

Themes

Response

impacts to
property;
suggested
improvements

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
study is in the early phases and right of way
needs have not yet been determined. We
recognize that there are many valuable
community resources along Sam Bass Road
and our team will continue to stay in close
coordination with the church. By planning
ahead, we can best coordinate with
property owners, businesses, and the
community, in order to safely and efficiently
accommodate existing and future
transportation needs. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
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126 Maureen
Vance

Date
7/7/2017

Source
Email

Comment

Themes

Response

To Whom It May Concern:
I’m writing to provide my feedback to you on
the Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd feasibility study
that proposes widening Sam Bass road to 5
lines, from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. I live in
Spanish Oak Terrace, the first neighborhood
off Sam Bass, immediately south of 1431.
Access to my neighborhood is ONLY possible
from Sam Bass Rd. I have lived here for over
5-years. I feel like I have a pretty good handle
on the traffic flow patterns on this section of
Sam Bass Rd.
I am opposed to widening Sam Bass Rd from
1431 to Wyoming Springs. The reasons for
this are numerous, and are listed as follows:
• Widening Sam Bass will increase traffic,
which will ultimately result in an increase in
accidents. We know it’s true. We know it
will happen. More lanes and an increase in
volume of vehicles will facilitate greater
speed of traffic (despite posted limits), which
will increase the number of accidents. If Sam
Bass is widened, the cars will come. Again,
we know this is true.
• Widening Sam Bass will significantly
increase noise pollution for all residents living
on/off Sam Bass, and will invite a decrease in
privacy for neighborhoods off Sam Bass.
Despite a posted “no outlet” sign at the
entrance of our neighborhood, we continue
to see vehicles come into our neighborhood
in an attempt to cut through to Brushy Creek
or another major road. More vehicles on
Sam Bass will only increase these vehicles in
our neighborhood. And, with increase road

congestion and
mobility;
safety;
environmental
considerations;
impacts to
property;
transportation
planning and
growth; nature
and wildlife
considerations;
funding;
suggested
improvements;
character
preservation

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. We will
consider your suggestions as part of this
study. The process to study this corridor
involves evaluating many factors, including
but not limited to social and community
impacts, land use, and environmental
considerations such as vegetation and
wildlife. These suggestions will be
considered and evaluated as the study
progresses. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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Source

Comment

Themes

Response

space, large trucks will use Sam Bass Rd,
which will significantly impact noise levels.
• Widening Sam Bass will reduce property
values. Which in turn will reduce tax revenue
for the city and county and would be unfair
to the homeowners who paid top dollar to
belong to this little quiet, secluded area.
What makes it so unique is that it is a little
slice of heaven in the country that is close to
all the amenities. Don’t make them just
another neighborhood off a major highway
PLEASE!
• There was plenty of space to add additional
roads before all these newer houses were
built, but there was poor planning by the
developers and the county. Now the homes
that have been in this area for over 40 years
will be impacted the most. That’s not fair.
This is a beautiful quiet little area. Why don’t
you put a 4-6 lane highway thru the middle of
those newer neighborhoods instead of
disrupting these long established homes?
• Widening Sam Bass will displace wildlife,
and will result in an increase of accidents
involving wildlife, which can be dangerous for
all involved. Wildlife (i.e. deer, coyote, fox)
cross Sam Bass Road from the residential
neighborhoods to the reserve/natural large
tract of land located on the SE corner of
1431/Sam Bass. If they are attempting to
transverse a widened Sam Bass Rd, there will
be more accidents.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will increase the risk
to children and pets that live in this area.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will impact
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Themes

Response

organizations (i.e. churches) already
established on Sam Bass Rd. For example,
Round Rock Presbyterian Church provides
religious serves on Sunday, but they also
serve their community on a daily basis,
serving as a home for girl scout troops, boy
scout troops, AA meetings, Mother’s Day Out
programs, local HOA meeting, large ESL
classes, and serving as a voting location.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will invite further
commercialism to this residential area, which
I am vehemently opposed too.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will cost an
exorbitant amount of county tax dollars,
which I feel is unnecessary. 1431 just
underwent significant construction, to aid in
the traffic on 1431, and is set-up to handle
larger volumes of traffic. It is redundant to
spend additional tax dollars to widening Sam
Bass Rd, when 1431 is already complete, and
ready to handle heavy traffic. You don’t need
another 4-6 lane road just off one already
there.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will forever change
this beautiful 2-lane road, the peaceful tree
lined street where it isn’t uncommon to see
all kinds of wildlife on the side of the road.
There are large, well-established trees that
line Sam Bass Rd, that will forever be lost if
construction is completed on Sam Bass.
There are traffic challenges on Sam Bass Rd,
that I feel could be handled in a relatively
simple manner. For example:
• Traffic backs up on Sam Bass Rd at peak
times during the day, for vehicles turning to
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the left (to head westbound) on 1431. This
could be addressed by lengthening the time
on the left turn light, and/or by making the
center lane (that currently crosses 1431 to
continue north on 175) a duel lane, where
vehicles could also turn to the left, or
continue straight.
• The intersection at Great Oaks/Sam Bass
does back up at peak times. A stoplight at
this intersection, which reverts to a flashing
red light for all directions during non-peak
hours, might help the flow of traffic in this
area.
I understand that this is a multifaceted issue.
It concerns me that there is such a significant,
comprehensive feasibility plan in place
already, prior to community feedback. Many
times when I leave my neighborhood daily,
there is no traffic, or very minimal traffic on
Sam Bass. If Sam Bass is widened, we will
never be able to undo it, and we will forever
loose this amazing two-lane road, that
services the residents in this area of
Williamson County.
Respectfully submitted,
Maureen Vance
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127 Robert
Miller

Date
7/7/2017

Source
Email

Comment

Themes
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I'm sending this in response to an email I
received from our HOA soliciting feedback on
the Corridor H road project. I live near the
intersection of Hwy. 1431 and Sam Bass
Road, and I am completely opposed to
Williamson County expending any resources
whatsoever on Corridor H. As with Arterial H,
it's just another "road to nowhere". These
projects serve no purpose other than to give
developers ready access to taxpayer money,
either directly or through additional taxpayer
bond debt, to build roads and put in utilities
and infrastructure so that they can construct
more houses and strip malls. They adversely
impact current residents, our quality of life,
and the environment. For example, we
recently watched as several miles of pristine
hiking and biking trails went under the dozer
so that "Gardens at Mayfield" could go up
adjacent to Arterial H. Now, users of the park
get to stare out at acres of ugly, treeless,
vacant lots and street lights. With the
continued rise in interest rates I gather they
may be vacant for awhile.
Developer boondoggles like Arterial H and
Corridor H are allowed to move forward
because the interested parties pay off county
commissioners and city council members,
usually in the form of political contributions
often veiled within PACS. If you peruse their
campaign finance reports (at least the ones
they make public) you can see the tens of
thousands of dollars being donated to them
annually by "engineering firms", etc.
I have every confidence that Corridor H will

environmental
considerations;
impacts to
property;
transportation
planning and
growth; nature
and wildlife
considerations;
funding;
character
preservation

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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move forward, and I can almost hear the
bulldozers and rock crusher getting fired up
in the not too distant future. It's important
that county officials understand that not
everyone approves of what you are doing,
and you can't fool all the people all the
time...!
Robert Miller
Round Rock, TX
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128 Mark
Turner

Date
7/6/2017
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Email

Comment

Themes
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I’m writing to provide my feedback to you on
the Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd feasibility study
that proposes widening Sam Bass road to 5
lines, from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. I live in
Spanish Oak Terrace, the first neighborhood
off Sam Bass, immediately south of 1431.
Access to my neighborhood is ONLY possible
from Sam Bass Rd. I have lived here for
several years, and I am in/out of our
neighborhood several times/day, at various
times. I feel like I have a pretty good handle
on the traffic flow patterns on this section of
Sam Bass Rd. I am opposed to widening Sam
Bass Rd from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. The
reasons for this are numerous, and are listed
as follows:
•
Widening Sam Bass will increase traffic,
which will ultimately result in an increase in
accidents. We know it’s true. We know it
will happen. More lanes and an increase in
volume of vehicles will facilitate greater
speed of traffic (despite posted limits), which
will increase the number of accidents. If Sam
Bass is widened, the cars will come. Again,
we know this is true.
•
Widening Sam Bass will significantly
increase noise pollution for all residents living
on/off Sam Bass, and will invite a decrease in
privacy for neighborhoods off Sam Bass.
Despite a posted “no outlet” sign at the
entrance of our neighborhood, we continue
to see vehicles come into our neighborhood
in an attempt to cut through to Brushy Creek
or another major road. More vehicles on
Sam Bass will only increase these vehicles in

congestion and
mobility;
safety;
environmental
considerations;
impacts to
property;
transportation
planning and
growth; nature
and wildlife
considerations;
funding;
suggested
improvements;
character
preservation

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. We will
consider your suggestions as part of this
study. The process to study this corridor
involves evaluating many factors, including
but not limited to social and community
impacts, land use, and environmental
considerations such as vegetation and
wildlife. We value your input and appreciate
you taking the time to comment.
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our neighborhood. And, with increase road
space, large trucks will use Sam Bass Rd,
which will significantly impact noise levels.
•
Widening Sam Bass will reduce
property values.
•
Widening Sam Bass will displace
wildlife, and will result in an increase of
accidents involving wildlife, which can be
dangerous for all involved. Wildlife (i.e. deer,
coyote, fox) cross Sam Bass Road from the
residential neighborhoods to the
reserve/natural large tract of land located on
the SE corner of 1431/Sam Bass. If they are
attempting to transverse a widened Sam Bass
Rd, there will be more accidents.
•
Widening Sam Bass Rd will increase the
risk to children and pets that live in this area.
•
Widening Sam Bass Rd will impact
organizations (i.e. churches) already
established on Sam Bass Rd. For example,
Round Rock Presbyterian Church provides
religious serves on Sunday, but they also
serve their community on a daily basis,
serving as a home for girl scout troops, boy
scout troops, AA meetings, Mother’s Day Out
programs, local HOA meeting, large ESL
classes, and serving as a voting location.
•
Widening Sam Bass Rd will invite
further commercialism to this residential
area, which I am vehemently opposed too.
•
Widening Sam Bass Rd will cost an
exorbitant amount of county tax dollars,
which I feel is unnecessary. 1431 just
underwent significant construction, to aid in
the traffic on 1431, and is set-up to handle
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larger volumes of traffic. It is redundant to
spend additional tax dollars to widening Sam
Bass Rd, when 1431 is already complete, and
ready to handle heavy traffic.
•
Widening Sam Bass Rd will forever
change this beautiful 2-lane road. There are
large, well-established trees that line Sam
Bass Rd, that will forever be lost if
construction is completed on Sam Bass.
There are traffic challenges on Sam Bass Rd,
that I feel could be handled in a relatively
simple manner. For example:
•
Traffic backs up on Sam Bass Rd at
peak times during the day, for vehicles
turning to the left (to head westbound) on
1431. This could be addressed by
lengthening the time on the left turn light,
and/or by making the center lane (that
currently crosses 1431 to continue north on
175) a duel lane, where vehicles could also
turn to the left, or continue straight.
•
The intersection at Great Oaks/Sam
Bass does back up at peak times. A stoplight
at this intersection, which reverts to a
flashing red light for all directions during nonpeak hours, might help the flow of traffic in
this area.
•
School traffic from Walsh Middle
School that exits Walsh Ranch Blvd and
attempts to turn to the left on Sam Bass
(heading east) does back up at the start/end
of school, on days when school is in session.
Secondary to this intersections proximity to
the Great Oaks/Sam Bass intersection, it
would be wise to route school traffic around
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the school on Behrens Parkway, then south
on Great Oaks, and then through a light at
Great Oaks/Sam Bass. This would prevent
putting in a stop sign or traffic light less than
half block from Great Oaks/Sam Bass.
I understand that this is a multifaceted issue.
It concerns me that there is such a significant,
comprehensive feasibility plan in place
already, prior to community feedback. Many
times when I leave my neighborhood daily,
there is no traffic, or very minimal traffic on
Sam Bass. If Sam Bass is widened, we will
never be able to undo it, and we will forever
loose this amazing two-lane road, that
services the residents in this area of
Williamson County.
Respectfully submitted,
Mark Turner
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I’m writing to provide my feedback to you on
the Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd feasibility study
that proposes widening Sam Bass road to 5
lines, from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. I live in
Spanish Oak Terrace, the first neighborhood
off Sam Bass, immediately south of 1431.
Access to my neighborhood is ONLY possible
from Sam Bass Rd. I have lived here for 3
years, and I am in/out of our neighborhood
several times/day, at various times. I feel like
I have a pretty good handle on the traffic
flow patterns on this section of Sam Bass Rd.
I am opposed to widening Sam Bass Rd from
1431 to Wyoming Springs. The reasons for
this are numerous, and are listed as follows:

congestion and
mobility;
safety;
environmental
considerations;
impacts to
property;
transportation
planning and
growth; nature
and wildlife
considerations;
funding;
suggested
improvements;
character
preservation

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

• Widening Sam Bass will increase traffic,
which will ultimately result in an increase in
accidents. We know it’s true. We know it
will happen. More lanes and an increase in
volume of vehicles will facilitate greater
speed of traffic (despite posted limits), which
will increase the number of accidents. If Sam
Bass is widened, the cars will come. Again,
we know this is true.
• Widening Sam Bass will significantly
increase noise pollution for all residents living
on/off Sam Bass, and will invite a decrease in
privacy for neighborhoods off Sam Bass.
Despite a posted “no outlet” sign at the
entrance of our neighborhood, we continue
to see vehicles come into our neighborhood
in an attempt to cut through to Brushy Creek
or another major road. More vehicles on
Sam Bass will only increase these vehicles in
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our neighborhood. And, with increase road
space, large trucks will use Sam Bass Rd,
which will significantly impact noise levels.
• Widening Sam Bass will reduce property
values.
• Widening Sam Bass will displace wildlife,
and will result in an increase of accidents
involving wildlife, which can be dangerous for
all involved. Wildlife (i.e. deer, coyote, fox)
cross Sam Bass Road from the residential
neighborhoods to the reserve/natural large
tract of land located on the SE corner of
1431/Sam Bass. If they are attempting to
transverse a widened Sam Bass Rd, there will
be more accidents.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will increase the
risk to children and pets that live in this area.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will impact
organizations (i.e. churches) already
established on Sam Bass Rd. For example,
Round Rock Presbyterian Church provides
religious serves on Sunday, but they also
serve their community on a daily basis,
serving as a home for girl scout troops, boy
scout troops, AA meetings, Mother’s Day Out
programs, local HOA meeting, large ESL
classes, and serving as a voting location.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will invite further
commercialism to this residential area, which
I am vehemently opposed too.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will cost an
exorbitant amount of county tax dollars,
which I feel is unnecessary. 1431 just
underwent significant construction, to aid in
the traffic on 1431, and is set-up to handle
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larger volumes of traffic. It is redundant to
spend additional tax dollars to widening Sam
Bass Rd, when 1431 is already complete, and
ready to handle heavy traffic.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will forever
change this beautiful 2-lane road. There are
large, well-established trees that line Sam
Bass Rd, that will forever be lost if
construction is completed on Sam Bass.
There are traffic challenges on Sam Bass Rd,
that I feel could be handled in a relatively
simple manner. For example:
• Traffic backs up on Sam Bass Rd at peak
times during the day, for vehicles turning to
the left (to head westbound) on 1431. This
could be addressed by lengthening the time
on the left turn light, and/or by making the
center lane (that currently crosses 1431 to
continue north on 175) a duel lane, where
vehicles could also turn to the left, or
continue straight.
• The intersection at Great Oaks/Sam Bass
does back up at peak times. A stoplight at
this intersection, which reverts to a flashing
red light for all directions during non-peak
hours, might help the flow of traffic in this
area.
• School traffic from Walsh Middle School
that exits Walsh Ranch Blvd and attempts to
turn to the left on Sam Bass (heading east)
does back up at the start/end of school, on
days when school is in session. Secondary to
this intersections proximity to the Great
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Oaks/Sam Bass intersection, it would be wise
to route school traffic around the school on
Behrens Parkway, then south on Great Oaks,
and then through a light at Great Oaks/Sam
Bass. This would prevent putting in a stop
sign or traffic light less than half block from
Great Oaks/Sam Bass.
I understand that this is a multifaceted issue.
It concerns me that there is such a significant,
comprehensive feasibility plan in place
already, prior to community feedback. Many
times when I leave my neighborhood daily,
there is no traffic, or very minimal traffic on
Sam Bass. If Sam Bass is widened, we will
never be able to undo it, and we will forever
loose this amazing two-lane road, that
services the residents in this area of
Williamson County.
Respectfully submitted,
James Woodward
2400 Spanish Oak Trail
Round Rock, Texas, 78681
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130 Nancy
Napolitano

Date
7/6/2017

Source
Email

Comment
Please do not do this Expansion! We are a
church who serves the needs of this
community. This expansion would greatly
affect our ability to be of service to many.
This road expansion needs to be
reconsidered! It does not just affect Sundays,,
but our ability to be of service to our fellow
man....a daycare...4 boy scout troops and girl
scouts, food for our underserved poor
population. We are a voting place...we host
festivals, and musical events the public
enjoys, as well as being a long-time greatly
attended AA and Al-Anon center and meeting
place for various homeowner's associations.
Please divert it away from our church ! Don't
take away what means so much!

Themes
impacts to
property

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. The study is
in the early phases and right of way needs
have not yet been determined. We
recognize that there are many valuable
community resources along Sam Bass Road
and our team will continue to stay in close
coordination with the church and other
organizations. By planning ahead, we can
best coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The study is in the early phases
and improvements have not yet been
identified. To view materials from the public
meetings, including maps, please visit the
Corridor H webpage at
www.wilco.org/corridorh.

131 Julie
Thomas

7/6/2017

Email

Please don’t widen Sam Bass Road. It will
destroy the look and beauty of that drive, not
to mention all of the property. It would be
better to divert through traffic to 1431.

character
preservation;
impacts to
property;
suggested
improvements

132 Brad
Schaible

7/6/2017

Email

Good afternoon, we have clients looking at
buying a home on 3541 Laurel Bay Loop,
Round Rock which Arterial H backs to. Trying
to figure out how close the road will be and
what will the sides of the road look like?
Sidewalks, walls, etc...

project
updates

If you could please send maps, drawings, and
any other information. It would be very
helpful, thank you for your time.
Brad C. Schaible, Realtor®/Broker
Schaible Realty
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133 Kathleen
Brunner
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Please accept this as a public comment for
the Corridor H / Sam Bass Road project:
If Sam Bass Road is further developed/
widened out to RM 1431, it will become a
major cut-through relief for the heavy traffic
to/from Parmer and to/from I-35, and there
will be no turning back to preserve the road
as a livable access to the residential
communities in what is right now a wholly
residential corridor. As it currently stands,
Sam Bass is a bit of a stressful drive for those
who live off of it, since many cut-through
drivers have a hard time keeping to the
posted 50 mph limit. It is truly astounding to
accept that the City of Round Rock, which is
making headlines for being a top residential
community, would pressure a gorgeous
residential pocket into becoming a cutthrough zone for potential future growth in
the north part of the County.

character
preservation;
transportation
planning and
growth

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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134 Wendy Lynn 7/6/2017
Turner

Source
Email

Comment

Themes

Response

To Whom It May Concern:
I’m writing to provide my feedback to you on
the Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd feasibility study
that proposes widening Sam Bass road to 5
lines, from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. I live in
Spanish Oak Terrace, the first neighborhood
off Sam Bass, immediately south of 1431.
Access to my neighborhood is ONLY possible
from Sam Bass Rd. I have lived here for over
12-years, and I am in/out of our
neighborhood several times/day, at various
times. I feel like I have a pretty good handle
on the traffic flow patterns on this section of
Sam Bass Rd.

congestion and
mobility;
safety;
environmental
considerations;
impacts to
property;
transportation
planning and
growth; nature
and wildlife
considerations;
funding;
suggested
improvements;
character
preservation

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

I am opposed to widening Sam Bass Rd from
1431 to Wyoming Springs. The reasons for
this are numerous, and are listed as follows:
•
Widening Sam Bass will increase traffic,
which will ultimately result in an increase in
accidents. We know it’s true. We know it
will happen. More lanes and an increase in
volume of vehicles will facilitate greater
speed of traffic (despite posted limits), which
will increase the number of accidents. If Sam
Bass is widened, the cars will come. Again,
we know this is true.
•
Widening Sam Bass will significantly
increase noise pollution for all residents living
on/off Sam Bass, and will invite a decrease in
privacy for neighborhoods off Sam Bass.
Despite a posted “no outlet” sign at the
entrance of our neighborhood, we continue
to see vehicles come into our neighborhood
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in an attempt to cut through to Brushy Creek
or another major road. More vehicles on
Sam Bass will only increase these vehicles in
our neighborhood. And, with increase road
space, large trucks will use Sam Bass Rd,
which will significantly impact noise levels.
•
Widening Sam Bass will reduce
property values.
•
Widening Sam Bass will displace
wildlife, and will result in an increase of
accidents involving wildlife, which can be
dangerous for all involved. Wildlife (i.e. deer,
coyote, fox) cross Sam Bass Road from the
residential neighborhoods to the
reserve/natural large tract of land located on
the SE corner of 1431/Sam Bass. If they are
attempting to transverse a widened Sam Bass
Rd, there will be more accidents.
•
Widening Sam Bass Rd will increase the
risk to children and pets that live in this area.
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135 Joy Hilscher

Date
7/6/2017

Source
Email

Comment
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Response

I am obviously vehemently opposed to the
road as the are is already fully developed and
disturbing it is destructive to people who
have supported the county for years. This is
not a road with farms along side of it. I have
looked at other road projects, and they do
not have numerous private driveways exiting
the road.
However, if it was built, here is what I would
expect:
-a sidewalk along the entire stretch from
1431 to connection of the trail along 3406 as
this street is used by pedestrians and bikers
-a reduced speed limit to prevent speeding
(also churches, homes and schools are here),
so people need to be reminded to be aware
of children
-a landscaped median with sprinklers to block
out traffic from the other side of the road
-a plan for noise reduction, trash cleanup,
and patrol
-a plan for drainage and flooding
-crosswalks at any lights with signals for
pedestrians
-sewer connection for all homes along the
stretch (adding sewers later to replace all the
septic systems would be highly disruptive to
the road and most likely more expensive)
-a plan for easy exit and entrance to citizen
driveways
-properties still maintain their same level of
independence/zoning laws
-a truck limit so trucks from the quarries do
not come down the road
-avoid ROW on private properties

safety;
environmental
considerations;
impacts to
property;
transportation
planning and
growth;
suggested
improvements;
character
preservation;
water
resources and
drainage

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
study is in the early phases and
improvements have not yet been identified.
These suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, water resources and drainage, and
environmental considerations such as
vegetation and wildlife. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
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-plans that do not cause citizens along this
stretch to do lengthy turn abouts to go the
opposite direction
-plans that take into account community
businesses (Shady Acres, Flave Rave Shaved
Ice & Lone Star Relays, Hacienda Del Toro
Venue)
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136 Chris
Kjeldsen

Date
7/6/2017

Source
Email

Comment

Themes

Response

In short. Much ado about nothing. Widening
the road at all is not needed. Destroying
trees, in/out access to private homes and
churches and property values for the sake of
a few commuters is an extraordinary waste of
time and money. If some commuters want
less of a wait at the light at 1431 at the end of
corridor H, make the middle lane a straight
and left turn lane. That would increase traffic
flow to the left by 50%. Problem solved. Do
not widen the road on Corridor H.

transportation
planning and
growth; nature
and wildlife
considerations;
impacts to
property;
funding;
suggested
improvements

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
study is in the early phases and
improvements have not yet been identified.
These suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

Thanks,
Chris Kjeldsen
Head Coach
ckjeldsen17@gmail.com
www.ckswimming.com
512-694-2180
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137 Jenny
Masgras

Date
7/6/2017
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Email
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To Whom It May Concern:
I’m writing to provide my feedback to you on
the Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd feasibility study
that proposes widening Sam Bass road to 5
lines, from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. I live in
Spanish Oak Terrace, the first neighborhood
off Sam Bass, immediately south of 1431.
Access to my neighborhood is ONLY possible
from Sam Bass Rd. I have lived here for over
12-years, and I am in/out of our
neighborhood several times/day, at various
times. I feel like I have a pretty good handle
on the traffic flow patterns on this section of
Sam Bass Rd.
I am opposed to widening Sam Bass Rd from
1431 to Wyoming Springs. The reasons for
this are numerous, and are listed as follows:
• Widening Sam Bass will increase traffic,
which will ultimately result in an increase in
accidents. We know it’s true. We know it
will happen. More lanes and an increase in
volume of vehicles will facilitate greater
speed of traffic (despite posted limits), which
will increase the number of accidents. If Sam
Bass is widened, the cars will come. Again,
we know this is true.
• Widening Sam Bass will significantly
increase noise pollution for all residents living
on/off Sam Bass, and will invite a decrease in
privacy for neighborhoods off Sam Bass.
Despite a posted “no outlet” sign at the
entrance of our neighborhood, we continue
to see vehicles come into our neighborhood
in an attempt to cut through to Brushy Creek
or another major road. More vehicles on

congestion and
mobility;
safety;
environmental
considerations;
impacts to
property;
transportation
planning and
growth; nature
and wildlife
considerations;
funding;
suggested
improvements;
character
preservation

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
study is in the early phases and
improvements have not yet been identified.
We will consider your suggestions as part of
this study. The process to study this corridor
involves evaluating many factors, including
but not limited to social and community
impacts, land use, and environmental
considerations such as vegetation and
wildlife. These suggestions will be
considered and evaluated as the study
progresses. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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Sam Bass will only increase these vehicles in
our neighborhood. And, with increase road
space, large trucks will use Sam Bass Rd,
which will significantly impact noise levels.
• Widening Sam Bass will reduce property
values.
• Widening Sam Bass will displace wildlife,
and will result in an increase of accidents
involving wildlife, which can be dangerous for
all involved. Wildlife (i.e. deer, coyote, fox)
cross Sam Bass Road from the residential
neighborhoods to the reserve/natural large
tract of land located on the SE corner of
1431/Sam Bass. If they are attempting to
transverse a widened Sam Bass Rd, there will
be more accidents.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will increase the
risk to children and pets that live in this area.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will impact
organizations (i.e. churches) already
established on Sam Bass Rd. For example,
Round Rock Presbyterian Church provides
religious serves on Sunday, but they also
serve their community on a daily basis,
serving as a home for girl scout troops, boy
scout troops, AA meetings, Mother’s Day Out
programs, local HOA meeting, large ESL
classes, and serving as a voting location.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will invite further
commercialism to this residential area, which
I am vehemently opposed too.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will cost an
exorbitant amount of county tax dollars,
which I feel is unnecessary. 1431 just
underwent significant construction, to aid in
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the traffic on 1431, and is set-up to handle
larger volumes of traffic. It is redundant to
spend additional tax dollars to widening Sam
Bass Rd, when 1431 is already complete, and
ready to handle heavy traffic.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will forever
change this beautiful 2-lane road. There are
large, well-established trees that line Sam
Bass Rd, that will forever be lost if
construction is completed on Sam Bass.
There are traffic challenges on Sam Bass Rd,
that I feel could be handled in a relatively
simple manner. For example:
• Traffic backs up on Sam Bass Rd at peak
times during the day, for vehicles turning to
the left (to head westbound) on 1431. This
could be addressed by lengthening the time
on the left turn light, and/or by making the
center lane (that currently crosses 1431 to
continue north on 175) a duel lane, where
vehicles could also turn to the left, or
continue straight.
• The intersection at Great Oaks/Sam Bass
does back up at peak times. A stoplight at
this intersection, which reverts to a flashing
red light for all directions during non-peak
hours, might help the flow of traffic in this
area.
• School traffic from Walsh Middle School
that exits Walsh Ranch Blvd and attempts to
turn to the left on Sam Bass (heading east)
does back up at the start/end of school, on
days when school is in session. Secondary to
this intersections proximity to the Great
Oaks/Sam Bass intersection, it would be wise
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to route school traffic around the school on
Behrens Parkway, then south on Great Oaks,
and then through a light at Great Oaks/Sam
Bass. This would prevent putting in a stop
sign or traffic light less than half block from
Great Oaks/Sam Bass.
I understand that this is a multifaceted issue.
It concerns me that there is such a significant,
comprehensive feasibility plan in place
already, prior to community feedback. Many
times when I leave my neighborhood daily,
there is no traffic, or very minimal traffic on
Sam Bass. If Sam Bass is widened, we will
never be able to undo it, and we will forever
loose this amazing two-lane road, that
services the residents in this area of
Williamson County.
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Subject: Plans to widen Sam Bass Road
Issue: Negative impacts to Round Rock
Presbyterian Church from easement to widen
roadway.
Negative Affects:
1) Reduction / removal of holding pond which
prevents flooding during heavy rain.
2) Reduction of parking area.
3) Elimination of near-in parking used by
seniors and others when attending events in
the fellowship hall.
4) Impact to long range plans for additional
buildings which will serve our growing
community.
Alternative:
Take easement from single family large lot
properties on the other side of Sam Bass
Road.
These homes are located far back from the
roadway. This will have minimal impact on
the home owners.
Richard A. Foster
Member of Round Rock Presbyterian Church

impacts to
property;
water
resources and
drainage;
suggested
improvements

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. The study is
in the early phases and right of way needs
have not yet been determined. We
recognize that there are many valuable
community resources along Sam Bass Road
and our team will continue to stay in close
coordination with the church. By planning
ahead, we can best coordinate with
property owners, businesses, and the
community, in order to safely and efficiently
accommodate existing and future
transportation needs. These suggestions will
be considered and evaluated as the study
progresses. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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To Whom It May Concern:
I’m writing to provide my feedback to you on
the Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd feasibility study
that proposes widening Sam Bass road to 5
lines, from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. I live in
Spanish Oak Terrace, the first neighborhood
off Sam Bass, immediately south of 1431.
Access to my neighborhood is ONLY possible
from Sam Bass Rd. I have lived here for over
5-years. I feel like I have a pretty good handle
on the traffic flow patterns on this section of
Sam Bass Rd.
I am opposed to widening Sam Bass Rd from
1431 to Wyoming Springs. The reasons for
this are numerous, and are listed as follows:
•
Widening Sam Bass will increase traffic,
which will ultimately result in an increase in
accidents. We know it’s true. We know it
will happen. More lanes and an increase in
volume of vehicles will facilitate greater
speed of traffic (despite posted limits), which
will increase the number of accidents. If Sam
Bass is widened, the cars will come. Again,
we know this is true.
•
Widening Sam Bass will significantly
increase noise pollution for all residents living
on/off Sam Bass, and will invite a decrease in
privacy for neighborhoods off Sam Bass.
Despite a posted “no outlet” sign at the
entrance of our neighborhood, we continue
to see vehicles come into our neighborhood
in an attempt to cut through to Brushy Creek
or another major road. More vehicles on
Sam Bass will only increase these vehicles in
our neighborhood. And, with increase road
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
study is in the early phases and right of way
needs have not yet been determined. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We recognize
that there are many valuable community
resources along Sam Bass Road and our
team will continue to stay in close
coordination with the church. By planning
ahead, we can best coordinate with
property owners, businesses, and the
community, in order to safely and efficiently
accommodate existing and future
transportation needs. These suggestions will
be considered and evaluated as the study
progresses. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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space, large trucks will use Sam Bass Rd,
which will significantly impact noise levels.
•
Widening Sam Bass will reduce property
values. Which in turn will reduce tax revenue
for the city and county and would be unfair
to the homeowners who paid top dollar to
belong to this little quiet, secluded area.
What makes it so unique is that it is a little
slice of heaven in the country that is close to
all the amenities. Don’t make them just
another neighborhood off a major highway
PLEASE!
•
There was plenty of space to add
additional roads before all these newer
houses were built, but there was poor
planning by the developers and the county.
Now the homes that have been in this area
for over 40 years will be impacted the most.
That’s not fair. This is a beautiful quiet little
area. Why don’t you put a 4-6 lane highway
thru the middle of those newer
neighborhoods instead of disrupting these
long established homes?
•
Widening Sam Bass will displace
wildlife, and will result in an increase of
accidents involving wildlife, which can be
dangerous for all involved. Wildlife (i.e. deer,
coyote, fox) cross Sam Bass Road from the
residential neighborhoods to the
reserve/natural large tract of land located on
the SE corner of 1431/Sam Bass. If they are
attempting to transverse a widened Sam Bass
Rd, there will be more accidents.
•
Widening Sam Bass Rd will increase the
risk to children and pets that live in this area.
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•
Widening Sam Bass Rd will impact
organizations (i.e. churches) already
established on Sam Bass Rd. For example,
Round Rock Presbyterian Church provides
religious serves on Sunday, but they also
serve their community on a daily basis,
serving as a home for girl scout troops, boy
scout troops, AA meetings, Mother’s Day Out
programs, local HOA meeting, large ESL
classes, and serving as a voting location.
•
Widening Sam Bass Rd will invite
further commercialism to this residential
area, which I am vehemently opposed too.
•
Widening Sam Bass Rd will cost an
exorbitant amount of county tax dollars,
which I feel is unnecessary. 1431 just
underwent significant construction, to aid in
the traffic on 1431, and is set-up to handle
larger volumes of traffic. It is redundant to
spend additional tax dollars to widening Sam
Bass Rd, when 1431 is already complete, and
ready to handle heavy traffic. You don’t need
another 4-6 lane road just off one already
there.
•
Widening Sam Bass Rd will forever
change this beautiful 2-lane road, the
peaceful tree lined street where it isn’t
uncommon to see all kinds of wildlife on the
side of the road. There are large, wellestablished trees that line Sam Bass Rd, that
will forever be lost if construction is
completed on Sam Bass.
There are traffic challenges on Sam Bass Rd,
that I feel could be handled in a relatively
simple manner. For example:
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•
Traffic backs up on Sam Bass Rd at
peak times during the day, for vehicles
turning to the left (to head westbound) on
1431. This could be addressed by
lengthening the time on the left turn light,
and/or by making the center lane (that
currently crosses 1431 to continue north on
175) a duel lane, where vehicles could also
turn to the left, or continue straight.
•
The intersection at Great Oaks/Sam
Bass does back up at peak times. A stoplight
at this intersection, which reverts to a
flashing red light for all directions during nonpeak hours, might help the flow of traffic in
this area.
I understand that this is a multifaceted issue.
It concerns me that there is such a significant,
comprehensive feasibility plan in place
already, prior to community feedback. Many
times when I leave my neighborhood daily,
there is no traffic, or very minimal traffic on
Sam Bass. If Sam Bass is widened, we will
never be able to undo it, and we will forever
loose this amazing two-lane road, and change
it from a residential neighborhood to a major
highway in this area of Williamson County.
Respectfully submitted,
Jeff Vance
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To Whom it May Concer:
transportation
I am writing to register my objection to the
planning and
project to widen Sam Bass to 5 lanes. This is
growth
one of the few remaining "country-like" areas
in Round Rock. I regularly use this road since I
live in the Oak Creek HOA on Falcon Drive. I
access Sam Bass from the Creek Bend
Extension. I will soon be moving to Mayfield
Ranch on 1431 and will continue to drive Sam
Bass.
The plans to take property from the
residences and churches along Sam Bass is
shameful. This is a residential neighborhood
and the owners deserve to retain all of the
property they purchased. Increased traffic on
a 5-lane road will turn their beautiful country
setting into a fast-paced traffic transition
area where I can guarantee the speed limit
would far exceed whatever is posted. I always
see deer each time I drive Sam Bass. This is
one of the last few areas where deer live and
even now I see dead deer on this road. If the
road is widened and the speed limit
increased, we can kiss the rest of the wildlife
good-bye.
Please DO NOT continue with this plan and
ruin this beautiful area. If there must be
improvements, then the addition of a couple
of turn-only lanes and a better transition off
of 1431 are all that are needed. The best idea
is to keep traffic on 1431 and DISCOURAGE
drivers from using Sam Bass in any way
possible.
Thank you for your time and attention.

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. This
study is in the early phases, and right of way
needs have not yet been identified. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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141 Philip and
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To Whom It May Concern:
I’m writing to provide my feedback to you on
the Corridor H/Sam Bass Road feasibility
study that proposes widening Sam Bass road
from 2 to 5 lines, from 1431 to Wyoming
Springs. My wife, our son and his wife and
our two grand-daughters live in Spanish Oak
Terrace which is the first neighborhood off
Sam Bass, immediately south of 1431. Access
to our neighborhood is ONLY possible from
Sam Bass Rd. We have lived here for over 22
years, and we are in and out of our
neighborhood quite frequently.
Consequently, we feel that we have an
excellent handle on the traffic flow patterns
on this section of Sam Bass Rd.
We are opposed to widening Sam Bass Rd
from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. The reasons
for this are as follows:
Widening Sam Bass will increase traffic,
which will ultimately result in an increase in
accidents. We know it will happen. More
lanes and an increase in volume of vehicles
will facilitate greater speed of traffic (despite
posted limits), which will increase the
number of accidents. If Sam Bass is widened,
more traffic will come.
Widening Sam Bass will significantly increase
noise pollution for all residents living in
Spanish Oak Terrace, and will produce a
decrease in privacy for neighborhoods off
Sam Bass. Despite a posted “NO OUTLET”
sign at the entrance of our neighborhood, we
continue to see vehicles come into our
neighborhood, attempting to cut through to

safety;
environmental
considerations;
impacts to
property;
transportation
planning and
growth; nature
and wildlife
considerations;
funding;
suggested
improvements;
character
preservation

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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Brushy Creek. More vehicles on Sam Bass will
only increase these vehicles in our
neighborhood and with increase road space,
large trucks will use Sam Bass Rd, which will
significantly INCREASE noise levels.
Widening Sam Bass will reduce property
values (the only PLUS in the plan which MAY
reduce our property taxes)!
Widening Sam Bass will displace wildlife, and
will result in an increase of accidents
involving wildlife, which can be dangerous for
all involved. Wildlife (i.e. deer, coyote, fox,
possum, etc.) cross Sam Bass Road from the
residential neighborhoods to the large tract
of land located on the SE corner of 1431/Sam
Bass. When they are attempting to cross a
widened Sam Bass Rd, there will be more
accidents.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will increase the risk
to children and pets that live in this area.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will impact
organizations (i.e. churches) already
established on Sam Bass Rd. For example,
Round Rock Presbyterian Church provides
religious serves on Sunday, but they also
serve their community on a daily basis,
serving as a home for girl scout troops, boy
scout troops, AA meetings, Mother’s Day Out
programs, local HOA meeting, large ESL
classes, and serving as a voting location.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will invite further
commercialism to this residential area, which
we are vehemently opposed to.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will cost an exorbitant
amount of county tax dollars, which I feel is
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unnecessary. 1431 just underwent significant
construction, to aid in the traffic on 1431,
and is set-up to handle larger volumes of
traffic. It is redundant to spend additional tax
dollars to widening Sam Bass Rd, when 1431
is already complete, and ready to handle
heavy traffic.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will forever change
this beautiful 2-lane road. There are large,
well-established trees that line Sam Bass Rd,
that will forever be lost if construction is
completed on Sam Bass.
There are traffic challenges on Sam Bass Rd,
that I feel could be handled in a relatively
simple manner. For example:
Traffic backs up on Sam Bass Rd at peak times
during the day, for vehicles turning to the left
(to head westbound) on 1431. This could be
addressed by lengthening the time on the left
turn light, and/or by making the center lane
(that currently crosses 1431 to continue
north on 175) a duel lane, where vehicles
could also turn to the left, or continue
straight.
The intersection at Great Oaks/Sam Bass
does back up at peak times. A traffic signal at
this intersection, which reverts to a flashing
red light for all directions during non-peak
hours, might help the flow of traffic in this
area.
School traffic from Walsh Middle School that
exits Walsh Ranch Blvd and attempts to turn
to the left on Sam Bass (heading east) does
back up at the start/end of school, on days
when school is in session. Secondary to this
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intersections proximity to the Great
Oaks/Sam Bass intersection, it might be wise
to route school traffic around the school on
Behrens Parkway, then south on Great Oaks,
and then through a light at Great Oaks/Sam
Bass. This would prevent putting in a stop
sign or traffic light less than half block from
Great Oaks/Sam Bass.
I understand that this is a multifaceted issue.
It concerns me that there is such a significant,
comprehensive feasibility plan in place
already, prior to community feedback. Many
times when I leave my neighborhood daily,
there is no traffic, or very minimal traffic on
Sam Bass. If Sam Bass is widened, we will
never be able to undo it, and we will forever
loose this amazing two-lane road, that
services the residents in this area of
Williamson County.
Respectfully submitted,
Philip and Esther Knapp
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To Whom It May Concern:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide
feedback on the proposal to widen Sam Bass
Rd from Wyoming Springs to 1431. We have
lived off Sam Bass for the past 20 years - my
work and our children's school take me on
this stretch of road most days. We share the
concerns with many of my neighbors that this
area's traffic demands do not require a multilane, increased speed limit solution.
This area is built out, and we have driveways
and quiet subdivisions bordering the road.
Expanding this road to create a major
thoroughfare will create more problems
instead of providing solutions to minimal
current traffic issues. The appeal of this area
is the rural feel while still being close to
major roads and great schools.
I see three current issue areas that only occur
during certain days/times of day:
- intersection of Sam Bass and 1431. Possible
solution: Change the middle northbound lane
to a dual straight/left turn lane.
- intersection of Walsh Ranch and Sam Bass. I
do see a lot of parents try to turn left
(eastbound) here instead of exiting the
school area onto Great Oaks and using the
intersection of Great Oaks and Sam Bass. This
could be remedied by making a no-left-turn
zone here for the mornings, forcing traffic to
the Great Oaks stop.
- Great Oaks and Sam Bass seldom gets very
backed up, but with morning school traffic
being redirected here and during rush hour,
we could install a stop light to manage the

transportation
planning and
growth;
suggested
improvements;
character
preservation

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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traffic during peak hours. At other times, it
would be a flashing red, similar to the stop
sign that currently exists.
We strongly oppose the widening of this
road, and we thank you for the opportunity
to comment.
Respectfully,
Perry and Adare Siegel
Adare Siegel
The ZooKrew Pet Sitting LLC
www.thezookrew.com
512-963-9437
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To Whom It May Concern:
I’m writing to provide my feedback to you on
the Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd feasibility study
that proposes widening Sam Bass road to 5
lines, from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. I live in
Tonkawa Springs, right across from Walsh
Ranch. I have lived here for over 5 years,
and I am in/out of our neighborhood several
times/day, at various times. I feel like I have
a pretty good handle on the traffic flow
patterns on this section of Sam Bass Rd.
I am opposed to widening Sam Bass Rd from
1431 to Wyoming Springs. The reasons for
this are numerous, and are listed as follows:
1.
Widening Sam Bass will increase
traffic, which will ultimately result in an
increase in accidents. We know it’s true. We
know it will happen. More lanes and an
increase in volume of vehicles will facilitate
greater speed of traffic (despite posted
limits), which will increase the number of
accidents. If Sam Bass is widened, the cars
will come. Again, we know this is true. We
do not want to provide the means for
additional traffic. The traffic will not come
unless you build it this way!!
2.
Widening Sam Bass will significantly
increase noise pollution for all residents living
on/off Sam Bass, and will invite a decrease in
privacy for neighborhoods off Sam Bass. With
an increase in road space, large trucks will
use Sam Bass Rd, which will significantly
impact noise levels.
3.
Widening Sam Bass will reduce
property values.
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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4.
Widening Sam Bass will displace
wildlife, and will result in an increase of
accidents involving wildlife, which can be
dangerous for all involved.
5. S. Widening Sam Bass Rd will cost an
exorbitant amount of county tax dollars,
which I feel is completely unnecessary. 1431
just underwent significant construction, to
aid in the traffic on 1431, and is set-up to
handle larger volumes of traffic. It is
redundant to spend additional tax dollars to
widening Sam Bass Rd, when 1431 is already
complete, and ready to handle heavy traffic.
6.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will forever
change this beautiful 2-lane road. There are
large, well-established trees that line Sam
Bass Rd, that will forever be lost if
construction is completed on Sam Bass.
There are traffic challenges on Sam Bass Rd,
that I feel could be handled in a relatively
simple manner. For example:
• Traffic backs up on Sam Bass Rd at peak
times during the day, for vehicles turning to
the left (to head westbound) on 1431. This
could be addressed by lengthening the time
on the left turn light, and/or by making the
center lane (that currently crosses 1431 to
continue north on 175) a duel lane, where
vehicles could also turn to the left, or
continue straight.
• The intersection at Great Oaks/Sam Bass
does back up at peak times. A stoplight at
this intersection, which reverts to a flashing
red light for all directions during non-peak
hours, would help the flow of traffic in this
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area. This would also help reduce the middle
school traffic during peak times of the day.
I understand that this is a multifaceted issue.
It concerns me that there is such a significant,
comprehensive feasibility plan in place
already, prior to community feedback. It is
concerning that today I see additional
construction trucks out surveying the land.
This is NOT something we want and you
should consider our voices. It is as if you are
spending money on something we don't
need. If you made minor changes to this
road it would alleviate alot of the headaches.
Please reconsider and look at the other
options.
Many times when I leave my neighborhood
daily, there is no traffic, or very minimal
traffic on Sam Bass. If Sam Bass is widened,
we will never be able to undo it, and we will
forever loose this amazing two-lane road,
that services the residents in this area of
Williamson County.
Respectfully submitted,
Lisa Whittle
Tonkawa Springs
Round Rock, TX 78681
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Please accept my endorsement of the
statement of Kathleen Brunner below.
I know that you want to do what is best in
our community to make it beautiful and
livable. Please do not widen Sam Bass Road,
as many believe would harm our community.
Widening Sam Bass Road would destroy the
charm of this country road, and corrode the
appeal of Williamson County.
My husband and I moved here, partly
because of the charm of Sam Bass Road. It is
residential and peaceful.
Round Rock and Williamson County need
beautiful places to attract the affluent. In its
current state, this stretch of Sam Bass
displays gracious single-family homes on
acreage, rimmed with lovely unplanned trees.
The two-lane stretch of Sam Bass Road, from
3406 to 1431 undeniably holds a special place
in our county and in our local hearts.
Frequently, I have heard people talk of its
beauty when describing where we live.
Please preserve it!!!!
In addition to accepting public comment, I
would encourage every person in charge of
whether to widen Sam Bass Road to drive the
two-lane portion at different points during
the day. By doing so, and by considering
residential public comment, I believe each
person will understand the importance of
maintaining Sam Bass’ current width.
Please accept this as a public comment for
the Corridor H / Sam Bass Road project:
If Sam Bass Road is further developed/
widened out to RM 1431, it will become a

character
preservation;
congestion and
mobility

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
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major cut-through relief for the heavy traffic
to/from Parmer and to/from I-35, and there
will be no turning back to preserve the road
as a livable access to the residential
communities in what is right now a wholly
residential corridor. As it currently stands,
Sam Bass is a bit of a stressful drive for those
who live off of it, since many cut-through
drivers have a hard time keeping to the
posted 50 mph limit. It is truly astounding to
accept that the City of Round Rock, which is
making headlines for being a top residential
community, would pressure a gorgeous
residential pocket into becoming a cutthrough zone for potential future growth in
the north part of the County.
Kathleen Brunner
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To Whom It May Concern:
RE: Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd feasibility study
that proposes widening Sam Bass road to 5
lines, from 1431 to Wyoming Springs
This is a beautiful stretch of road which
widening would turn into a commercial
feeling road. There are so many beautiful
homes that front onto Sam Bass, widening
this road would be of great detriment to the
quality of life of those who LIVE at a Sam Bass
address.
• Widening Sam Bass will unquestionably
reduce property values.
• Widening Sam Bass will displace wildlife.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will increase the risk
to children and pets that live in this area.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will impact
organizations already established on Sam
Bass Rd. For example, Round Rock
Presbyterian Church provides religious
services on Sunday, but it also serves the
community on a daily basis, serving as a
home for girl scout troops, boy scout troops,
AA meetings, Mother’s Day Out programs,
local HOA meetings, large ESL classes, and
serving as a voting location.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will invite further
commercialism to this residential area,
another incursion into our quality of life in
this area.
• 1431 just underwent significant
construction and can handle larger volumes
of traffic. It is redundant to spend additional
tax dollars to widening Sam Bass Rd, when
1431 is already complete, and ready to
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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handle heavy traffic.
• Widening Sam Bass Rd will forever change
this beautiful 2-lane road. There are large,
well-established trees that line Sam Bass Rd,
that will forever be lost if this road widening
happens.
Other adaptations that could help ease traffic
are:
• Traffic backs up on Sam Bass Rd at peak
times during the day, for vehicles turning to
the left (to head westbound) on 1431. This
could be addressed by lengthening the time
on the left turn light, or by allowing the
center lane (that currently crosses 1431 to
continue north on 175) to serve vehicles turn
turning left or continuing straight.
• The intersection at Great Oaks/Sam Bass
does back up at peak times. A stoplight at
this intersection, which reverts to a flashing
red light for all directions during non-peak
hours, might help the flow of traffic in this
area.
Let’s not lose the character of Williamson
County in the name of traffic flow. If Sam
Bass is widened, we will never be able to
undo it, and we will forever lose this beautiful
two-lane road.
Respectfully submitted,
Ellen R. Skoviera
1110 Oaklands Drive
Round Rock, TX 78681
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Stop taking the “country” out of “hill
country.” In addressing concerns regarding
the mobility AND safety along Sam Bass
Road, only minor changes are needed, even
in the long-term, which I’ll explain later.
These minor changes include:
1. Lowering the speed limit to 35 mph,
2. A stoplight at Great Oaks that reverts to a
ﬂashing red light for all directions during nonpeak hours,
3. Changing the middle lane into a dedicated
left turn lane northbound at Sam Bass &
1431, and/or merely extend-ing the duration
of the left-turn signal 2x(+) during peak
hours, so more cars can make a leftprotected turn. It was extremely
disconcerting to be told that the “county has
no plans/ideas” regarding improvements for
Sam Bass, and they sincerely want input from
those who live in the area re: improvements
to mobility and safety, when in fact there
already exists a highly detailed, ~$500K, 27page long feasibility study to widen Sam Bass
Road into a 5-lane thoroughfare; it was last
modiﬁed 3/2/17, as of this writing. If Wilco
truly desires the public’s input, why wouldn’t
it conduct the Open House ﬁrst, before
generating and paying for such a costly
study? I hope you are actually willing to listen
to us.
In going from a 20-foot roadway to an 80foot roadway (widening to 5 lanes per Wilco’s
feasibility study),
I have strong concerns about:
1. the loss of trees and rural feel of this
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. Your suggestions will be
considered as part of this study. No
feasibility study was done prior to the open
house. We believe you may be referring to
the engineering contract for the current
study. The scope in the Engineering contract
is an estimate of the tasks that will be
needed to complete the project. The County
did not pay for the production of the
contract. The contract is the mechanism by
which we pay the Engineer for completing
the project. We recognize that there are
many valuable community resources along
Sam Bass Road and our team will continue
to stay in close coordination with the
churches, the community, and other
organizations. By planning ahead, we can
best coordinate with property owners,
businesses, and the community, in order to
safely and efficiently accommodate existing
and future transportation needs. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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beautiful road... I sometimes stand under one
of these beautiful trees waiting for my kids to
get oﬀ the bus after school,
2. an even higher speed limit that inevitably
comes with a wider road, and INVITING more
traﬃc onto Sam Bass (once you build it, you
can’t undo it),
3. an increase in pet deaths and wildlife
(especially deer) along the roadway; our dog,
Spin, was hit and killed on June 9th, 2017,
near Walsh Drive—probably chasing a deer or
some other wild animal,
4. an increase in traﬃc, noise, and accidents,
especially due to much larger trucks
traversing Sam Bass,
5. an exorbitant amount of county tax dollars
unnecessarily spent,
6. an invitation to even more
commercialization,
7. jeopardizing Round Rock Presbyterian
Church with a 300+ member congregation
and all they do for our community... opening
their doors to us 365 days/year, including the
recent open house and place for voting:
hosting HOA meetings, AA meetings
(4x/week), weekly Al-Anon & Cocaine
Anonymous meetings, a large ESL class, four
boy/girl scout troops + 4 packs (Boy Scout
Troop 365 is one of the largest in the nation),
2x/week Mother’s Day Out ministry with ~40
children using their playground, hosting ~500
people from the community at their Fall
Festival and Summer Splash,
8. potentially designing a roadway wherein
you can only make right-hand turns in/out of
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the nearly 30 private driveways along Sam
Bass is also prohibitive; this is not an
acceptable solution.
With approximately 30 private driveways
along this 2.4-mile stretch of sometimes
winding, hilly road, turn-ing it into a 5-lane,
50+ mph thoroughfare is just not conducive
to this residential area, even in the long-term.
Since Sendero Springs and the new
Entrada/Cascada/Wyoming Springs connects
1431 and 3406, traﬃc on Sam Bass will
continue to ease as more homeowners in
those subdivisions choose 1431, especially if
the speed limit is lowered to at least 35 mph
on Sam Bass, as it should be. In addition, the
road project underway north of 1431 will
handle more east/west traﬃc in the county.
Lowering the speed limit on Sam Bass will
result in a decrease of pet and wildlife
deaths, discourage larger trucks from
traversing Sam Bass, encourage those in a
hurry to appropriately use 1431, which safely
handles such traﬃc since there are so few, if
any, private driveways along 1431, which is
essentially a 60 mph freeway. Stop taking the
“country” out of “hill country.”
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To Whom It May Concern:
I’m writing to provide my feedback to you on
the Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd feasibility study
that proposes widening Sam Bass road to 5
lines, from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. I live in
Behrens Ranch and with four kids of course
am always driving up and down Sam Bass.
I am opposed to widening Sam Bass Rd from
1431 to Wyoming Springs. One reason we
chose this part of Williamson County to live in
is because of this beautiful road and limited
ability for new development. I am
disappointed that money would be spent on
a project that doesn’t even seem necessary
when a few changes could be made instead.
While I understand homes are allowed to
change their designation to commercial.
Expanding the road may lead to high traffic
businesses. We already have churches and
homes that may be impacted as well.
So yes there are a few traffic challenges on
Sam Bass Rd and a neighbor compiled this list
of relatively simple changes. For example:
• Traffic backs up on Sam Bass Rd at peak
times during the day, for vehicles turning to
the left (to head westbound) on 1431. This
could be addressed by lengthening the time
on the left turn light, and/or by making the
center lane (that currently crosses 1431 to
continue north on 175) a duel lane, where
vehicles could also turn to the left, or
continue straight.
• The intersection at Great Oaks/Sam Bass
does back up at peak times. A stoplight at
this intersection, which reverts to a flashing
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
and land use. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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red light for all directions during non-peak
hours, might help the flow of traffic in this
area.
• School traffic from Walsh Middle School
that exits Walsh Ranch Blvd and attempts to
turn to the left on Sam Bass (heading east)
does back up at the start/end of school, on
days when school is in session. Secondary to
this intersections proximity to the Great
Oaks/Sam Bass intersection, it would be wise
to route school traffic around the school on
Behrens Parkway, then south on Great Oaks,
and then through a light at Great Oaks/Sam
Bass. This would prevent putting in a stop
sign or traffic light less than half block from
Great Oaks/Sam Bass.
I drive this road all day long and any traffic
problems are extremely short and minor.
There should not be any new construction in
our area that would make a major increase in
traffic. This is a special part of Williamson
County and I’m disappointed more of its
character could be unnecessarily taken away.
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To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to express my opinion regarding
the Transportation Project Corridor H on Sam
Bass Road. I
understand that the proposal is to widen the
2 lane roadway to 5 lanes. I am against this
proposal as I
believe that by widening the roadways, it will
be inviting MORE traffic and congestion along
those roads,
and not helping at this time. We have lived in
the Brushy Bend Park neighborhood (near
Mayfield and
Sam Bass) for the past 15 years, and while I
agree that there is more growth in the area, I
don’t feel it
warrants such an expansion.
The expanded roadways will result in an
increase in traffic, noise, congestion and
accidents. Our
neighborhood is located directly off of Sam
Bass (from both Mayfield and Walsh), and
children and pets
from our neighborhood can easily access this
street. There are also many homes, and
churches located
directly on Sam Bass. The area of Sam Bass
close to 1431 is much more rural than the
area of Sam Bass
near Wyoming Springs. Widening this rural
area will destroy the neighborhood
atmosphere, and invite
more commercialization.
If the intent of this project is to increase
mobility and safety, then widening the
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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roadways is NOT the
way to do this. Although mobility might
increase initially, I believe the wider
roadways will only invite
more traffic from 35 to cut through this area
to 1431. Therefore, the traffic through this
neighborhood
will only increase. Additionally, the safety in
the area will be much worse.
I have noticed there is more traffic trying to
turn left onto 1431 from Sam Bass during
commute hours.
Simply extending the left turn signal for
longer periods of time during these hours will
probably fix this
problem. Or perhaps having 2 dedicated left
turn lanes. A traffic light at the four way stop
at Great
Oaks and Sam Bass will also help mobility
during traffic hours.
Please take this into consideration before
throwing money into a project to expand
roadways. This
roadway expansion is unnecessary at this
time and will only make the area worse in
regards to traffic,
congestion and safety.
Thank you,
Melanie Lee
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RE: Potential Widening of Sam Bass Road at
Corridor H
Dear Commissioner Cook:
Thank you for hosting an open house on June
21, 2017, to discuss with residents in our
community the potential widening of Sam
Bass Road (County Road 175) at “Corridor H”
between Wyoming Springs and F.M. 1431.
Tonkawa Springs is a neighborhood whose
residents will be significantly impacted by any
widening of Corridor H. Some of our
residents have frontage on Corridor H, and
those residents could lose property by the
exercise of eminent domain for the widening
project. The rest of our residents must rely
on Corridor H for ingress into and egress out
of our neighborhood because the
intersections at Arrowhead Circle and Sam
Bass Road, and Tonkawa Trail and Sam Bass
Road, are only two ways into and out of the
neighborhood. Some issues of concern that
should be addressed by any widening project
are detailed below.
Current Safety Hazards on Corridor H
Tonkawa Springs is located on a hazardous
stretch of Corridor H. The main entrance to
the neighborhood at Tonkawa Trail and Sam
Bass Road is located where four lanes of
traffic narrow down to two lanes of traffic.
This narrowing presents a significant safety
hazard to our residents when driving
westbound and turning left from Sam Bass
Road on to Tonkawa Trail. Westbound traffic
on Sam Bass Road must come to a complete
stop when a car turning left into our
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. By planning
ahead, we can best coordinate with
property owners, businesses, and the
community, in order to safely and efficiently
accommodate existing and future
transportation needs. Williamson County is
committed to conducting ROW negotiations
in a manner that is comprehensive in its
respect for the private property and rights of
landowners to support voluntarily
negotiated ROW acquisitions. We look
forward to working with you and your
residents as we move forward. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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neighborhood is yielding to oncoming traffic.
Westbound traffic must come to a stop at the
same time the road narrows from four lanes
to two.
Westbound drivers who are unfamiliar with
this road are often caught off guard as they
move into the right lane to pass a car that is
turning left into our neighborhood only to
find that the right lane ends before they can
pass the car turning left. These drivers must
then either quickly brake to avoid hitting the
car turning left (and risk being rear-ended
themselves) or swerve off the road on the
narrowing right shoulder to avoid the car
turning left into our neighborhood. This
situation is made worse by the fact that
westbound drivers on this stretch of Sam
Bass Road are facing directly into the setting
sun during evening rush hour during at
certain times of the year.
Further, westbound drivers who are familiar
with the narrowing of the road tend to race
from the light at Wyoming Springs to get in
front of the car next to them before the road
narrows. Often those drivers don’t account
for cars turning left into our neighborhood,
which again creates a situation where cars
must brake quickly, or traffic must veer off
the road on the right.
The entrance to Tonkawa Spring at
Arrowhead Circle and Sam Bass Road is also
located at a hazardous location on Corridor
H. During peak traffic times, the four-way
stop at Great Oaks Drive and Sam Bass Road
is insufficient to create timely openings for
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cars to safely turn onto Sam Bass Road from
Arrowhead Circle. Complicating the turn is
traffic on the other side of Sam Bass Road at
Walsh Ranch Blvd. trying to make similar
turns onto a two-lane road. This leads to
drivers getting impatient, especially when
trying to get to work or school, and making
turns that are not safe. This situation is made
worse by the fact that eastbound drivers on
this stretch of Sam Bass Road are facing
directly into the rising sun during morning
rush hour during at certain times of the year.
Another safety hazard is cars leaving the
roadway. In just the past three years, there
have been several incidents of cars leaving
the roadway on Sam Bass Road and striking
and damaging property in Tonkawa Springs.
Incidents include damaged fences and, in at
least one case, a home in Tonkawa Springs
was struck and damaged by a vehicle that left
the roadway.
Necessary Safety Measures
Any widening project should include left turn
lanes that are separated from the main
through lanes. Preferably the corridor would
be widened to include a fifth center lane
running along its entire length. A fifth center
lane would improve safety and access to the
neighborhoods along the corridor as well as
the individual homes with driveways directly
on Sam Bass Road.
Any widening project should also include the
installation of new traffic signals. Traffic
signals would help limit speed and provide
better ingress and egress to surrounding
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neighborhoods and Walsh Middle School.
Traffic signals should be placed at the
intersection of Arrowhead Circle and Sam
Bass Road and at the intersection of Tonkawa
Trail and Sam Bass Road
Any widening project should include safety
measures to mitigate the increased risk of
cars leaving the roadway and harming our
residents and their property, especially in
view of the increase in traffic associated with
widening the corridor. There appears to be
plenty of space to widen Sam Bass Road
northward in the region that fronts Tonkawa
Springs. There should be no need to move
the roadway southward and closer to homes
in Tonkawa Springs that are already at risk
from cars leaving the roadway. Further,
there should be plenty of space in this region
to provide road shoulders of a safe width in
addition to the new traffic lanes.
Concerns over Increased Traffic
Widening Corridor H may provide relief to the
congestion in our area in the short run.
Longer term, however, the increase in traffic
resulting from widening Corridor H is of
concern to our residents, especially in view of
the new Creek Bend bridge that provides
increased access to our area from F.M. 620
and Toll Road 45. Widening Corridor H will
further increase traffic along Sam Bass Road
by providing an alternative thoroughfare
between U.S. 183 and Interstate 35. When
traffic gets bad on F.M. 1431, traffic will
divert from F.M. 1431 to Corridor H as a
means of getting to and from U.S. 183 and
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Interstate 35. The prevalence of GPS
navigation, with automated traffic routing in
smartphones and newer vehicles, makes
traffic diversions through Corridor H a virtual
certainty. Similarly, widening Corridor H will
further increase traffic along Sam Bass Road
by providing a loop around Interstate 35 by
way of W. Old Settler’s Road (F.M. 3406),
Sam Bass Road, F.M. 1431, and/or Ronald
Reagan Blvd. If traffic gets bad on I-35,
interstate traffic will divert along Corridor H
to avoid traffic delays on I-35. We hope than
any widening project will include measures to
mitigate the safety hazards caused by
increased traffic.
Another concern to our residents is the
change in the type of traffic that would result
from widening Corridor H. Widening Corridor
H invites larger commercial vehicles, such as
18-wheel tractor-trailer rigs and heavy trucks
hauling gravel from nearby rock quarries, due
to the increased access through the corridor
to major highways such as I-35 and U.S. 183.
An increase in these types of vehicles creates
a safety hazard for drivers turning in and out
of our neighborhood. We hope than any
widening project will include measures to
mitigate increases in traffic from large
commercial vehicles and the safety hazards
they create in a residential area.
Environmental Impact
The environmental impact of any widening
project is a significant concern for Tonkawa
Springs residents. Dry Fork Creek runs
through Tonkawa Springs and is fed by
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naturally occurring springs within the
neighborhood. The creek is impounded in
several areas in the neighborhood form
ponds. The ponds provide a home to a
variety of wildlife. It is believed that the
Jollyville salamander lives in and around
Tonkawa Springs. It is also believed that
there are karst features in Tonkawa Springs
that should be protected from any road
construction.
Water runoff caused by increased impervious
ground cover from the widened road should
be directed away from Tonkawa Springs as
any runoff could pollute Dry Fork Creek, its
ponds, and its springs. Increased runoff could
also further exacerbate erosion issues
experienced by some of our residents with
frontage on Sam Bass Road.
Spills from accidents involving large
commercial vehicles, such as tanker trucks,
could pollute Dry Fork Creek and its springs.
Tonkawa Springs residents are particularly
sensitive to this issue because a leak in an
underground gasoline tank at a convenience
store polluted the groundwater in area
several decades ago.
With the increase in traffic and an increase in
large commercial vehicles comes an increase
in road noise. Road noise is a nuisance to
residents. Road noise also drives away the
wildlife that people in our neighborhood
have come to enjoy. Tonkawa Springs is an
older neighborhood with large lots, old
growth trees, and a distinctly less urban feel.
This distinctiveness is why many residents
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chose to live here, original owners and new
residents alike. Road noise from a major
thoroughfare takes away from this
distinctiveness.
Eminent Domain
Any widening of Corridor H should not
require the taking of any of our residents’
property by the exercise of eminent domain.
There appears to be plenty of space to widen
Sam Bass Road northward and away from
Tonkawa Springs. Any conflict between
widening the roadway and preserving the
hike and bike trail that runs along Sam Bass
Road should be resolved without taking the
property of Tonkawa Springs residents.
Conclusion
We hope that any attempt to widen Corridor
H will consider the unique nature of this part
of Williamson County, preserve its
distinctiveness, while remediating current
safety hazards and traffic congestion.
Sincerely,
John B. Kelly
President
Tonkawa Springs HOA
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150 Marvin W.
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I enjoyed seeing Billy Huggins at the meeting
as he has always been someone I looked up
to from my hometown. Over the years, I
have never run across anyone who did not
have something good to say about him.
What I know about him is that he knows
every aspect of planning, design, plans,
specifications, bidding and construction.
Sam Bass Road right of way should have been
acquired each time a subdivision was planted
along it since the 1970’s. As everyone
knows, the political pressures were tough
then because they were not public. It needs
to be the same design as FM 3406 if the right
of way were available. I expect it is not the
entire length. We cannot turn back the clock
and we must use what we have, wisely
without impacting too severely those who
reside along it.
• We need to improve the traffic carrying
capacity of the roadway
• We need to create more streets that lead
out of the subdivisions to major corridors
• There will be an increase in noise at
increased speeds we need to complete other
pieces of the traffic network in the area to
avoid concentrating the impact upon a few
• We need to improve the access to the
improved corridor to improve safety and to
avoid backups on the side streets
• The enforcement needs to be improved at
all controlled intersections to increase the
compliance. I see an average of 3 violations
in the 2 miles I travel each trip. My
experience is that this part of town to worse
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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than the others I travel in from the
compliance standpoint.
To do this, there are existing streets that
need to be completed that form a part of our
traffic routing network in the area. Moving
traffic through a network can reduce the
impact on individual property owners. I
have attached a map of some of the
connections that I know about. I am sure
there are many more. I am also sure that
there may be certain details that I do not
know about that limit the use of the
connections I have shown. Such as obtaining
a Rail Road crossing permit or having to
redesign a detention pond to allow a
roadway in it.
Your engineers are capable of redesigning
Sam Bass Road and the only suggestion I have
is to add a traffic light at Great Oaks Drive.
Revisions to the streets around the adjacent
school may be needed
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151 Nicole
Salomani

Date
7/5/2017
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Email
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Hello,
I have just been made aware of the Corridor
H plans and as a resident of that area of Sam
Bass, I am strongly against the widening of
the road. We bought in this neighborhood for
the rural feel. There is wildlife, it is quiet, and
it is safe for our family. With added lanes, we
will most certainly lose all of those things. I
never complain about the traffic on Sam
Bass/1431 and am not even sure the
widening is necessary. It will only bring more
traffic, will disrupt the habitat of our wildlife,
increase noise pollution during construction
and increase noise pollution thereafter as
more traffic cuts through our quiet
neighborhood. Resale value will be hurt as
people tend to move out to this area to be
away form the traffic and have some sort of
country life amidst the growing City.
Please reconsider.
Sincerely,
Nicole Salomani
Deer Trail Circle
Round Rock, TX 78681
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. Your
suggestions will be considered as part of this
study. The process to study this corridor
involves evaluating many factors, including
but not limited to social and community
impacts, land use, and environmental
considerations such as vegetation and
wildlife. We value your input and appreciate
you taking the time to comment.
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152 Jen Moore
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Hello,
My name is Jen Moore and my address is
3571 Alexandrite Way. My house backs up to
Sam Bass Road. I’d like to share my thoughts
and concerns with regard to the proposed
expansion referred to as Corridor H.
•
From a safety perspective, I’m
concerned that the feasibility study already
conducted would increase traffic volume and
the size / weight of the traffic moving thru
the area. I believe assuming the traffic
volume load will increase regardless of an
expansion along this road is a faulty one
when considering Sam Bass runs along wellestablished neighborhoods without
commercial businesses.
•
Regardless of the speed limits, more
and heavier traffic would lead to more, and
more damaging, accidents.
o Schools, residences, and Churches front
this road and changing the
mix/volume/speed of the traffic will make it
less safe.
•
The areas along Sam Bass are
completely built out, so my concern is that
this expansion would be pulling traffic from
other areas and funneling it down a road with
residential driveways directly leading into it.
This would be deleterious for values and
quality of life.
•
With the expansion under review,
significant loss of green space and mature
trees.
•
With the corridor already built out, I
can’t understand why this is a priority for tax
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. No
feasibility study was done prior to the open
house. We believe you may be referring to
the engineering contract for the current
study. The scope in the Engineering contract
is an estimate of the tasks that will be
needed to complete the project. The County
did not pay for the production of the
contract. The contract is the mechanism by
which we pay the Engineer for completing
the project. The study is in the early phases
and right of way needs have not yet been
determined. The process to study this
corridor involves evaluating many factors,
including but not limited to social and
community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations such as
vegetation and wildlife. These suggestions
will be considered and evaluated as the
study progresses. Many options will be
considered and evaluated as a part of the
study and all of them are rooted in
enhancing safety. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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dollars to expand a road segment that won’t
see new residential or commercial
construction relying solely upon it for access.
The need for this based on increased traffic
hasn’t been articulated yet.
o Choosing the right expansion plans,
perhaps FM1431, would allow for TxDOT
dollars to help finance the cost of the
expansion. (once you clear that the
expansion will not environmentally harm the
surrounding area). This would follow the
plans Cedar Park followed for the FM1431
expansion between Parmer and Sam Bass.
After attending 1x1 sessions with the
engineering design firms and discussions with
neighbors, I would think that if safety for the
area was a concern, there would be more
focus around a turn lane on Sam Bass and
having a total of 3 lanes (inclusive of the turn
lane) with no modification to the speed
limits.
Beyond that, this seems like an mis-use of tax
dollars for a project that enjoys very low
approval ratings from the residents that
would use it the most.
Regards,
Jen Moore
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153 Joy Hilscher

Date
7/5/2017

Source
Email

Comment
Corridor H is something that should have
been done 20 years ago. Now, such a road
would be extremely disruptive to the area
and community. The road is fully developed.
It is not a rural road through farm land but
pocketed inside of neighborhoods. It has 2
churches, a school, a few small community
owned businesses run out of people's homes,
and 30 some private driveways that open out
onto the road. It is very much like a
subdivision street. Where will the land come
from for such an expansive road?
Joy Hilscher

Themes
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impacts to
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Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
study is in the early phases and right of way
needs have not yet been determined. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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154 Gerald E.
Grisak

Date
7/5/2017
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Email

Comment
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Response

Thank you for the opportunity to comment
on the proposed Corridor H plans.
With all due respect, the use of Sam Bass
Road as a multilane thoroughfare is simply
anathema to the 5-8 decades of development
of the area as community-focused
neighborhoods. The logical plan for Sam Bass
is, in fact, reduce speeds to 35 mph, and
install traffic lights at Walsh Ranch Blvd
(school) and Great Oaks (4-way stop).
As for North-South connectivity, the current
multi-lane Wyoming Springs already provides
clear ‘straight-through’ access between 3406
and 1431 without decimating the country
tree-lined boulevard loved by the
communities along Sam Bass.

character
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nature and
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considerations;
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
study is in the early phases and right of way
needs have not yet been determined. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

Please consider the 5-8 and more decades of
planned low-impact residential development
and reconsider the use of Sam Bass as the
local access country lane that it should
remain.
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155 Wendy Lynn 7/5/2017
Turner

Source
Email

Comment
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Response

I live off of this section of Sam Bass Road
(2006 Spanish Oak Trl, Round Rock), and I beg
you to please do not widen this road.
By widening this road, it will
*increase traffic, accidents, lack of privacy,
and noise;
*invite commercialization, and
*reduce property values.
*More wildlife will be displaced or worse.
*Kids and pets will be at greater risk with
increased traffic going at faster speeds.
This road is in a fully developed
neighborhood, and through traffic has the
ability to use 1431 which was created to
handle this kind of traffic. This road has
street facing homes and churches. this area
is one of the very few wildlife refuges left and
widening this road will have a major negative
impact on it. This road is also a hub for our
community resources such as Round Rock
Presbyterian church which offers much to our
community and we could lose it with the
widening of the road.
I would suggest *lowering* the speed limit to
encourage individuals to use other nonresidential roads for through traffic. This is
the safest, least expensive for the county,
and most humane solution.
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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156 Micah
Semmelma
nn

Date
7/4/2017

Source
Email

Comment
I am opposed to Corridor H expansion plans
to widen Sam Bass Rd. between 1431 and
Wyoming Springs.
By widening this road, it will
*increase traffic, accidents, lack of privacy,
and noise;
*invite commercialization, and
*reduce property values.
*More wildlife will be displaced or worse.
*Kids and pets will be at greater risk with
increased traffic going at faster speeds.
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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157 Tracy
Traeger
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Comment
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Response

I am writing to ask you to please stay true to
your word in accepting and genuinely
considering the public's opinion while looking
at ways to improve Sam Bass Road. We have
owned our home in Brushy Bend Park for 3+
years, and we came here to find our forever
home and raise our family. We have accepted
the development and widening of 1431 as
necessary for the movement of traffic in our
area and cannot understand why an
additional 5 lane corridor is needed so close
by to this existing main corridor.
My concern is that the Sam Bass "corridor"
project is addressing "needs" of people who
do not live in this area - in other words,
people passing through who want to drive
faster.
Here are the things that would be harmed in
development of a Sam Bass "corridor":
- The many homes along the way who would
lose property and property value all for extra
lanes that are not needed.
- The rural feeling of our neighborhood - we
are here to stand up for this way of life as it is
the very reason we moved here. This
"corridor" would invite additional
commercialization. There is ample room for
that along 1431 where it is more appropriate
to have gas stations and small strip malls, but
not on our back doorsteps, please.
- The church communities along the
proposed "corridor" route that host, in
addition to their own congregations, scout
troupes, daycares, voting stations, HOA
meetings
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation. These suggestions will
be considered and evaluated as the study
progresses. While the study is in the early
phases and improvements have not yet
been identified, all options being considered
are rooted in enhancing safety. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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- The many hundreds of neighbors who enjoy
our way of life without 50+ speed limits right
off the end of our neighborhood roads. The
noise of traffic, the extra cars it brings to our
area, the speed of traffic, and the danger it all
poses to our well being, safety and
enjoyment of our area is at risk. Inviting
bigger vehicles and faster traffic comes with a
cost, and we would be paying for it dearly.
- My tax dollars! This is unnecessary, and I
would prefer to see our dollars go to other
things (see below).
While I understand the need to
accommodate additional traffic in the area, I
would ask that the focus be on ways to
encourage more traffic to move East/West on
1431 rather than creating a redundant
corridor using our beautiful rural Sam Bass
Rd. Here are some other thoughts I propose:
1. Better enforcement of the Sam Bass speed
limit
2. A stoplight at Great Oaks that reverts to a
flashing red light for all directions during nonpeak hours
3. Improving the Sam Bass/1431 intersection
- specifically on northbound Sam Bass, adding
an additional left turn lane, also changing the
cycle of the light to alleviate the traffic that
often jams there.
4. Improved drainage along the proposed
route on Sam Bass to alleviate flooding.
Please, I urge you to consider this feedback
and help protect a beautiful way of life that
so many hundreds of families enjoy along
Sam Bass. You cannot undo a corridor, and
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once it's done, our neighborhoods change
forever.
Thank you so much for your time and
consideration.
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158 Corbin
Moore

Date
7/4/2017

Source
Email

Comment
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Hello,
My name is Corbin and my address is 3571
Alexandrite Way. My house backs up to Sam
Bass Road. I’d like to share my thoughts and
concerns with regard to the proposed
expansion referred to as Corridor H.
• From a safety perspective, I’m concerned
that the feasibility study already conducted
would increase traffic volume and the size /
weight of the traffic moving thru the area.
• Regardless of the speed limits, more and
heavier traffic would lead to more, and more
damaging, accidents.
o Schools, residences, and Churches front this
road and changing the mix/volume/speed of
the traffic will make it less safe.
• The areas along Sam Bass are completely
built out, so my concern is that this expansion
would be pulling traffic from other areas and
funneling it down a road with residential
driveways directly leading into it. This would
be deleterious for values and quality of life.
• With the expansion under review,
significant loss of green space and mature
trees.
• With the corridor already built out, I can’t
understand why this is a priority for tax
dollars to expand a road segment that won’t
see new residential or commercial
construction relying solely upon it for access.
The need for this based on increased traffic
hasn’t been articulated yet.
o Choosing the right expansion plans,
perhaps FM1431, would allow for TxDOT
dollars to help finance the cost of the
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. The study is
in the early phases and right of way needs
have not yet been determined. Many
options will be considered and evaluated as
a part of the study and all of them are
rooted in enhancing safety. We value your
input and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
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expansion. (once you clear that the
expansion will not environmentally harm the
surrounding area). This would follow the
plans Cedar Park followed for the FM1431
expansion between Parmer and Sam Bass.
• I would urge further review of an expansion
to FM1431 rather than trying to divert traffic
into neighborhoods not intended or designed
for it.
After attending 1x1 sessions with the
engineering design firms and discussions with
neighbors, I would think that if safety for the
area was a concern, there would be more
focus around a turn lane on Sam Bass and
having a total of 3 lanes (inclusive of the turn
lane) with no modification to the speed
limits.
Beyond that, this seems like an mis-use of tax
dollars for a project that enjoys very low
approval ratings from the residents that
would use it the most.
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159 Natalie
Lund
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7/3/2017
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Good Morning –
For the past 17 years, my husband and I have
lived in communities off of 3406/Sam Bass
Rd. - Wood Glen, Hidden Glen, and most
recently Brushy Bend Park. As the city
continues to grow, the infrastructure must
grow as well. The improvements made from
I-35 to Creek Bend are fantastic, and was
much needed. The current improvements
along I-35 are much needed as well. I
understand the need to continue to expand
the remaining section of Sam Bass Rd, and as
a daily driver of this road, I would like to offer
alternative suggestions to the 16916_KFrieseWA1-CorridorH proposal I am familiar with.
1. Expansion of Sam Bass Rd – Instead of the
proposed 5 lane road, I believe a 3-lane road
with shoulders would be a better alternative.
The open median lane to be used for turning
left into the various existing driveways and
subdivisions. The shoulders can double as a
right turn lane where needed into the
existing driveways and subdivisions. This will
provide safer travel eliminating the existing
double yellow line, while allowing traffic to
flow even with local traffic turning left and
right. I feel it is a good compromise to the 5lane version and the existing conditions, less
expensive, and more environmentally
friendly.
2. Intersection of Sam Bass/1431 – Currently
the left turn lane is inadequate. I believe by
making the center lane a straight/left turn
lane would relieve the problem. The only
cost would be to re-time the intersection

transportation
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation. These suggestions will
be considered and evaluated as the study
progresses. While the study is in the early
phases and improvements have not yet
been identified, all options being considered
are rooted in enhancing safety. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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lights, and repaint the existing lane.
3. Intersection of Great Oaks/Sam Bass and
intersection of Walsh Ranch Blvd/Sam Bass –
Both of these intersections are troublesome
at certain times of day, even though most of
the time the existing design works fine. My
concern is two-fold: A) the 4-way stop gets
backed up on Sam Bass during busy times
and B) the parents exiting the school with
children is extremely dangerous. Turning left
onto Sam Bass while cars are travelling 50+
mph is an accident waiting to happen. I
believe the best strategy is to put stop lights
at both intersections. Although very close, if
they are timed together, it should provide a
safe alternative to all traffic entering Sam
Bass Rd. This, along with the middle median
mention in suggestion #1 above, should be
adequate.
Thank you for asking for, and listening to the
community concerns. Should you have any
further questions, please feel free to contact
me any time.
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160 Tonia Elder

Date
7/3/2017

Source
Email

Comment
Good Afternoon!
I am writing about the proposed widening of
Sam Bass road. I am concerned that currently
it looks like the road would be widened to
literally the front door of our church
sanctuary as well as cutting into our
playground. Please find another way. I want
you to know that Round Rock Presbyterian
Church is not just open on Sunday, but we
are here to serve the community everyday of
the year! We are looking for a solution that
minimally impacts our property, ministries
and community outreach.
Some other items of note about Round Rock
Presbyterian Church:
• • We are a 300+ member congregation
that is passionate about opening our doors to
the community 365 days a year
• We are "home" to 4 boy and girl scout
troops and 4 packs...hundreds of young
people use our property, parking lot and
facilities
• Boy Scout Troop 365 is one of the largest in
the nation
• AA meets 4 times a week, Al-Anon and
Cocaine Anonymous meet here weekly
• We have a 2-day-a-week Mother's Day Out
ministry that meets year-round with approx.
40 children using our playground and being
picked up and dropped off each week
• Our property hosts about 500 people from
the community at our Fall Festival and
Summer Splash
• Local HOA's meet on campus, as well as a
large English as a Second Language class.
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Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. The study is
in the early phases and right of way needs
have not yet been determined. We
recognize that there are many valuable
community resources along Sam Bass Road
and our team will continue to stay in close
coordination with the church. By planning
ahead, we can best coordinate with
property owners, businesses, and the
community, in order to safely and efficiently
accommodate existing and future
transportation needs. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
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• We're proud to be a voting location, and a
community partner for events like Speak Your
Mind Texas and Will. Co's town hall meeting
on June 21st.
Thank you for your time!
Have a great day!!
Tonia Elder
512-736-9552 PH
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I had met with your staff soliciting public
comment on Corridor H improvements, but
the knowledge of your prior intent to widen
Sam Bass Road to five (!!!) lanes was not
disclosed. This seems entirely disingenuous,
intended to mislead, if you are already over
half a million taxpayer dollars invested in
converting a quiet country road into a megathoroughfare. Just lop off the parking lots
from the row of churches along this section,
pave over 35 homeowners' front yards so
their front doors open onto a major highway!
Then give the semblance of soliciting public
comment when you already have a detailed
engineering plan, that is simply deceitful.
There is no way that the homesteads and
churches along Corridor H remain viable for
their original purposes under that plan.
Moreover there is no way that the original
meandering road course with a right angle
turn to avoid a dam and reservoir would
serve as a major traffic artery. Plus there are
extensive deer herd populations that
frequently cross that roadway, making it
entirely unsafe for major traffic movement.
My deed has a 12-foot roadway expansion
easement, that we allotted for when we had
our home built there in 1983. We would not
have chosen that homestead site if the plan
was to run a five-lane highway right down the
lane in front of our home site. When we built
there it was not even in its present improved
two-lane form, but was a potholed 1.5 lane
back country road. So after living there for
35 years, the County suddenly decides to run
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. No feasibility
study was done prior to the open house.
We believe you may be referring to the
engineering contract for the current study.
The scope in the Engineering contract is an
estimate of the tasks that will be needed to
complete the project. The County did not
pay for the production of the contract. The
contract is the mechanism by which we pay
the Engineer for completing the project. The
study kicked off in April 2017 and our first
focus has been to gather community input
before any improvements are identified, as
we want to better understand community
needs. Improvements including right of way
needs have not yet been identified. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
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an autobahn through there! At least be open
about your plans, so the public comment is
well-directed.
-- Al Hartmann
Residing at this address since 1983:
xxxxx
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162 Susan Boyle

Date
7/3/2017

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

Source
Email

Comment
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Hello,
My name is Susan Boyle and I live in Tonkawa
Springs. I have three children, who will be
attending Old Town Elementary, Walsh
Middle, and Round Rock High School this fall.
I've lived here nearly 11 years.
Part of the reason I love my home and part of
the value we have is the lower traffic on Sam
Bass Rd. Even after Walsh Ranch and Walsh
Middle School dumped so much rain into my
pond that I've flooded twice, I never
regretted my location. We have an oasis of
fine custom homes in Tonkawa, and in
Spanish Oaks, and Great Oaks
neighborhoods, as well as in Brushy Creek
North. We collectively bring tons of money to
the Wilco coffers with our outrageous
property taxes and large lot sizes. I know
well the pain of waiting through 4 changes of
the light to turn left onto 1431 during peak
hours. I think that needs improvement.
But, I also don't think a 5-lane road is the
solution. People who need to get to Cedar
Park can take I-35 to 1431 or to go Parmer.
These are already large thoroughfares with
high speeds. They don't have schools and
private driveways and homes directly on the
road.
Sam Bass is already so busy that my son was
14 years old and in 8th grade before I let him
ride his bike across to get to Walsh - and he's
the responsible one!! The county has refused
to even put a stop sign up at Arrowhead and
Sam Bass to help protect the children who
walk, because there aren't enough of them.
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation. Intersection
improvements, traffic signals, and traffic
calming devices are being considered in this
study. No feasibility study was done prior to
the open house. We believe you may be
referring to the engineering contract for the
current study. The scope in the Engineering
contract is an estimate of the tasks that will
be needed to complete the project. The
County did not pay for the production of the
contract. The contract is the mechanism by
which we pay the Engineer for completing
the project. While the study is in the early
phases and improvements have not yet
been identified, all options being considered
are rooted in enhancing safety. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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Widening the road would mean my other
children will never get the chance to do ride
their bikes to school at Walsh. I'd never let
them cross something like that with the
additional traffic it would see.
I totally agree there are improvements to be
made. The Tonkawa Trail entry to Tonkawa
Springs is treacherous - Deputies have
commented that it's like a game of chicken,
with cars going off the road to go around
those of us turning left into our
neighborhood. Every once in a while, one
doesn't make it all the way around and
pushes a car into oncoming traffic. Ask the
police - it's happened multiple times since
I've lived here.
There are other options for Sam Bass. Make it
a 3-lane road with a dedicated turn lane. Add
a stop sign at Arrowhead. Slow the traffic
down, make it a little safer. Improve the
intersection at 1431 by making that two lanes
down to the turn S of 1431. Where's the
feasibility study on those options? And why
wasn't the public consulted on those
options?
5 lanes is too much for this quiet country
road. Turning Sam Bass into a true cutthrough isn't the best option for Wilco.
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7/3/2017
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Email
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Dear Commissioner,
I am becoming increasingly angry the more I
look into the Sam Bass "Corridor H' suggested
plan. I found through google search that a
nearly $500,000 study has already been
agreed on and put into action. This is OUR
money - taxpayer money. No one in the
judicial system is forced to indict themselves.
I feel very strongly, that our money is being
used for something we as a community DO
NOT WANT. In other words, our own money
is being used against us. Public opinion was
not sought before considering the road
expansion, which indicates it is not
important. This is undemocratic and cannot
be allowed. It is a shame on our county and
on our state. Simply because this is the "way
things are done" does not make it right.
As I consider the area more, I discover more
and more reasons this is a horrible idea. The
flood plane is definitely wrong. My
neighbors' house on Great Oaks (directly
behind 3905 Sam Bass Rd.) is in no flood
zone, and yet water came nearly up to their
front door during one of the recent floods. I
am uneasy about any water/flooding studies
done during the summer when creeks, water
tables and springs are at their lowest levels.
Using these estimates will be unwise and a
very small picture of reality.
Usually roads are not placed in front of
private driveways and along existing front
yards - especially along long stretches. I will
voice again my distaste at taking a "rural feel"
area, which is a unique and defining feature
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. No
feasibility study was done prior to the open
house. We believe you may be referring to
the engineering contract for the current
study. The scope in the Engineering contract
is an estimate of the tasks that will be
needed to complete the project. The County
did not pay for the production of the
contract. The contract is the mechanism by
which we pay the Engineer for completing
the project. The study kicked off in April
2017 and our first focus has been to gather
community input before any improvements
are identified, as we want to better
understand community needs. The process
to study this corridor involves evaluating
many factors, including but not limited to
social and community impacts, land use,
water resources and drainage, and
environmental considerations such as
vegetation and wildlife. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
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of this special area and changing it against
the wishes of the community to fix a problem
the county has created by not limiting
building. If houses ceases to be built, people
will not move to this area. Not everyone
wants a larger more populated area in which
to live. Availability of housing and roads
affects growth. I'm not sure why our county
has the idea that MORE growth = BETTER.
This is a fallacy, so I hope someone has
studied logic. Has there been an estimate of
cost for landscaping, sound barriers,
sidewalks, trash cleanup, and maintenance of
such a road? I would be interested in viewing
this estimate.
Yours truly,
Joy Hilscher
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164 Joy Hilscher

7/2/2017

Email

165 Joy Hilscher

7/2/2017

Email

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

Comment
Dear Commissioner Cook,
I had a few final thoughts about the road this
evening that I wanted to add to my previous
email. The statement, "If you build it, they
will come," from the 1989 movie Field of
Dreams is never more true than now.
Increasing the road size and speed limit will
ENCOURAGE MORE traffic in the area and
cause more dangerous situations for the
people living here. The speed limit needs to
be DECREASED and enforced. There are
more than 30 private driveways along this
stretch where people live. This is a
subdivision street to us, and we want to keep
it this way. You asked for input from the
community. The question is, "Will the
government really listen? or "Will it push its
own agenda and pretend it cares?" Take this
option off the table.
Yours truly,
Joy Hilscher
More thoughts on Corridor H: Why is
Corridor H even being considered? Examine
the type of road it is. On this road are homes
and churches and a school. This is obviously
a community road. Also, we are still on septic
systems. Some of these systems are in front
yards due to high water tables and springs.
Any ground movement and different
drainage plans can affect the ability of our
systems to work properly.
Joy Hilscher
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
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Weston
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Email

Comment

Themes

Please do not widen Sam Bass Road using my impacts to
Church, Round Rock Presbyterian Church
property;
driveway. It would affect our members access safety
to our Church and affect the safety of our
Children's playground. We have 300
members and several groups that meet at my
Church every day. Including 4 different Boy
Scouts groups and 2 different Child Care
groups along with many more individual
groups, including voters at election times.
There is also another Church next door to us.
It would affect them also. If you need to
widen the road, use space from across the
Street. The houses across the road have
gigantic front yards. Lots of space.
Connye Weston, 2006 Woods Cove, RR Tx,
78681 Phone 512/388-4036, Williamson
County tax payer

Response
land use, and water resources and drainage.
We value your input and appreciate you
taking the time to comment.
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. The study is
in the early phases and right of way needs
have not yet been determined. We
recognize that there are many valuable
community resources along Sam Bass Road
and our team will continue to stay in close
coordination with the church. By planning
ahead, we can best coordinate with
property owners, businesses, and the
community, in order to safely and efficiently
accommodate existing and future
transportation needs. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
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167 Margie&Gra
dy Rylander

Date

Source

6/30/2017 Email

Comment
My husband and I have lived in Spanish Oak
Terrace for 39 years. We have used Sam Bass
Road since it was an unpaved gravel road.
Improvements have been made over the
years. But to cut down the trees to widen
Corridor H is unacceptable!!! Leave Corridor
H as a tree-lined alternative to the mass 6laned roads we already have in place!!!
Trees older than you don't deserve to be cut
down!!!
Thank you,
Margie and Grady Rylander

Themes

Response

nature and
Thank you for your comments and interest
wildlife
in this study. County governments are
considerations responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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168 Sally Fisher
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6/30/2017 Email

Comment
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Response

We have lived off of the Sam Bass road for 38
years. We have experienced the growth as is
evident from IH-35 to FM 1431. Yes, we do
need an expansion of this road. An expansion
that is carefully planned and executed to
minimize the up heaving of the present
culture of the landscape.
My husband I went to the planning/showing
meeting at the Round Rock Presbyterian
Church on June 21. Am I incorrect, after
viewing the plan, in saying the road will
nearly wipe out most of the land leading up
nearly to our church's front entrance and
very, very close to our children's fenced play
yard? That just can't happen.
Our church is utilized every day of the week
so don't think that Sunday is the only day our
doors are open.
The houses across the street from our church
are quite a distance from the present road. I
have confidence you will consider expanding
the road where no developed property is put
in peril.
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. The study is
in the early phases and right of way needs
have not yet been determined. We
recognize that there are many valuable
community resources along Sam Bass Road
and our team will continue to stay in close
coordination with the church. By planning
ahead, we can best coordinate with
property owners, businesses, and the
community, in order to safely and efficiently
accommodate existing and future
transportation needs. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
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169 Joy Hilscher
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6/30/2017 Email

Comment

Themes

Response

Dear Commissioner Cook,
I had the pleasure of meeting you at the
public meeting held earlier to this month to
gain insight to community opinion regarding
Corridor H being expanded to “foster safety
and mobility across the County.” As you have
probably become aware by the comments
left on your boards, this is not the desire of
the community, and first and foremost, the
government’s responsibility is to support the
desires of the community. Although this is
the most important issue overall, several
other issues arise.
First, the changes along Corridor H will affect
homes that have been here for more than 40
years. Many of these homes have larger
acreage, which is unusual in this area, and
which makes them highly sought after. The
road changes will affect these homes in
major ways and segment the community.
Even the homes not a part of the Brushy
Creek MUD participate in the Brushy Creek
Mud activities such as swim team, attend
school together, and celebrate community
events. Larger roads will divide the
community (the north side of Sam Bass Rd.
from the south and the east side of Great
Oaks from the west). It is not simply Sam
Bass Rd. that will be affected but also Great
Oaks as drivers will see these subdivision
streets as viable ways to reach 620 and I-35.
We would prefer these roads be used mainly
by our community - those living by these
roads - and not used as “corridors” by
strangers. Already we have seen stop signs
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
study kicked off in April 2017 and our first
focus has been to gather community input
before any improvements are identified, as
we want to better understand community
needs. Public input is a very important part
of this study and we will continue to engage
the community. The process to study this
corridor involves evaluating many factors,
including but not limited to community
impacts, land use, and environmental
considerations. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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run, fences knocked down, and speed limits
ignored. We do not feel the county has taken
appropriate steps to address these issues,
and so we don’t trust plans that we see
thrust on us by the county as being in good
faith or as having positive outcomes.
Trust has majorly been broken by broken
promises and ignored requests. In addition
to speeding issues, the weight limit for the
road was removed, allowing larger trucks
than appropriate to use the area. Because it
is a community area, the road is frequently
used by pedestrians (accessing pools,
community businesses, Walsh Middle School,
and the hike and bike trails along Brushy
Creek Rd (via Great Oaks) and along 3406
(beginning at Walsh Dr.). Personally, I
contacted the County Engineer, Joe England,
regarding the need for a sidewalk or trail
alongside the road from Great Oaks to Walsh
Dr. I felt so strongly about the
dangerousness of the situation, that when I
was told nothing would be done, I ended my
conversation stating that when a death
occurred, I would hold the county
responsible.
The county is also responsible for building
without advance planning for flooding issues,
which makes us doubt the ability to
implement a plan that will not divide our
community in half with a road or improve
traffic for us. As a homeowner along this
stretch, I would much rather live with
flooding, where I can control and protect my
property than with a larger road. Because of
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all of the building north of Sam Bass Rd., and
failure to plan accordingly, water, that
formerly was absorbed or naturally flowed
into rivers, has been diverted. If you drive
down Corridor H during a heavy rain, you will
notice that all of the homeowners have
placed temporary barricades to prevent their
homes from being flooded. Attached you will
find a video of my own property flooding
during a heavy rain due to runoff from Walsh
Middle School and the subdivision. The ditch
that was built east of Great Oaks along Sam
Bass Rd. at the south side of Walsh Middle
School has done nothing to solve this
problem. Additionally, I was informed by my
neighbors that they were told the area
alongside the ditch heading south to the
creek on the other side of the road would be
grassed/fixed after it was complete. This
failed to happen and is an eyesore. Again,
the a problem occurred because of poor
planning, the fix was not adequate, and
promises were not met. I have no confidence
in a road when I feel there are multiple issues
that could be fixed that have been ignored by
the county that would actually benefit the
community living in this area (better
drainage, perhaps a pedestrian path, better
speed control, and a truck weight limit). The
area has been disturbed enough in recent
year and more changes will most likely cause
major ecological changes.
When my neighbors moved to their home
over twenty years ago, Honey Bear Creek
flowed consistently. It is a spring fed creek
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that goes underground and reappears above
ground along its course. There are multiple
springs in the area - many of which do not
appear on any county maps (two in my
backyard do not appear on a map and flow
strongly at all times except for in the hottest
and driest periods). The creek has dwindled
in size as the population has grown and will
most likely disappear at some point if not
protected carefully. Along with the creek
disappearing so will the species which it
supports. In our backyard creek, we spot
snakes, salamanders, skinks, alligator
snapping turtles, bass, perch, sunfish, red
eared sliders, and more. Many species of
birds rest and nest in this area and are
documented (check eBird.org) by area
birders. Increased traffic and a larger road
will bring increased pollution, crime, noise,
and trash, which will inevitably end up in this
waterway further decreasing property values
and harming wildlife.
Homeowners property needs to be
protected. My own personal feeling is that
eminent domain is illegal. Most people feel
that way when it comes to their own
property. Since I am along Corridor H, I have
much to lose with a wider road. After
studying my survey and contacting the
county, the only easement on my property is
for a water line. There is no road easement.
Creating one would require illegal moves or
eminent domain. As a community, we
recently fought a similar issue with the
placement of the power lines. You will recall
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that the community recently fought to keep
power lines away from the area despite the
desire of their government, which obviously
did not represent or listen to its constituents.
Disagreeing with the cities, LCRA sided with
homeowners siting that:
The Commission disagrees with the ALJs
recommendation of route COL-1 as the route
that best balances the factors set forth in
PURA' § 37.056(c) and 16 Texas
Administrative Code (TAC) § 25.101(b)(3)(B).
The Commission instead finds that route
LHO-1 best satisfies the routing criteria
outlined in PURA and the Commission's
rules. Route LHO-1 has fewer habitable
structures within 300 feet of the centerline
than does route COL-1. Furthermore, route
LHO-1 avoids Williamson, County Regional .
Park, and will therefore have 'a smaller
impact on the community's enjoyment of
local parks. Route LHO-1 also parallels Ronald
Reagan Blvd. for Public Utility Regulatory
Act, Tex. Util. Code §§ 11.001-58.303 (West
2016), §§ 59.001-66.017 (West 2007 &
SuPp. 2016) (PURA). PUC Docket No. 45866
Order Page 2 of 26 SOAH Docket No. 47316- 4342 much of its length, unlike route
COL-1, which parallels County Road (CR) 175.
Ronald Reagan Blvd. is a significant retail
and commercial corridor, with a speed limit
of 65 miles per hour and with a road rightof-way Of 200 to 400 feet. In contrast, CR 175
uses a road right-of-way of only 64 to 130
feet. The Commission finds that Ronald
Reagan Blvd. is generally more compatible
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with the routing of a transmission line than
CR 175. Finally, as discussed further below,
the Commission finds that the agreement
reached by the cities of Leander, Cedar Park
and Round Rock to support route COL-1 is
not a reflection of community values, and
that the Ails erred in assigning that
agreement significant weight.*
(https://www.lcra.org/energy/electrictransmission/transmission-linerouting/Documents/LRR_45866_FinalOrder.p
df)
This is another issue where it is likely not
enough attention and respect will be given to
homeowners, their property and their
community,, who are supposed to be
represented by the county. The county
should respect the desires of its constituents.
This road is not, nor has ever been, a major
road and should not become one.
Yours truly,
Joy Hilscher
*emphasis added
*We have lived within two miles of this area
for 18 years and in this home for 6 years. This
video is of the first time the home flooded,
and we did not understand the cause. Since
then, the property has been flooded multiple
times. Additional videos will be attached in a
separate email.
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170 James L.
Dunham

Date

Source

6/28/2017 Email

Comment
Greetings,
I attended the meeting that was held last
Wednesday at the Round Rock Presbyterian
Church. Although I do not live in the area I
am, as a charter member of the church, very
concerned with the impact that the road
expansion will have on our church facilities.
Therefore I would ask that you add my name
and e-mail address to your contact list so that
I can be notified of any meetings related to
this matter.
Thanks,
James L. Dunham
808 Pack Saddle Pass
Round Rock, Tx. 78681
(512) 800-4975

Themes
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Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We have
added you to our stakeholder list and we
will notify you of upcoming opportunities to
get involved. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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171 Maxine
Gammon

Date

Source

6/26/2017 Email

Comment
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Response

Good morning:
My name is Maxine Gammon and I live at
2114 Live Oak Circle, RR (Great Oaks
addition). I have lived here since 1992 when
we built our home. Later Lisa Birkman
wanted to widen the bridge where Great
Oaks and Harry Man road cross, then make
Great Oaks Drive four (4) lanes from there to
Sam Bass Road. Her plans were to annex us
and rename us to the CITY OF BRUSHY CREEK.
We fought and won that case. We do not
need to waste money widen that bridge and
making Great Oaks Drive four (4) lanes. This
was never in the plan.
Widening Sam Bass Road is not the answer
either, as so many people will be affected.
Value in property and beautiful trees (so
many of them) would be diminished.
Extending Wyoming Springs (Creek Bend) all
the way to 1431 makes more sense. It is my
understanding this was the original plan years
ago. Please, please entertain this idea as
fewer people would be negatively impacted
and would require less money as well as
time,
Thanks for your consideration.
Maxine Gammon
512-255-0771
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Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
scope of this study is to study Sam Bass
Road between RM 1431 and Wyoming
Springs Drive; however, your comments on
Wyoming Springs Drive have been noted
and will be shared with the City of Round
Rock. The process to study this corridor
involves evaluating many factors, including
but not limited to community impacts, land
use, and environmental considerations. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
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172 Chris Tinnell

Date

Source

6/23/2017 Email

Comment

Themes

Response

Dear County Commissioners and Staff,
I would like to give some input on the
Corridor H, Sam Bass Road project.
I currently live in Behrens Ranch and have
done so for the past 16 years. It is my belief
over time that there are too many residential
properties impacted with any expansion of
roadways from IH 35 to RM 1431 along Sam
Bass/Old Settlers. There already exists
several other routes and several proposed
routes that need to be considered to lessen
any traffic on Sam Bass Road. Those routes
are: an extension of Creek Bend to RM 1431
(to compliment the extension of such to
Wyoming Springs/Brightwater) and possible
options on Brushy Creek Road, Chisholm Trail
and Sam Bass Road from Old Settlers to IH
35. The extensions of Creek Bend and
Chisholm trail north would definitely take
traffic from the intersections of IH 35 and
also Sam Bass at RM 1431. No widening of
roads on Sam Bass would be needed in my
opinion.
Please add me to your list of updates.

transportation
planning and
growth;
impacts to
property;
other
corridors;
suggested
improvements;
project
updates

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
scope of this study is to study Sam Bass
Road between RM 1431 and Wyoming
Springs Drive; however, your comments on
RM 1431, Creek Bend and Chisholm Trail
have been noted. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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173 Jim
Marrone

Date

Source

6/22/2017 Email

Comment
During the Corridor H / Sam Bass road
meeting I saw some feedback that proposed
extending Wyoming Springs Road from 3406
to 1431 to alleviate traffic on Sam Bass.
Please do not consider this. Wyoming
Springs goes through a neighborhood
(Behrens Ranch), and at least two school
zones. It is not a thoroughfare, and should
not be used for cut-through traffic.
The City of Round Rock traffic plan proposed
years ago was to extend Creek Bend from
3406 to 1431. Creek Bend does not go
through a neighborhood and has plenty of
room to expand. Extending Creek Bend
would be a better option that extending
Wyoming Springs.
Thanks,
Jim Marrone

Themes

other
corridors

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
scope of this study is to study Sam Bass
Road between RM 1431 and Wyoming
Springs Drive; however, your comments on
Wyoming Springs Drive have been noted
and will be shared with the City of Round
Rock. The process to study this corridor
involves evaluating many factors, including
but not limited to community impacts, land
use, and environmental considerations. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
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174 Nancy
Baker

Date

Source

6/22/2017 Email

Comment

Themes

Response

Before any work begins on Sam Bass Road,
the intersection at 1431/Sam Bass needs to
have two left turn lanes. Traffic backs up
nearly to the Sam Bass curve at busy times.
Instead of having one left turn lane and one
straight lane it needs to become two left turn
lanes, one straight and one right. If this is not
done before Sam Bass is improved there will
only be more congestion. The number of
trees removed is also another consideration.
This could be reduced if the road is only
widened minimally. The road does not need
to be 5 lanes, particularly if Wyoming Springs
is connected to Sam Bass as this will
eliminate more congestion. Sam Bass could
have two lanes plus one left turn lane which
would move the traffic.
Nancy Baker
1809 Great Oaks Drive
RR 78681

suggested
improvements;
congestion and
mobility;
nature and
wildlife
considerations

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
scope of this study is to study Sam Bass
Road between RM 1431 and Wyoming
Springs Drive; however, your comments on
Wyoming Springs Drive have been noted
and will be shared with the City of Round
Rock. The process to study this corridor
involves evaluating many factors, including
but not limited to community impacts, land
use, and environmental considerations.
These suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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175 Amy
Kwalwasser

Date

Source

6/21/2017 Email

Comment

Themes

Response

I am vehemently opposed to Corridor H
expansion plans to widen Sam Bass Rd.
between 1431 and Wyoming Springs.
We purchased our 4.5-acre residential estate
to be far from the madding crowd.
By widening this road, it will increase traffic,
accidents, lack of privacy, and noise; invite
commercialization, and reduce property
values as no one in their right mind would
want to live on a five-lane highway.
Thanks,
Amy
Amy Kwalwasser, MAS
5401 Sam Bass Rd.
Round Rock, TX 78681
512-796-5401

safety;
transportation
planning and
growth;
impacts to
property;
character
preservation

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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176 Kim Baese

Date

Source

6/20/2017 Email

Comment

Themes

Response

Good evening. I believe something needs to
be done with this intersection at Walsh
Ranch and Sam Bass Road, soon not later
before someone gets hurt. The intersection is
used by many parents dropping off or picking
up kids from Walsh Middle School. Walsh
Ranch goes right in front of the middle
school, so can get very busy.
My children took the bus to and from school
most days so I don't use the intersection
during what I am sure are the busiest times
of the day. I do however use it two or three
times a week picking up or dropping off my
student early or late for activities and have
concerns.
I am using the intersection this week because
of a summer camp my child is attending at
Walsh. Many other parents from Walsh and
other schools are using the intersection
because of multiple camps at Walsh during
the summer.
As Sam Bass Road gets busier it is getting
harder to make the left turn towards IH35. I
witness drivers getting inpatient and make
turns that may or may not be safe and getting
inpatient with other drivers that don't take
these risks. The other alternatives are to go
through the subdivisions which increases the
traffic in these subdivisions and is a concern
during the summer with so many students
and children out and about in the
neighborhoods.
For safety reasons, I would urge the county to
look again at this intersection and consider
installing stop signs to create a 4 way stop.

safety;
transportation
planning and
growth;
suggested
improvements

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. Turn
lanes and intersection improvements are
being considered in this study. The process
to study this corridor involves evaluating
many factors, including but not limited to
community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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Thank you
Kim Baese
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177 Curtis
Saxton

Date

Source

6/20/2017 Email

Comment

Themes

Please consider the following ideas:
If easements depths allow w/:Several small
Pocket Parks
Cut Flower Gardens serviced by Community
Workers
Agro Forestry Gardens serviced by
Community Workers
Tiny Home with DIY Solar and Battery
Workshop Area
Mushroom Wood Brush Composting
Workshop Area
Fruit Tree mitigation on neighbors lands
shared and harvested by Community Workers
if available
Community Workers would benefit and litter
would be reduced.
Just ideas.
Thanks,
Curtis Saxton
Round Rock

transportation
planning and
growth;
Suggested
improvements;
other

Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. The process to study this
corridor involves evaluating many factors,
including but not limited to community
impacts, land use, and environmental
considerations. As we continue this process
our team will look to incorporate aesthetic
and other enhancements. We value your
input and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
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178 Al Hartman

Date

Source

6/20/2017 Email

Comment

Themes

Response

My family and I have resided at 4705 Sam
Bass Road since 1983 and are very familiar
with its traffic issues. Our deed includes a
12ft easement for future road expansion.
Anything beyond that would destroy its value
as a residential homestead. Corridor H is
lined with homes and churches that could not
absorb a major road expansion and retain
their present family residential or
congregational worship functions. Also the
roadway is not aligned for major expansion,
with a near right angle turn just south of the
1431 intersection that would require costly
repositioning of the adjacent reservoir and
dam structures which were only recently
renovated. We have seen major injury
wrecks at that turn, with Star Flight
evacuations of seriously injured crash victims.
Our roadway was recently threatened with
routing of a 135KV electric transmission line,
which the PUC determined should not
impose on the Sam Bass corridor with its
inadequate frontage. Also there is a large
and growing deer population along Corridor
H that takes advantage of the ample water
and tree coverage, but that would pose a
serious traffic hazard on a widened roadway.
There are so many deer collisions already
that we have a permanent vulture flock in
residence.
There are far less disruptive and far more
budget-friendly steps to improve Corridor H
mobility and safety:
1) Reduce the speed limit at the 1431 / Sam
Bass Road intersection and install flashing

impacts to
property;
character
preservation;
suggested
improvements;
funding;
environmental
considerations;
nature and
wildlife
considerations

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. These
suggestions will be considered and
evaluated as the study progresses. We
value your input and appreciate you taking
the time to comment.
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warning lights for large trucks to slow down
approaching that intersection--they barrel
through red lights unable to brake in time
with their heavy loads from the rock quarry
or nearby cement plants.
2) Allow two northbound lanes on Sam Bass
Road to turn west at the 1431 intersection to
reduce peak traffic congestion--this only
requires paint!
3) Install traffic lights at Sam Bass Road and
Great Oaks Drive--that intersection is too
congested at rush hour and too complex to
be a four-way stop.
Al Hartman +1.512.850.6805
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179 Carol Regil

6/19/2017 Email

180 Unknown

6/21/2017 Flyer left in
comment
box at
meeting

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

Comment

Themes

Response

To Whom it May Concern :
I live in Behrens Ranch, along the Sam Bass
Corridor. I am concerned about any plans
that would widen Sam Bass between our
neighborhood entrance and 1431. This
section of road is beautiful, tranquil and
residential (except for the unsightly RV
storage that was squeezed in along the edge
of the road.) Ripping out trees and widening
it would completely change the area. I do see
the benefit of putting in turn lanes for
neighborhoods to reduce slowdowns from
turning traffic. In my opinion, this section of
road should remain primarily for local traffic
and not be widened into a major
thoroughfare.
Sincerely,
Carol Regli
3023 Covington Pl
Round Rock, TX 78681
WHY DO WE NEED TO PROTECT OUR SAM
BASS RD? Too much traffic/ Retain peace for
our community and homes rather than
heavy, rude, dangerous traffic and taking our
land.WHY DO WE HAVE TOO MUCH TRAFFIC?
Excessive growth!WHY DO WE HAVE
EXCESSIVE GROWTH? Rick Perry and Greg
Abbott and city councils bring in corporations
with tax abatements and that brings in
people for jobs, all of which could stay in the
state from which the corporations are stolen
from.“Perry stoked the furnace with taxpayer
dollars and openly encouraged crony
capitalism not only in state government, but
local governments, too”

character
preservation;
nature and
wildlife
considerations;
suggested
improvements

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. This study
considers many factors including turn lanes
and traffic calming. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.

environmental
considerations;
transportation
planning and
growth;
impacts to
property;
character
preservation;
nature and
wildlife
considerations

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
169
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Comment
(http://reason.com/blog/2016/12/21/oopsrick-perrys-history-of-cronycapita/print)“Greg Abbott plans to follow the
lead of former Gov. Rick Perry by traveling
the United States and the world to recruit
businesses to headquarter in the Lone Star
State.?”(http://www.bizjournals.com/housto
n/news/2015/06/04/abbott-plans-to-travelnation-world-to-promote.html ).WHAT ARE
THE DAMAGES DUE TO THIS? 10 Taking jobs
from other states; 2) Giving the corporations
tax abatements while the increased demand
for housing has increased our home appraisal
values and costing us thousands more per
year; 3) Helping developers make millions of
dollars while the increased demand on all of
American products in increasing our costs; 4)
Crony Capitalism of Govt. in bed with
business; 5) Socially Engineering our State
and communities into something totally
different because of the massive change of
people; 6) Urbanizing Texas such as massive
density of buildings, 3-5 story apartment
buildings which we have never had before,
and of course the increased traffic; 7)
Increasing crime; and, 8) INCREASING
TRAFFIC! 3 KEY ISSUESCRONY CAPITALISM –
Government is involved with business rather
than protecting our Constitutional rights.
They are forcing growth upon us. That is NOT
serving their people. THAT IS
UNCONSTITUTIONAL, GREAD, VANITY, AND
SELFISHNESS. If represented, our Sam Bass
Rd. would be protected for us and we would
not have to stand our for it. This has been

Themes

Response
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.
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proven.SOCIAL ENGINEERING – Flooding
Texas with a massive amount of different
people is Social Engineering. They are
beginning to outnumber us and ruin our vote.
Our Texas is being changed into a totally
different society and that is NOT what true
Texans want but the massive amount of new
people will begin controlling the
governments.URBANIZATION – The
urbanization of Texas has occurred
everywhere including San Francisco-Austin
and its once unique small towns that have
been invaded with a new type of city council
members. They push for 3-5 story
apartments, overcrowded buildings and
housing. This is NOT how we live and it one of
the main reasons we are overcrowded and
that they want our Sam Bass Rd. for MORE
TRAFFIC.IF THESE ISSUES DID NOT HAPPEN
WE WOULD NOT HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT AN
ASSAULT ON OUR ONCE PEACEFUL SAM BASS
RD.!These issues fit into the United Nations
Agenda 21 Globalistic assault on America.
How so?Crony Capitalism (Government being
in bed with corporations) – Re the UN 2015
push for controlling economic development,
“If they control the situation so much, they
can control the economy. That is no longer
freedom. That is no longer free enterprise.”
(https://wwww.youtube.com/watch?v=zMj6
BQ00BbM – video from ~2:23-2:53
minutes)Social Engineering – Proof: “Social.
In other words they (UN) want to change
society, And anybody’s government is based
on the society that put it together. If that
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…society changes THEN THE GOVERNMENT
CHANGES. And so Carl Marx knew, as I’ve
said before on these broadcasts, he always
called for a social revolution. He knew that
society had to change in order to make
Communism / Socialism successful.”
(https://wwww.youtube.com/watch?v=zMj6
BQ00BbM – video from ~2:54-3:27
minutes)Urbanization – Quote and comment
from Tom DeWeese book “Special Report
Agenda 21 and How to Stop It” – Pg 6 Item 9.
“Compact Urban Development is more
affordable for gov’t. REALITY: Empirical
evidence proves compact development
requires higher tax rates. Urbanization strains
police; fire, educational, and social
services.”IF TEXAS GOES…THE NATION GOES.
And does it not seem that Texas is under
assault to be brought down from its previous
peace and freedom into a Californizied overcrowded money obsessed group of citizens
and governments?WITH THESE DAMAGED
FORCED ON US, HOW IS THAT GOOD
LEADERSHIP?!HOW IS PUSHING A 50LANE
SAM BASS RD. ANY DIFFERENT FROM
URBANIZING THE NOW SUBURBS OF SAN
FRANCISCO (AUSTIN) TEXAS? HOW IS THIS
SERVING US WHEN IT IS RUINING OUR LAND
AND COMMUNITY AND ENJOYMENT OF THE?
THE SAM BASS RD. ISSUE IS VERY IMPORTANT
TO US BUS JUST A PORTION OF THE OVERALL
ASSAULT.There is more Agenda 21 evidence
on Tom DeWeese’s
https://americanpolicy.org/, John Birch
Society Web site http://www.jbs.org/issues172
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pages/agenda-21, Rosa Koiree’s website
http://www.democratsagainstagenda21.com
(she is a Democrat but has strong
conservative feelings against this Agenda 21),
and finally my website https://www.savetexas.com/oppose-promoting-texas-growthpg-1 and ...pg-2 in which I tie in the National
issues into what is happening here in our
Texas.
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181 Richard
Gibbs,
President
Greater
Great Oaks
HOA

Date
7/6/2017

Source
Letter

Comment

Themes

Response

Dear Commissioner Cook
I am writing on behalf of the members of the
Great Oaks HOA. Please add these comments
to the official comments from the open
house for Corridor H held at the Presbyterian
Church on Sam Bass Road on June 21.
The Williamson County Commissioners court
has declared the Sam Bass corridor (Corridor
H) the most important corridor for
improvement in Precinct 1. This letter details
our concerns with that project.
1) The first concern we have is "is this really
the most important corridor in our precinct".
County representatives continue stating that
the back-up of traffic at the light at the
intersection of Sam Bass & 1431, and at the
4-way-stop at Sam Bass & Great Oaks Drive is
the driving force behind this project. We fail
to understand how widening Sam Bass will
help with this in any way. In fact the effect
will be quite the opposite. Widening the
connecting roadway will only attract more
traffic to what appears to be a major
roadway, exacerbating an already bad
intersection problem. Widening it at the
intersections could help; improving the
design of the intersections might help, but we
fail to understand how widening Sam Bass for
the distance between will improve traffic
flow through the two intersections. The
problem is not the traffic flow between the
two intersections; it is the traffic flow
through the intersections themselves.
2) The county argument that Sam Bass/175 is
already four lanes on both ends smacks of

transportation
planning and
growth;
congestion
and mobility;
safety; other
corridors

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. The study is
in the early phases and right of way needs
have not yet been determined. Many
options will be considered and evaluated as
a part of the study and all of them are
rooted in enhancing safety. We value your
input and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
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throwing good money after bad. The fact that
something already exists nearby is a
completely invalid argument. The only valid
arguments are improvement to traffic flow
and safety on the roadway. And this does
nothing to improve the stated traffic flow
problems, and in fact, compounds the stated
problem.
3) And as for improving safety, we fail to see
how this can in any way improve safety. In
fact, it will substantially decrease safety at
private driveways that empty onto Sam Bass
Road. A quick look at the map reveals 30+
houses that have a total of nearly 40
driveways that enter Sam Bass in the study
segment. Encouraging increased traffic or
speed in any way will decrease safety for
these homeowners. And the fact that there
are existing nearby roadways that were predesigned as arterials with no private
driveways at all makes it ludicrous to increase
traffic to this area. Further, there are plans in
place to connect the segments of arterials
both to each other and to Toll 45 in a timeframe approximating the timeframe of the
Sam Bass project.
4) There are the esthetics and the
environment of the area (quality of life) that
should be considered. Widening this road will
cause dozens of majestic oaks to be
destroyed. It will increase traffic; the added
lanes will be a magnet to new traffic and thus
noise and runoff to the 30+ houses adjacent
to the road. And, of course, it will increase
the danger to those residents every time they
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leave home or arrive back. What other major
4-lane roadway do you know of that has such
a density of private driveways emptying onto
it? Recognition of the danger of driveways on
a high-speed/high-traffic road is the explicit
reason for designing in arterials with no
private drives entering them. Further, Honey
Bear Creek flows along and under Sam Bass
Road in this stretch. The environmental
impact of widening Sam Bass would be
catastrophic to this creek at this point and all
points down-stream.
5) Finally, we must address the cost. There
are many septic drain fields In the new rightof-way, requiring relocation of all of them.
Further, there may be some that cannot be
relocated within county guidelines, or even
standard health guidelines. After the
acquisition of required right-ofway, some
properties will below the required minimum
sizes to the point that they may present a
health hazard. Additionally, there is an old
water line under the new right-of-way
connecting the Brushy Creek MUD water
treatment plant to the Brushy Bend Park
neighborhood. This water line will have to be
replaced at county expense when it is
disturbed. As for other utilities (gas, etc.), any
that are near the existing road will also have
to be relocated.
6) County representatives have commented
that Walsh Ranch Middle school is
contributing to the traffic problem in the
study area. We believe that that impact will
decrease with the new Round Rock ISO
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school boundary changes that take effect this
fall.
The effect of the opening of the Creek Bend
extension on the Great Oaks Drive and Hairy
Man/Brushy Creek Road intersection was far
greater than anyone predicted. It has
eliminated the rush-hour back-up at that
intersection except for occasional very short
periods, and at those few times where there
is a back-up the level is much lower than at
"normal" backups prior to the opening. The
planned Wyoming Springs connection from
Brightwater to Sam Bass and then on to 1431
has a much more direct (and nearer)
connection to the Sam Bass project, so it
should have an even larger impact on the
Sam Bass traffic through the study area. We
firmly believe that this will drastically reduce
the traffic on the Sam Bass study area, as
drivers will tend to stay on the four-lane
arterial, especially those that would have to
turn left onto Sam Bass westbound. And
when you add the fact that the city of Round
Rock has a planned southern extension to
Wyoming springs to connect it to O'Connor
near Toll 45 thus providing a complete
arterial all the way from the toll road to 1431,
there will be even more load taken off the
study area.
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182 Rev. Dr.
Catherine E.
Craley,
Pastor,
Round Rock
Presbyteria
n Church

Date
7/5/2017

Source
Letter

Comment
Dear Williamson County Corridor H Project
Planners,
Thank you for your service to the community.
As the pastor of Round Rock Presbyterian
Church, I’m
writing to you with concerns about how the
widening of Sam Bass Road, the “Corridor H”
project, may
adversely affect the community we are all
striving to serve. At the planning meeting
held at our church on
June 21st, our 300+ member congregation
became concerned that the road may
significantly impact not
just our property, but come so close to our
buildings and play ground as to bring the
safety of local
community members and children using our
facilities into question.
Round Rock Presbyterian Church is more than
a worshipping congregation that just meets
on Sundays.
We serve our community 365 days a year,
offering support groups, a busy mom’s day
out and holding a
weekly meeting of one of the nations largest
Boy Scout troops on our grounds. Here is just
a snapshot
of some of the ministry and community
current outreach happening @RRPC:
• We are "home" to 4 boy and girl scout
troops and 3 packs...hundreds of young
people use our
property, parking lot and facilities weekly and
monthly.

Themes

impacts to
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Response
Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
Williamson County Commissioners Court
adopted a Long Range Transportation Plan
in October 2009. The most recent
amendments made to it in 2015, outline a
network of roadways that would each
improve safety and mobility in the County.
The process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations. The study is
in the early phases and right of way needs
have not yet been determined. We
recognize that there are many valuable
community resources along Sam Bass Road
and our team will continue to stay in close
coordination with the church. By planning
ahead, we can best coordinate with
property owners, businesses, and the
community, in order to safely and efficiently
accommodate existing and future
transportation needs. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.
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Public Comments and Williamson County Responses
#

Name

Date

Source

Comment

Themes

Response

• Boy Scout Troop 365 is one of the largest in
the nation
• AA meets 4 times a week on the property,
Al-Anon and Cocaine Anonymous meet here
weekly
• We have a 2-day-a-week Mother's Day Out
ministry that meets year-round with approx.
40
children using our playground and being
picked up and dropped off each week
• Our property hosts about 500 people from
the community at our Fall Festival and
Summer Splash
• Local HOA's meet on campus, as well as a
large English as a Second Language class.
• We're proud to be a voting location, and a
community partner for events like Speak Your
Mind
Texas and the Williamson County town hall
meeting on June 21st.
We understand the need to address the
transportation issues in the area. We also
hope that the planning
team will take into consideration the safety
of the hundreds of lives that use our grounds
and buildings
each week. Please keep the road at a
significant distance away from our buildings
and playgrounds. Like
you, we are committed to serving our local
community, and so our number #1 priority is
the safety of the
community members using our grounds.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Public Comments and Williamson County Responses
#

Name

183 Louis &
Martha
Burchers

Date

Source

6/21/2017 Letter

Comment
Corridor H Comments
I have lived in the Great Oaks Subdivision for
38 years. Obviously my wife and I have seen
numerous construction projects. We have
always been involved in civic projects.
We were here before FM3406 was
constructed and the development of the
Walsh Ranch.
Presently there are 3 miles of boulevard
without one single homeowners driveway
intersecting 3406. the proposal of corridor H
would create a one mile boulevard with 51
individual driveways intersecting the 4 or 5
lane boulevard. I have not seen one
boulevard in Travis or Williamson County that
has individual homeowners driveways
intersecting that boulevard. This would
create a life threatening danger.
Another concern is there is a 90 degree turn
on the present 2 lane road less than 1/2 mile
from 1431. Another dangerous situation. One
of the reasons we moved into the Great Oaks
subdivision was all of the beautiful oak trees.
Widening the Sam Bass Road would require
the removal of a large number of these
beautiful oaks.
Rhe property value of the homes facing Sam
Bass Road will drop considerably if a
boulevard is built in their front yard.

Themes

Response

impacts to
property;
other
corridors;
safety; nature
and wildlife
considerations

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
process to study this corridor involves
evaluating many factors, including but not
limited to social and community impacts,
land use, and environmental considerations
such as vegetation and wildlife. We value
your input and appreciate you taking the
time to comment.

Sincerely,
Louis and Martha Burchers
1907 Great Oaks dr
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Source

Comment

Themes

Response

Round Rock TX 78681
512-255-2428
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#

Name

184 Rusty &
Carol
Ratcliffe

Date

Source

6/21/2017 Letter

Comment

Themes

Response

Unsafe for any child to try to get to Walsh MS
by walking or bike
WAY too many single rive ways for an
expansion of that nature
Trees are why we are called Great Oaks,
uncheck expansion will wipe them out
All homes that abut Sam Bass would face
considerable property value decimation, and
therefor our entire neighborhood-contributing to lower property tax revenue
reduce strain on citizens ire against local
government decisions, if done smarter

transportation
planning and
growth;
safety;
impacts to
property;
nature and
wildlife
considerations

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. Bike and
pedestrian accommodations are being
considered in this study. The process to
study this corridor involves evaluating many
factors, including but not limited to social
and community impacts, land use, and
environmental considerations such as
vegetation and wildlife. We value your input
and appreciate you taking the time to
comment.

other
corridors;
congestion
and mobility;
suggested
improvements

Thank you for your comments and interest
in this study. County governments are
responsible for planning effective
transportation and the goal of this study is
to improve safety and mobility. Williamson
County has experienced tremendous growth
and current population projections show
this growth will continue. This growth
necessitates progressive planning to better
serve the increased number of residents,
visitors, and vehicles in the County. The
182

Look for Kim Nix proposal on expanding Sam
Bass; Commissioner Cook should have a copy.
It would add value to the county and meet
traffic needs for expanding.
Sincerely,
Rusty&Carol Ratcliffe
1916 Oak Forest Dr
RR,TX 78681

185 Anonymous

7/6/2017
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Phone Call

reduce strain on citizens ire against local
government decisions, if done smarter
Stop the over building. Your destroying the
whole concept of the neighborhood. The
agriculture is changing. This area can’t
handle it. And we are destroying everything
that is good, including the church.
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Date
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Themes

Response
study is in the early phases and
improvements have not yet been identified;
however, your comments on growth will be
considered and evaluated as the study
progresses. We value your input and
appreciate you taking the time to comment.
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Social media
Facebook
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Twitter
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Signs
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LOCATIONS OF PLACED SIGNS
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SURVEY RESULTS
266 respondents took the survey between June 21 and July 14, 2017 either at the public meeting or through
the www.wilco.org/corridors webpage that linked to: www.surveymonkey.com/r/corridorh
All comments are verbatim and do not account for spelling and grammatical errors.

Q1. How do you use Corridor H / Sam Bass Road?
(Answered 265, Skipped 1)
Several respondents selected more than one answer.
Percentages reflect the percentage of respondents that chose that answer.

Other (please specify)
Attend church on Sam Bass Road
Friends or family live on or near Sam Bass Road
Live on or near Sam Bass Road
Recreation on or near Sam Bass Road
Work on or near Sam Bass Road
Comments on character and nature

Corridor H
Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

Number of Responses
27
11
8
4
2
2
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Q2. Can you share any information about safety
considerations in the area?
(Answered 233, Skipped 33)
Responses
We've contacted the county numerous times... nothing was done, not listened to... now your feigned interest in "safety"
wrapped around the idea of making the road wider is a complete JOKE!
There are lots of subdivisions and homes on Sam Bass and I feel that is too fast for the area.
People and pets frequent the area
Yes I have small children and pets.. Making the road larger, closer and busier creates a more dangerous atmosphere for
my family
There are a lot of Neighborhoods and houses along this road. Making the road 4 lanes would bring more traffic and trucks
into this area. There are a lot of kids who walk and ride bikes along the trails and adding the traffic would make the roads
not as pedestrian friendly.
I strongly feel that widening Sam Bass in this area, will merit a safety hazard, especially since there are many single family
homes along this road, as well as neighborhoods. Both children and pets in this area would be more at risk to the increase
in traffic along this road.
Need a light.
I would like to see the speed limit on Sam Bass lowered to 35 mph to increase safety when driving on the road and pulling
on to it from surrounding driveways.
Need more cycling lanes
I live in Brushy Bend Park. My concern is that more people to cut through the Brushy Bend Park neighbotlrhood, especially
via Walsh Drive and Brushy Bend Srive to the low water crossing. As long as our local neighborhoods aren't turned into
major thoroughfares, I'm OK with progress and widening roads.
Turning onto a two lane with a 40 mph speed limit is much safer than turning onto a 4 lane road with 50 mph speed limit.
Increased traffic and folks will no doubt speed through the area. We have an elementary school and kids often ride bikes
or walk home. The kids will be at risk with increased traffic.
I have hit deer before in this area and I'm concerned that a larger road will worsen this problem possible hurting people
and wildlife.
Making Sam Bass a 3-way or 5-way road would be good.
Seems lack of turn lanes for churches/schools/subdivisions are an issue to me. Low water crossing should be dealt with
also.
Widening the entire road from Wyoming springs to 1431
There are churches in your proposed area. Shortening the distance to the road would endanger children as well as
decrease parking. This is not just a Sunday problem.
There is no safe way for people that live on Sam Bass to pull onto the road from their driveways. There needs to be some
shoulder area for them to ease onto the road instead of pulling out in front of traffic.
Higher speeds when exiting our neighborhood
There are already accidents with cars, pets, and deer. It is a busy street, and we don't want the traffic to increase. I am
also concerned about our septic system; we live on 1 acre which is necessary to have a septic system. Taking part of our
property would be a problem for ours septic.
Also, I am concerned because we have a well for water, and we don't have access to city water. Additionally, I have to turn
left from my house to get to work every day and drive toward Round Rock. Now it is not a problem. If you widen Sam
Bass, I would need to cross several lanes to get out of my driveway. I am also concerned about my family's safety and
getting to work during construction. Please don't do this!
Flooding is a concern. Lack of shoulder space.
This road should be widened and improved. It is very narrow and traffic volume has increased. Of concern is that sharp
curve about 1/4 mile from 1431. There have been accidents there due to people driving fast.
Speed limit seems too high for this area of the road. There have been many pets and wildlife injured or killed. This is a
residential area and should remain so.
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Traffic on Sam Bass road
Used to be only wildlife but now it is like any other round rock road
Used to be only wildlife but now it is like any other round rock road
Used to be only wildlife but now it is like any other round rock road
The corners of Walsh Ranch and Sam Bass, and Great Oaks and Sam Bass are hazardous during pick-up and drop-off times
at Walsh Middle School.
Please provide adequate ROW for safe bicycle operation, including sufficient room for a motor vehicle to pass safely. Sam
Bass from FM3406 to Creek Bend Road has insufficient ROW for safe passing, and motor vehicle operators frequently
improperly pass in this area, risking head-on collisions despite cyclists' efforts to prevent this hazard by taking control of
the lane, persuant to TX code Title 7, 551.103 (4). CR175 between FM 1431 and Journey Pkwy has sufficient ROW for safe
operations (multiple lanes).
I have grave safety concerns if lanes are added and vehicle traffic increases. I live and work in this area and I do not see the
need to change the existing road. It has a quiet neighborhood feel, with lots of trees and wildlife that we all enjoy. Turning
sam bass into a major thoroughfare will destroy that and bring problems that some with more cars running through at
high speeds.
This stretch road is extremely narrow with numerous blind curves. Pulling out from side streets is dangerous due to
motorists constantly speeding. The intersection of Sam Bass and Grat Oaks is not a 4 way stop. There is now too much
traffic at this intersection and a stoplight should be installed.
The traffic on Sam Bass Road and Old Settlers has substantially increased during the last year with the repaving and
widening of Old Settlers, in no small part, contributing to the increase in traffic. As a homeowner in the area, I would
strongly request that funds be reserved on the project, and that funds be allocated for the homeowners whose homes
back up to Old Settlers, for there to be a tall seven to eight foot sound wall installed along both sides of any expansion
where the expanded roadway runs through a residential area.
I am concerned with all the traffic coming through Mayfield Ranch since we don't have the cut through.
The road is very narrow and dark. I ALWAYS watch for deer at night on this road.
Deer crossing is the biggest danger.
A stop light at the Walsh Ranch neighborhood would be beneficial.
No shoulders on Sam Bass, very narrow right-of-way. Making left hand turns is problematic. No stop light at Sam
Bass/Old Settlers intersection.
Sam Bass just south of RM1431 does not have sufficient shoulder on the road for the speed and the amount of traffic.
road is narrow, winding, with little or no shoulder, poor visibility and lots of deer
Possible shortcut to Stone Oak and Mayfield Ranch areas. Speed bumps may be necessary to slow down traffic.
The existing 2-lane section is dangerous, especially for cyclists who often use it to get to 1431 & Reagan.
Existing road is narrow 2 lane, totally unsafe. Planned upgrade to the road is vital to community safety, especially
considering the schools in the area.
No bike lane or shoulder.
No sidewalks or bike lanes
Need red light at intersection of Sam Bass Road with West Old Settlers Blvd. to smooth traffic control during rush hours.
This area between 3406 and 1431 is residential and as such the speed limits should be kept low.
The lack of a bike lane makes it impossible for bikers to use the road safely.
Sidewalks or trail all the way from Walsh ranch to great oaks.
Do not widen road. Do not invite increased traffic load. Lower speed limit and enforce it. Fix flooding issues, not all roads
need to be super highways through our neighborhoods, ban cycling on the road, if the road is widened and speed limit
increased please explain how you have improved the safety of entering and exiting the driveways of 65 owners and/or
100+ registered voters!
We have a concern that if the road is extended closer to the church this will be a safety concern for all of our members
especially the children in our Kids Day Out program that are there during the week not just on sunday
Traffic is awful starting at 4:00.
3 to 5 of my neighbors regularly have cars/accidents in their yard...Recommend less curvy, reduce speed, and traffic signal.
In NO WAY do I want to see a 5 lane road on this!!!!!
There is no safe way for bikes or pedestrians to bike/walk along Sam Bass. There is no safe way for people to cross Sam
Bass road via foot or bike. It would be nice to include some options for people to do these safely.
The proposed widening goes right next to the playground at Round Rock Presbyterian, and that appears to be very unsafe
for a number of reasons.
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The road is too fast for the current population. 3-5 houses in my neighborhood regularly have cars in their yards due to
the high speed and curvy nature of the road.
Sam Bass road is very busy at certain times of the day.
As you already know, expanding roads increases traffic, and traffic congestion because there will be more cars accessing
the road at higher speed. This of course, bring up even more the issue of safety concerns. Expanding and widening roads
or expecting that adding more lanes will solve traffic problems is a fallacy. Traffic engineers know that due to induced
demand, increasing highway capacity it is unlikely to reduce traffic congestion. It will be the opposite effect as more
people will want to drive more. And for this specific area of Sam Bass, it will only cause safety concerns, due to vehicles
zooming at higher speeds, killing even more of the wonderful wildlife in this area (deer, raccoons, armadillos). Additionally
will contaminate the air and increase pollution event more. This area is one of the few left with such a fantastic character
and that serves as a "lung" for the city for it's ability to preserve wonderful large green areas. The residents that live here,
we move here because of it's a unique part of Round Rock that offers closeness to the city but without the cement, brick
and mortar type of scene. We consider ourselves an extension of the Brushy Creek magnificence, a safe area to breath
clean air, bike, run, hike. Expanding the road in this area translates into more traffic, more fatalities due to high speed, air
pollutions, traffic congestions and road pollution in general. Why destroy the superb character of Sam Bass? Instead opt
for a smarter alternative and invest on truly making 1431 and efficient road. It's almost there.
From Wyoming Springs to FM 1431 on Sam Bass there are many individual resident houses that owners have to enter and
by increasing it to a 5 lane road which would increase traffic and speed I have many concerns over increased potential for
accidents.
We have several programs with youth activities that would greatly decrease the "safety barrier" being closer to vehicle
traffic.
road condition; blind curves;
It's too narrow overall, and especially where the road curves.
the planned expansion will put residents and pets at great risk with increased traffic
Increased noise, traffic, accidents, increased fatalities for wildlife and pets, decreased property values, increased
commercialization in a rural residential area!
Sam bass road is under developed in general and I'm poor condition. There aren't any street lights or traffic signals. This is
limiting the safety of the road.
Lots of speeding cars/running stop signs on the north side of Arterial H on Mayfield Blvd to 1431.
Too much traffic through residential areas, and protection of wildlife.
To swing San Bass Rd any closer to our church property would certainly pose a safety issue, not only for our church
members, but also the community activities that are held there
I think the safety concerns are that there is a business at the bend, that rents U-hauls and storage facilities. That should
never have been allowed to be built. Especially given that the city knew that this study was in the works. That area could
have been used to try and straighten out the road leading north to 1431. It is still a NEIGHBORHOOD, with children and
narrow fence lines all along the planned route.
Living directly on Sam Bass rd, talks of widening this to allow for more traffic carry many concerns. I have two toddlers and
a dog and plans to increase traffic flow, as well as the speed limit carry obvious dangers to me and my family (not to
mention the impact this would have on Honey Bear Creek, which flows through my backyard). Traffic moves just fine 90%
of the time, and the other 10% during rush hour would only get worse if more traffic was allowed. Living directly on this
road and watching it on a daily basis, it is unclear to me the benefits of such an expansion.
The R.R. Presbyterian Church needs to keep it's property. There is a playground used almost daily there.
There's a playground used almost daily at the Presbyterian Church. The road needs to stay away from it.
Speeding.
Widening this road will inevitably lead to greater traffic and therefore more noise, more accidents, etc. The county is
INVITING people to take the Sam Bass route by widening the road. Why? For what purpose? We have a huge road
(1431) that allows traffic to flow freely to the same places. Widening the road penalizes the local residents of this corridor
in order to create yet another huge, ugly, loud road for non-residents to travel to the same places they travel to via 1431.
I am looking for a solution that minimally impacts my church, Round Rock Presbyterian Church, which is on Sam Bass Road.
The church building is heavily used each day of the week.
We are a 300+ member congregation that is passionate about opening our doors to the community 365 days a year.
We are "home" to 4 boy and girl scout troops and 4 packs...hundreds of young people use our property, parking lot and
facilities.
Boy Scout Troop 365 is one of the largest in the nation.
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AA meets 4 times a week, Al-Anon and Cocaine Anonymous meet here weekly.
We have a 2-day-a-week Mother's Day Out ministry that meets year-round with approx. 40 children using our playground
and being picked up and dropped off each week.
Our property hosts about 500 people from the community at our Fall Festival and Summer Splash
Local HOA's meet on campus, as well as a large English as a Second Language class.
We're proud to be a voting location, and a community partner for events like Speak Your Mind Texas and Will. Co's town
hall meeting on June 21st.
EB traffic turning left on Wyoming Springs sure could use a left turn lane. Scary watching people come up on you when
sitting to turn left. Intersection at Walsh also very bad during school opening and close.
it will be so dangerous for families, pets and wild animals
The road expansion is going to impact the homes that are directly on Sam Bass Road.
Bicycles don't belong on Sam Bass. The left turn lane on 1431 needs to have a longer time to turn. Intersection at Great
Oaks is awful during rush hour.
This is a beautiful country road. It should remain that way.
As it is, we lose wildlife and pets to traffic on this street. Widening it will only make it worse. Just a couple of weeks ago, a
deer fawn was hit and killed on this road. There is a considerable amount of wildlife which will be in grave danger if this
road were to be expanded. This area is an area with multi-acre lots which is one of the few places for the wildlife. It is not
uncommon for the deer to feed right alongside the road. Widening this road and encouraging more traffic will make it
more problematic for the wildlife and will create even more fatalities, and damage to individuals vehicles. I would
recommend leaving the road as is and lowering the speed limit to increase safety and discourage using it as a cut-through.
People do speed through there frequently.
With the recent expansion of 1431 there is no need for this rural county road to be turned into a highway. This is a
community not a highway with exits.
There are many private driveways of houses with families in this area. Danger would be increased to homeowners,
children and pets.
Increased traffic accidents. Harder to get out of neighborhoods. Safety for children riding school buses.
There is a lot of wildlife that are constantly running out in the road along Sam Bass. It causes a safety concern. The more
cars, the worse it will be. There are also a lot of families in the area with young children that play outside. There are also
people who bike/walk/run along Sam Bass and it would be dangerous to add more lanes/traffic.
I am concerned about proposed expansion of the road into a highway. This is a low density residential area that serves
also as habitats (rapidly shrinking habitats) for wildlife. People traversing through this area value it as such.
It seems fairly safe at the moment
Putting a four lane road so close to a church with a playground and kids day out program.seems like a safety concern.
My concerns around the safety increase significantly when discussing the expansion of Sam Bass between FM 1431 and
Sam Bass Road.
I am concerned that the feasibility study already conducted would increase traffic volume and the size / weight of the
traffic moving thru the area.
Regardless of the speed limits, more and heavier traffic would lead to more, and more damaging, accidents. Specifically,
schools, residences, and churches front this road and changing the mix/volume/speed of the traffic will make it less safe.
I feel the road is fine now. My concern is that a larger road would bring more traffic at higher speeds.
increased traffic means increased traffic crashes, which means increased fatalities (both human and wildlife).
I believe it will be very dangerous to widen the road to the proposed 5 lanes, to children, adults, pets and wildlife on Sam
Bass.
I am not aware of any safety issues in this area, other than being aware of wildlife that may be crossing the road (the
current speed limit appears to be good for this).
Please see #6 below.
Safety of bikers, walkers and she moly getting out of driveway
Expanding this roadway into a five lane thoroughfare would cause safety issues for families living on Sam Bass Road.
Increased traffic will create additional risks for the. Urgent residents
Increasing the lanes on this road will definitely be more hazardous to humans, pets, and wildlife. Not to mention the
traffic concerns.
So tired of residential areas filled with beautiful trees being converted and commercialized. Please stop.
Cars driving too fast
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if the road is widened, traffic will increase to match it and it ultimately will be less safe; recent changes (e.g., 4-way stop at
Great Oaks) have helped
the intersection at Sam Bass and 1431 needs to be a more efficient traffic control system, with lighting customized to high
traffic volumes and patterns. The intersection at Great Oaks and Sam Bass needs to be a traffic signal instead of a four way
stop sign. Walsh at Sam Bass should be a three way stop.The road would be an attractive location for a boulevard section
with a center median, shoulders, below-ground drainage, and left and right turn lanes at intersections and church
entrances. The only time Sam Bass has been significantly flooded for more than a brief period was during Tropical Storm
Hermine. Both Mayfield and Walsh had water overflow, and Walsh remained flooded the same amount of time as Sam
Bass.
It is already dangerous for kids crossing Sam Bass to Walsh Middle from Arrowhead Circle and to other neighborhoods.
Increased traffic would make an underpass walkway a necessity for safety unless that becomes a 4 way stop. The entry to
Tonkawa Trail is hazardous with cars going around turners heading westbound even gong off the road there.
I live in Brushy Bend Park. My concern is that there are already a lot of people that use Walsh as a cut through. Three
months ago our two year old dog was hit and killed by one of the passers through.
Roads needs to be rebuilt as one way leach, with raised median and turn lanes AND WITH A MINIMUM 10' HIKE/BIKE
FACILITY
Taking a left onto Thousand Oaks Drive from Sam Bass. Cars fly around the corner with very little warning and feels like a
fatal accident ready to happen. Trailer storage area is at a very poor location too with vehicles pulling out at slower
speeds. u hauls are also left too close to the road at times.
Driving too fast down this route. Not much lighting at night.
How people wreck in front of our neighborhood, Psanish Oak Terrace. Constant wrecks that end up in our neighbors yards.
I'm not talking about 1 yard. This happens in several yards. If it is expanded, I'm sure this will only increase.
This is a quiet country style subdivision. Increasing the # of lanes of Sam Bass road will impact the tranquil nature. It is
much better to expand 1431, than the two lane Sam Bass road which has neighborhoods on each side.
Very, very concerned that expansion of the road will bring my speeders & dangerous road conditions, along with heavy
equipment vehicles & semi's into our neighborhood & specifically right past our house.
I believe widening Sam Bass will increase traffic to this residential area, and will ultimately result in an increase in traffic
accidents. Also, there is an increase in risk to safety to the abundant wildlife in the area to an increase in traffic on Sam
Bass, as well as children who live in this immediate area.
We are opposed to Corridor H expansion plans to widen Sam Bass Rd. between 1431 and Wyoming Springs.
By widening this road, it will
*increase traffic, accidents, lack of privacy, and noise;
*invite commercialization, and
*reduce property values.
*More wildlife will be displaced or worse.
*Kids and pets will be at greater risk with increased traffic going at faster speeds.
Bicycle lanes would enhance safety.
Lower the speed limit to 35, people already have problems with the corner by Thousand Oaks when it is wet. It will also
discourage the people thinking it is a good cut through route. Widening the road will increase traffic, lower property
values encourage commercialization, increase noise.
Expanding the road will lead to faster driving and make it much more difficult to get out of my driveway and almost
impossible to cross the road for a left turn out of my driveway
Speeding; cars don't always stop for school buses
I attend round rock Presbyterian church. The proposed plan is too close to the children's playground, causing the road to
be too near the children and be dangerous
From the water treatment plant heading west, the proposed plan only expands Sam Bass road north onto lots owned by 3
churches. There is no plan to expand south onto residential lots south of Sam Bass Road. Note the 300 feet NW of the
corner between the current water storage plant and the church, your proposed expansion will run into the church septic
storage tank and sewage lift pump. 100 feet NW of that is a children's playground. 200ft NW of that is a vital water runoff
collection pond. These features are all in the pathway of the proposed expansion, and will add a major expense for you to
maintain safety and function.
I am concerned that widening Sam Bass (SB) road will encourage people to drive even faster than they already do along
Corridor H. Keeping a road a little smaller helps keep the speed limit down, which is important given the number of
houses, churches, and schools along this road.
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I am also concerned that currently there are no sidewalks nor bike lanes along much of Corridor H. Part of helping to keep
the number of cars down is to offer safe ways for people to walk or ride bikes.
If you make Sam Bass Rd 4-5 lanes, you will need to add stop lights at all of the intersections to allow residents to turn
onto Sam Bass Rd. Extra lanes will increase the speed of cars on Sam Bass, so turning on to it without stop lights will be
very dangerous.
To my knowledge there has not been any safety problems or need for wider road.
RR Presbyterian has a preschool program and my son attends the nursery there regularly
Since the church is an active part of the community, opening its doors daily, I am concerned about the planned widened
road. Safety is a big concerned for not only children attending classes but elderly attending worship.
The entrance to our sanctuary, our fellowship hall and our playground area would be significantly diminished and this
would pose a safety concern.
Families often walk along the side roads in the area. Drivers must control speed!
Round Rock Presbyterian Church has daily activities that have children and adults in the parking area, play ground, and
building. The safety of the children should be considered when planning for a new road that affects the front of the
building nd parking area.
RR Presbyterian Church functions as something of a neighborhood center, offering daycare, voting and neighborhood
meetings, and hosting scout troops
Many children live on streets feeding off of Sam Bass and many more attend school and activities: the middle school and
one of the largest Boy Scout troops in Texas as examples.
The current projection would put the road dangerously close to the front door and buildings of Round Rock Presbyterian
Church and impact the functioning of our water retention pond and parking lot which serves a good many local
organizations like AA, Boy Scouts, a day care facility, and weekly worship for hundreds of people.
This should NOT really be a corridor slated to be an arterial traffic area. It did not start out that way. Obviously, safety
considerations for approximately 50 driveways that enter the area.
Sam Bass needs left turn lanes.
No
Seems safe
when making a left into our church (RR Presbyterian) you run the risk of someone rear ending you because there is only
one lane each direction
N/A
The proposed road plan would greatly impact our church sanctuary and playground.
Traffic is getting worse.
The line goes too close to the front of the churches. Would it not be safer to take part of the lawns across the street?
Our church hosts folks from the area seven days a week. The road encroaching to close to our facilities could affect the
safety of our participants.
Current traffic levels during peak periods of weekday commutes constitute a safety hazard for the traveling public.
The bend at Thousand Oaks and Sam Bass has poor visibility, making the entrance and exit to Spanish Oak Terrace
neighborhood scary if there are speeding or inconsiderate drivers on Sam Bass. It would help to clear more trees on the
east side of Sam Bass between the bend and 1431. The trailer storage has also contributed to the dangers of this area, as
vehicles in tow can block the roadway in the danger zone. I would suggest widening Sam Bass to the east side of the road,
relocating the trailer storage to a more appropriate commercial location, as it is an eyesore and does not fit this estate
area. Wildlife has always crossed here, as well. The fence built recently by the trailer storage has forced animals to cross to
the preserve in the area of low visibility. The patch of grass at the entrance to Spanish Oaks Terrace is needed as a buffer
to protect the deer, and also to catch cars that speed through the bend. Cars have gone off course and hit the guard rail
and white fence here in the past. I just saw a fox cross here last week, as well. The animals used to be able to cross more
safely before the trailer storage was built. I would suggest that when the road is widened, you make visibility in the bend
very good by removing obstructing trees, and do not have any fencing here so the animals can cross quickly to and from
the preserve without being trapped or prevents to cross by fencing. This is when they get hit. Cars drive too fast around
the bend, the animals get caught in a bad place because of the trailer storage, the cars can't see well, and the likelihood of
a collision increases. The same would be true for a car turning in or out of the neighborhood.
Heavy traffic, no shoulders (west of Wyoming Springs), many horizontal clearzone obstructions,
Sam Bass 40 mph speed limit needs to be better enforced
Very concerned for safety-speed
The road should not be placed where so many drivers are affected-dangerous!
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The existing sweep in the road at the 1431 end of Sam Bass needs to be aligned to improve the visibility of oncoming
traffic.
Need to widen it to 4lanes and also link to Wyoming Springs extension
Speed limits need to be enforced
The road is narrow and basically not built for the amount of traffic it now receives, hence is is in need of
repair/replacement. The narrowness with no shoulders is dangerous for cars, but especially bike riders. Not all curves are
properly signed and hence, cars have, while probably driving to fast, did not make the turn.
High speed area with only two lanes of traffic - no shoulder or side walk
-Large trucks use of corridor as bypass access to and from Cedar Park via I35.
-Excessive water run-off resulting in floods due to additional impervious cover. Flooding is an issue already.
-Mayfield Dr and Walsh Dr are used as cut-through to Brushy Cr
While driving east on Sam Bass Rd and turning left/north onto Wyoming Springs is extremely dangerous. There should at a
minimum be a turn signal to enter Behrens Ranch. There have been several accidents and countless near misses at this
intersection.
drives exceeding speed limits
Smaller communities with large areas of land allowing kids to freely play and run in the community. Expanding this would
create additional, faster traffic, exposing the children
We live in Tonkawa Springs. Frequently, unable to get out of neighborhood due to high speed of traffic on Sam Bass Road.
Too many speeders.
Vehicles go too fast from the stop sign at Sam Bass & Great Oaks going west now. It is dangerous turning in or pulling out
of the church parking. I've seen people from our church nearly get run down by cars/trucks because they seemed to think
they owned the road. Additional lanes would not correct this problem. There needs to be a slower speed limit now and in
the future that will be enforced. Flashing lights and lower limits at the church properties would be appreciated. A center
turn lane might be helpful as well as right turn lanes (similar to what was done on 620 several yrs ago). More lanes is not
the solution because it will bring more traffic and more people who are in a rush to get through that area.
minimum 3 lanes as we need a middle turning lane
The four way stop at Great Oaks and Sam Bass creates a safety hazard. There are too many different lanes and many
drivers do not wait their turn to go through the intersection. I live on Live Oak Circle and regularly have great difficulty
getting onto Sam Bass, either from my street (which intersects Sam Bass) or by going to Great Oaks Drive, and attempting
to turn left onto Great Oaks, and then onto Sam Bass is increasingly hard.
No turn lane onto Walsh from Sam Bass, one lane.......
there is a school at corner.....should always have a turning lane at a school area
Lots of deer, people use the walking path that runs along Sam Bass. Keep speed limits at 40mph
With the road being so close to our church buildings, it is already difficult to keep folks safe. If the road is widened in this
direction, the safety barrier and driveway for the campus will be eliminated and the playground will be right next to a very
busy road. Also, we have two monument signs which would be impacted.
When working on construction, it is imperative that access in and out of north entrances to Sam Bass be kept accessible
during any road construction as S. access cannot handle certain lg. trucks, extended U-Hauls, trailers, etc., nor is it always
passable during very heavy rains. If, private property is used to put a road thru to Great Oaks and another bridge put in
along existing bridge, roads in Brushy Bend Park are not built to handle that kind of traffic and the over-population of deer
in the area would be very dangerous, as well. Folks need to be forbidden to feed the deer, causing abnormalities,
overgrazing of domestic plants they never used to eat, etc. Now they've adapted to eating things they never liked before.
They are having triplets and causing premature deaths, genetic abnormalities from the corn and other feeds used. People
are finding dead deer in their yards, especially where there's a wooded open area where they can go to die. Someone
needs to feed them special food that has birth control in it.
Flooding has occurred in recent years due to changes in the landscape due to home-building, changes in landscapes or for
whatever reason, maybe the control dams are causing waters to run where they never did before.
Concern for heavy traffic in a basically residential area. There are over 50 residential driveways on the Sam Bas Road
Corridor H.
Please consider making any expansions bicycle friendly. This can be a wide shoulder, or parallel path interconnected to
other trails in the area.
There are periods in the day when the traffic us very heavy, but it is not constant. If people would just slow down, it would
be safer. I think a lot of traffic comes from people trying to avoid all the construction on I35 to 1431
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Traffic congestion has become very bad on the narrow parts of Sam Bass.
people still drive over speed limit (40) mph
The road is quite narrow and dark...lots of deer jumping out from the dark surroundings.....drivers sometimes speed
around the curves
If possible, 2x2 with center lane throughout project should be considered. In fact, the center lane should continue where
Sam Bass Rd meets 3406 and continue west past Wyoming all the way to 1431. If possible, there needs to be 2 left turn
lanes at 1431 and Sam Bass
reduce speed limits and need a sound barrier to the house backs to sam bass road
traffic needs to flow at ease and the biggest difference would be with traffic lights and getting rid of 4-way stop signs.
I do not have any Issues regarding safety
Vehicles driving st high speed down sam bass around the great oaks intersection.
Long road with not enough stoplights or turn lanes and little to no enforcement of existing speed limits which results in
very high-speed traffic (in excess of 60-70mph) in residential areas. There are no safe places for pedestrians to cross Sam
Bass and no safe crossing for children attending Walsh Middle School.
High traffic speeds on Sam Bass on both the 2 lane and 4 lane areas that greatly exceed posted limits. When pulling out of
Tonkawa Trail onto Sam Bass the trees need to be trimmed so we can see without having to almost pull out into traffic.
Drivers drive too fast on Sam Bass Rd. Please monitor traffic and ticket speeders. If everyone drove the speed limit, the
road would see less traffic because speeders would choose 3406 or 1431.
I have major concerns about the safety of this road if widened. Our driveway is on Sam Bass and too many large trucks use
this road and speeds way above the posted 40mph speed limit. Widening the road would only encourage usage of Sam
Bass, not elevate pressure on the road. This area is rural residential area and safety of our children and pets is a major
concern.
Safety--site obstructions--cars that speed--lighting
Need traffic lights.
increased traffic in this residential area will adversely affect the property owners along sam bass & the neighborhoods
Four way stop at Great Oaks is a real mess that begs for a traffic light. The left turns really need to be dealt with.
Cars already go too fast, 50mph, and have killed several dogs in the area. We need to add a light and turn lane for school
traffic at Walsh. More lanes will increase volume, speed needs to be reduced and treat Sam Bass as a residential road that
it is.
My house borders the proposed corridor H and it is already dangerous for them to play in the front yard. If road is
designed to support more capacity, it will become exponentially more dangerous for them to play and for my family to exit
our driveway.
There is already too much traffic on Sam Bass. Widening it and raising the speed limit simply encourages more traffic,
especially trucks. Adding a bike lane and sidewalks would make it more neighborhood-friendly, but there are too many
homes with driveways directly onto Sam Bass and expanding to a 4-lane road would endanger those.
Multiple accidents at Tonkawa Trail and Sam Bass intersection.
Intersection of Arrowhead Circle & Walsh Ranch is very dangerous during school drop off, school pickup, and rush hour
traffic.
A light or stop sign is needed at Arrowhead Circle and Walsh Ranch so buses and people dropping off kids can get on or
cross Sam Bass safely.
The lack of a dedicated turn lane is dangerous
Stop light timing, stop light at Great oaks and Walsh, excessive school traffic in the morning
concerned about safety at the intersection of Sam Bass and Walsh Ranch Blvd. That area is in dire need of a 4 way stop
sign or lights. Also, the speed limit is 40 mph, but vehicles consistently exceed the posted speed limit.
Too many wrecks. Need turning lanes.
This area was never designed to handle arterial traffic. 3406 was put in by developers. Look at Sam Bass to see what the
original road was like. How many intersections are there between I-35 and Wyoming Springs? And how many are
between Wy. Springs and 1431? That should answer your questions. Unless you plan to put up a dozen stop signs and/or
lights, you're going destroy a lot of land value and create a killing field.
Sam Bass is used for school, homes, and escape route for I35 when there are accidents over there. There is a sharp,
deceptive bend just up from the church on the way to 1431 that would be great to smooth out.
Concern with speed of vehicles cutting through Great Oaks Dr from Sam Bass to 1431. Concern with 4 way stop at Sam
Bass and Great Oaks Dr. Concern with safety at intersection of Sam Bass and Behrens Ranch. Lack of drainage is a safety
concern. Curve where 3406 narrows to one lane and turns into Sam Bass.
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Way too much traffic due to too much growth that should be controlled by the government and supporting us who live
here rather than supporting commerce and bringing in people who are not citizens before they get here.
Cyclists are in imminent danger
I support the widening of Same Bass adding an additional lane both directions with turn lanes at all innersections that lea
into a neighborhood.
Speed limits are not effectively enforced. My family has nearly had several accidents because of that. I have concerns that
if the road is expanded, it would be very difficult for me to turn onto the road.
Speed limit goes from 50 to 30 going west on Sam bass right when the road goes to 2 lanes - should lower earlier
turning out of walsh ranch and tonkawa onto sam bass is often dangerous.
The road narrows too much due to erosion at the crossing near the flood control area (the water spills in to some creek
named after a bear). The north/east lane is scary to be in when a large truck or trailer is passing the other direction. I have
to stop and let them clear it before I continue over it. The south bound lane at Sam Bass and Wyoming Springs needs a
protected left turn.
I live in Spanish Oaks Terrace. The traffic on Sam Bass Road has increased so much that it has become a problem to get in
and out of our subdivision. I like Sam Bass Road to be a two lane road, however I would like to see turning lanes at various
accesses to subdivisions, but not a 4 lane road.
Walsh Dr @ Sam Bass is a very dangerous intersection due to school traffic. A left turn lane on Sam Bass for turns onto
Tonkawa Trail would be welcome.
Just need protected left tuns and sidewalks
One of my major concerns is coordination with Sam Bass FD and Wilco EMS during construction. This construction will
have direct effect on response times to our customers in this area.
Right now, there is a refreshing lack of 18 wheelers and rock hauling trucks on this portion of the roadway. Due to our
proximity to not just Texas Crushed Stone, FedEX as well as I35 itself, making a "convenient cut thru" from I35 to 1431 via
Sam Bass will encourage this type of heavy commercial traffic to go through this exclusively residential area. Why would
we encourage this? 1431 has already been turned into a virtual speedway, why encourage that same heavy fast traffic on
Sam Bass all the way thru to 1431????
center turn lane near commercial business would improve safety
Concerns: Expanded road at FM1431/ Sam Bass will bring more traffic to residential areas off Sam Bass... more traffic
more accidents! *Noise level will increase to residents. *Wildlife will be more endangered (deer, coyote, foxes.)
Speeding and Noise
Traffic has increased in front of our house, and sped up. There need to be stop signs or traffic lights to slow down the
traffic, especially at Great Oaks, Mayfield, and Thousand Oaks
Traffic is going too fast on 3406.
Speeding is a major concern now, I have been passed on Sam Bass Rd several times on double yellow by drivers going 55 +
mph. more volume =more law enforecement.
Stop sign at Great Oaks and 3406 has long lines in Am/PM work traffic
Speed on Sam Bass- there are not enough speed limit signs and not enough enforcement of the speeds. Trucks (gravel,
semi) use the road- it used to have a weight limit but that seems to be in the past
Safety in this area is most critical because it is our neighborhood. It's where residents live and enjoy their homes, their
land, their property. It's where residents /homeowners travel to and from their homes to area schools, parks, stores, and
jobs , etc. Keeping slow speeds through our neighborhood streets keeps us safe. Single land roadways keep its residents
safe. Use of 4 way stops, and single stops, and yield signs keep roadways through our neighborhoods safe.
Loud traffic noise and dangerous to kids who ever walking to Walsh middle school
Additional road shoulder space would allow for safer bicycle and pedestrian traffic.
The roads are too narrow. There is no shoulder for accidental drifting and cyclists.
Concerned about being rear-ended while turning left into Tonkawa Springs subdivision from Sam Bass Rd. Also poor lineof-sight along Sam Bass Rd trying to turn onto Sam Bass Rd. from Tonkawa Springs Rd.
The hard curve on Sam Bass is somewhat dangerous
I have general concerns about the safety and having a cut through would put that at risk
Adding more lanes will greatly increase through traffic in an area with housing directly adjacent to the road. There are a
lot of children running and biking in this area. Making 3406 ! Main thoroughfare will create an unsafe environment for
children and families who live here. This will also have a negative impact on our property values. Part of the draw of this
area is the rural feel.
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Speed limits are not enforced. These neighborhoods have hundreds of families with kids riding their bikes in our
somewhat rural area. We are deeply concerned for having a bigger road with higher speed limits and possible rezoning for
commercialization.
Tight roadway that is dangerous when bicycles also use it.
Too many cars going too fast- need to expand Wyoming springs
Lower speed limit, more stop lights around Walsh Middle school
Not wide enough.
There needs to be a school crossing for Walsh Middle School. Also there needs to be a turn lane at Walsh
Ranch/Arrowhead Circle and Sam Bass. This is especially critical during the school year when parents are dropping off/
picking up their kids at the school but this intersection is a continuing danger at all times.
We live in Tonkawa Springs. Getting in and out of our neighborhood has become increasingly difficult. Coming out of the
main entrance, visibility to east bound traffic on Sam Bass is blocked by the large oak tree. We have also seen increased
traffic and traffic speed through this area as the population has grown.
Need a crossing guard for Walsh at arrowhead.
When cars are turning left and don't put their signal on you come up on them way too fast
this is an extremely dangerous road...no infrastructure in the area and it is heavily travelled at all times of the day and
night because there is no other way to get from anyplace for those who live in the area not to mention a great deal of
wildlife try to live in this busy area
Sam Bass should only be widened to add a center turn lane. It does not need to be a parkway. There are no major
businesses along it, so it should not be that wide. And when the traffic gets to 1431, it will back up MORE there since it
only has one lane going in each direction (turn L R, straight).
Getting into and out of Walsh Intermediate School from Sam Bass is a nightmare! Too many close calls with drivers
making insane decisions to enter traffic on Sam Bass. The left turn entry into and out of Tonkawa Springs is also
dangerous, especially during the school year.
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Q3. Can you share any information about mobility or
travel in the area?
(Answered 202, Skipped 64)
Is great - don't do anything. go away. thank you
There tends to be periods during rush hour where Sam Bass backs up, but a simple turn lane instead of 4 lanes would
assist in mobility.
It's a travel route for many schools
Traffic goes to fast some times.. Have already seen many accidents
The only issues I have with mobility on this road are during early commute hours (before 9 am and sometimes around 5
pm). I have found that it sometimes is difficult to turn left from Sam Bass onto 1431. The left turn lane will sometimes
back up past the Spanish Oaks neighborhood. The problem, however, is that the left turn light is very short! If this light
could be extended for longer periods during these traffic hours I think the problem could be eliminated! I have watched
the light turn green and let THREE cars through before turning yellow, then red again. It is much faster to cross the street
or turn right, and make a U-turn, instead of waiting for the light. A lot of people have done this (including myself). Or,
make 2 left turn lanes, instead of just one. These are MUCH cheaper options to fixing the mobility problem in the area!
I would like to see the middle lane at northbound Sam Bass & 1431 made into a dedicated left turn lane while extending
the duration of the left-turn signal 2x or more during peak hours so more cars can make a protected left turn.
Congested at rush hour
I think a stoplight at the corner of Sam Bass and Hreat Oaks is all that is needed at this time. I don't see a need to widen
the roads.
Traffic builds up at the intersections of Sam Bass & Great Oaks Drive and Sam Bass & 1431. There is not a problem
elsewhere.
Late evening after dark Sam Bass road is more than less a race track for some. It has also become very difficult for those
that live in the neighborhoods to get out on the road due to increased thru traffic.
It's usually fine with the occasional back up. It honestly feels like a wast of money to expand the whole thing ESPECIALLY
since the county is too cheap to properly pave my street anyway. Where are the funds for this monster of a project
coming from? If they end up doing this it better be all gravel and/or worse or I'm going to be pissed!!!
It just seems like every year it just gets more congested.
Seems to me too many folks travel this road in the PM as a route to Cedar Park. Traffic is always backed up at the 4 way
stop at Hairy Man (I know it is not in this study area, but it does demonstrate the amount of traffic passing thru)
The intersection of great oaks and sam bass has become very conjested over the last year.
Traffic is increasing.
we are worried about more traffic commuting through the area if the road it widened
Most of the traffic is trying to get to 1431 and turn right to get to I-35. Extending Wyoming Springs would ease the
amount of traffic and the need to use Sam Bass.
I have no issue traveling to 1431 from my home in hidden Glen
4 way stop at great oaks can get very backed up going east in am and going west in pm. Also light at 1431 going west - too
short of left turn signal. Far right lane should be for right turn only.
See above
Currently don't have much issue with getting out of my driveway but am concerned that widening the road, and the
increased traffic it will bring, will make that an issue. Only back ups occur at the 4 way stop at Great Oaks and the left turn
at 1431.
Kids should not have to walk to school. From old town meadows neighbor hood to old town elementary school. Sam Bass
is not a friend ly street to walk on. Especially a child.
At the time I use it I have no problems
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At the time I use it I have no problems
At the time I use it I have no problems
Other than the school pick-up and drop-off times, I do not find this area to be bad for mobility or traffic.
I don't see a need (current or long term) to expand the lanes. I don't see the demand.
Too frequently traffic speeding, particularly along the stretch of Sam Bass from Great Oaks to 1431, is very dangerous.
Ideally, the road should be widened, with sidewalks, better lighting at night.
With the greatly increased traffic along Old Settlers and Sam Bass Road, there is a need for the lights to be better timed to
allow traffic to not have to stop but to continue straight onto the highway with better and enhanced light timing.
Traffic through here is increasing. I can see the fifty-year need for this road to be six lanes with left and right turn pockets.
Left turning traffic can cause slow downs. It should not become a major artery because it is a residential area.
Travel is fine.
Would really appreciate if the Brushy Creek trail was extended to Old Settler's Park.
Sam Bass makes it very quick to make it up to Williamson County park. A sidewalk along Sam Bass up to 1431 and to
Williamson County park would be great.
Mobility would be greatly enhanced, and safer, should the expansion occur. I'd recommend turn lanes for the major
neighborhood intersections where possible.
Roadway is 2 lane and narrow, especially dangerous in the dark.
No bike lane or shoulder, lacking accessibility to Wilco Park by anything other than a vehicle.
Harry Man Rd./Sam Bass intersection should be a light or better, a round-about.
Although widening Sam Bass Road will improve traffic flow, it should not be done by taking easement from RR
Presbyterian and other churches. Taking easement from private homes with large setback is preferable.
The bottleneck on Sam Bass is mostly during drop off/pick up times at the middle school. Not a huge issue for us
residents. The issue we do see is the wait time at the 1431 light for people going west after 5pm. There is enough room to
add a second left turn from Sam Bass to 1431 and a dedicated right turn to 1431 as well. All neighborhoods on th stretch
the project will affect are against this expansion. A continous traffic overpass can be added on the southbound of 1431
onto I-35 and from I-35 to west 1431 to keep the traffic flowing.
The left turn signal at 1431 and Sam Bass tends to back up due to the signal length at high traffic times. It would help to
change the center lane to a left turn lane along with the left turn lane.
Backs up always at great oaks stop sign. That is the biggest issue. Also two left turn lanes needed at 1431 and Sam Bass.
Need 2 left turns lanes at 1431 intersection and longer light duration at traffic signal. need a traffic light at the 4 way stop
at Great Oaks. signal changes to flashing red light during non peak traffic hours. ban cycling on this section of road
.Mobility does not mean high speed traffic.
Traffic is a problem on Sam Bass in the morning and afternoon. Getting through the Sam Bass Great Oaks intersection at
that time is a free for all and this need a traffic light.
Gets bottle necked at the Woods 4 way....awful!
The speed limit is TOO FAST for this area. Do not want this to be a 5 lane road. If putting a dedicated lane for turns is
needed, then that can help with traffic but in no way do I want this to be a busy thruway with high speeds.
It is only crowded at certain times of the day, not always. I would suggest some right turn lanes at Sam Bass/Great Oaks to
help with backup.
I would also suggest only 3 total lanes for the stretch between Great Oaks and Mayfield. That is a lovely area to drive, and
the churches and houses are very close to the road already. For that stretch, please consider only adding one turn lane in
the middle (thus making 3 lanes total) along with a bike lane or sidewalk.
Great Oaks/ Sam Bass and Sam Bass/Walsh can be a problem during peak times.
I think a light at Great Oaks Dr and Sam Bass Road would help move the traffic through more safely. This might even be
enough of a relief to the traffic that the new expansion could be delayed.
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Research has shown that making it easier and quicker for people to drive somewhere just encourages more driving - so
thinking that the solution to alleviate congestion is by expanding Sam Bass into a 5 laner it's a delusion. The mobility of
this area is primarily for residents, commuters, and people that work between this 5+ mile radius to move about. It does
serve its purpose and if you are interested in true improvement for this area then take into consideration our
recommendation (many residents/neighbors would be in favor) in potentially adding just one more lane (3 lane road
total) for cars to have an extra lane to turn and not stop traffic when waiting to turn.
For true travel improvement, consider adding sidewalks, or (shared) bikeline - it would actually encourage the people,
drivers and commuters around this area to drive less and walk/bike more.
In regards to accessibility and connectivity a more ambitious (long term) plan for this area would include adding a bus stop
or park/ride with bus access to the closest light rail or Round Rock public transportation system. ...but I understand that
this may be out of our current realistic scope.
I don't feel there are any mobility or travel issues on this stretch. If individuals miss their turn it would be nice to have a
shoulder on the road that a vehicle could easily pull off on in order to turn themselves around.
Four laneing will provide more incentive to use Sam Bass as a speedy shortcut posing safety concerns.
heavy commuter travel in morning and afternoon;
If we can't have 4 lanes, at least some wider shoulders or passing lanes might help. The stretch between Walsh and
Wyoming needs to be wider - it's brutal when school is letting out. Also, the intersection at Great Oaks may need a stop
light. Lots of four way traffic there for just signs.
Used to travel to friends, not commercial!
The back ups at the four way stops are ridiculous and time consuming
Traffic on 1431 has increased a great deal in the last couple of years and the extension to Sam Bass should make a big
difference for neighborhood traffic, bus routes, etc.
Travel to and from friends houses.
We have been in this area for over 4 decades. Traffic on Sam Bass has certainly increased significantly in this time.
I have lived here in Spanish Oak Terrace for almost 18 years and I drive it each and every day to work, which is only 3.5
miles north. I see it get backed up but that is primarily due to the inefficiency of the intersection of Great Oaks & Sam
Bass.
I live right between Wyoming Springs and Great Oaks. I understand the need to do something about the 4-way stop, but
honestly think a light would only increase wait times. Even during high traffic, rush hour time periods, the flow of traffic
moves considerably well, and keeping speed limits down is of utmost importance to us. Adding to this concern would also
be the ability to take both right and left hand turns from our driveway, which if the road widens would carry considerable
implications for our family.
There are several handicapped people using the drive at the church to park close to buildings.
There are several handicapped individuals that need the drive at the church to park in at the church.
More congestion.
Except at very peak times, the current width of Sam Bass easily handles the traffic that passes through. Even at peak
times, there are only two bottle necks: the four way stop at Great Oaks; and the left turn from Sam Bass onto 1431. The
county can solve for these two bottle necks with much less devastation to the residents, businesses and wildlife that
currently exist. And the county could save a lot of tax payer dollars by implementing solutions to the actual problems
instead of creating new problems that come with the proposed 5 lane road.
The two lane undivided road has long past it's available capacity.
it will make it very hard on home owners to travel in this area.
My friends who live in the area I won't be able to pull out of their driveway anymore, they will have to turn right and make
a U-turn down the street. The street will be so busy their young children won't be able to play in the front yard.
People speed down Sam Bass especially between 1431 and Great Oaks. The new storage facility is a safety issue when
long trailers, etc are pulling in/out as the road isn't straight there. No bicycles should be permitted. Between Walsh Dr.
and Hightower the road needs to be raised as it floods during hard rains.
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There is too much traffic on the section of Sam Bass. This is a fully developed residential street with homes and churches
immediately facing the road. We should be discouraging individuals from using this section as a cut-through as 1431 is a
perfect alternative. It has plenty of ability to handle more traffic than it currently is. If anything, this section of Sam Bass'
speed limit should be lowered to protect our children, pets, wildlife and property.
I drive through this area all the time. The opening of Creek Bend bridge should ameliorate much of the concen
More lanes are needed in this area. I am for the expansion. There is an exit at 35 and 3406 making this another route
besides 1431. unless you remove the exit at 35 thou can expect traffic to continue to get worse. Its impossible to get out
during school hours from Walsh middle and Sam bass. More lanes please!
The road has very limited visibility at night. This is why I quit driving after the sun goes down.
1431 is the main highway in this area. Another route to get to 35 one exit south of the 1431 exit is not needed.
Sam Bass is a windy road. It is meant to be driven slow. Adding more lanes will only bottleneck up at 1431 and 35. It would
only make traffic worse.
The increased traffic a highway would bring diminish residential landvalues and bring more heavy trucks which increase
safety hazards.
It does not seem to have too much traffic in front of Round Rock Presbyterian Church. I have been in and out of there at
all times of the week and never seem to have an issue with getting on the road.
Mobility in the area is not of great concern as the stretch of road included in Corridor H is already well-established and
built out as a residential area. Growth in other areas of Williamson Counties is addressed by means of 183 toll, 1431 and
I-35.
The way the road now is fine. I never take that route to 1431. A light at the intersection of Great Oaks and Sam Bass
might be nice.
I have never (and I have traveled this road for over 30 years) been stuck in traffic on this road and thought that more lanes
would improve mobility.
This area is easy to travel through.
Please see #6 below.
Doable now; increasing vehicular traffic will change all that.
The change would make this a major "cut-through", and would increase traffic in what is now a small slice of rural homes.
We like it like it is! Don't make this into a traffic nightmare!
No need to add more. I've never had a problemm.
some commercial traffic is there to avoid 620 &/or 1431 east/west because they are congested; widening will make it
worse
Wyoming Springs needs to go through to Sam Bass/3406 to relieve north/south traffic. Traffic using Great Oaks and Walsh
as thoroughfares should be directed to Wyoming Springs. Wyoming Springs is a higher priority than Sam Bass.
Traffic on Old Settlers is marginally improved with the last construction but the new construction already at I-35 is going
to make it worse again and adding to that now is a bad idea. Fix the light at 1531 and Sam Bass. Add another turn lane
there.
I am concerned that an increase in traffic on Sam Bass will also mean an increase of people cutting through Brushy Bend
Park. The people that cut through are often speeding and don't have any concern for the residence here. I do not support
the expansion of Sam Bass.
Nonlocal traffic needs to be rerouted to 1431
Recommend a bike lane/sidewalk if any road improvements made. That is the only real major item that can affect travel.
People come around bend too fast (see above)
Traffic can get back up at times and this once "shortcut" houses to many subdivisions and is the easiest/shortest route to
get to and from.
The reason for traffic back up is usually due to there only be one turning lane from Sam Bass going left onto 1431. There
should be 2 left turn lanes. It is difficult to exit and enter this neighborhood with current traffic and the 40 mph speed
limit. Making 2 lanes on both sides will make it nearly impossible to exit and harder to enter from the opposite lane of
traffic.
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Travel in the area is very good right now, with Brushy Creek / Harry Man Road , Parmer Lane, Sam Bass/3406 and 1431 as
major routes in/out of the area.
No concerns with the existing conditions. Do not have any frustrations with traffic. No congestion.
We are more concerned about speeders & heavy equipment coming past our house for our children & our pets.
Except for at high-volume times, mobility on Sam Bass is not an issue. I see one of the greatest areas of improvement
needed is at the light at 1431/Sam Bass. Right now, there is a single left-hand turn land for traffic turning to the left off
Sam Bass, to head westbound on 1431. Significant improvement to the flow of traffic on Sam Bass could be made by
making the center lane (which right now cross 1431 and continues north on 175), a lane which gives drivers the option to
turn to the left on 1431, or to continue straight across 1431. Traffic also backs up at Sam Bass/Great Oaks during morning
and late afternoon rush-hour, which could be better managed with some type of traffic light.
How close will you come to the walk and bike trail near Walsh Ranch as this is heavily used by young kids.
it is usually easy yet with some congestion around the sam bass/1431 light. all the reset of traffic moves along well.
It needs to be widened as it is four lanes on either side of the study area, so it gets congested in this area.
The biggest problem I run into is people using Sam Bass as cut through, going way to fast and illegally passing traffic on
this section of road.
It would be good if the middle lane on Sam Bass at 1431 could also turn left.
Traffic worse once the northbound lanes on Sam Bass Rd at 1431 were changed. Middle lane needs to be able to turn L
and you're done.
The expansion must include sidewalks and bicycle lanes to be effective. These will provide a margin of safety and noise
reduction to the churches, and they promote alternate methods of travel.
Like traffic in most areas, the travel is most difficult only at certain times of the day. Most of the time, it is fine. To me,
this means that at least PART of the solution is asking people to change their behaviors (similar to what we do for
watering). That includes telling people to (1) Plan driving trips so as to complete multiple tasks in one trip; (2) Carpool to
work, school, church, and other events as much as possible; (3) Walk or ride bikes as much as possible.
I think that in most places along Corridor H, mobility and travel could be helped by providing a turn lane (thus only
increasing from 2 lanes to 3 lanes in most stretches) and a sidewalk and/or bike lane.
The traffic is bad only at certain times on Sam Bass Rd and only at two intersections - at Great Oaks and at 1431. Fix those
two intersections and Sam Bass Road traffic is not a problem - even if traffic volumes increase.
To my knowledge there has never been any travel oroblems, no need for a wider road.
I haven't had any problems with the traffic between Great Oaks and 1431
Yes, the road is two lane. It is picturesque and rural feeling. It is one of the reasons I settled in this area.
It is not as busy as the other alternatives in the work day mornings (like I-35). I find it much easier to navigate.
Heavier than it used to be but OK
Travel on Sam Bass has increased since the improvements to 1431
Traffic which uses this area as a shortcut to South I 35 has has flooded this route, particularly during rush hours, leading to
challenges in accessing neighborhood streets and three churches.
The intersection at Sam Bass and Great Hills as well as the intersection of the street leading into Walsh Middle School
have become very busy. Traffic control at these intersections needs to be looked at carefully.
We do need the road to be widened and improved. Cars and trucks travel fast on this road, often too fast, and there's no
allowance for vehicles trying to turn into driveways. The road is barely wide enough for the average car. I once saw a truck
strike the edge of a driveway and it actually lost a wheel and was disabled because of it. The lots across the street from
RRPC have wide setbacks and those lots have much more flexibility to allow for widening than does RRPC's property. We
are all hoping that the plan will favor that approach rather than putting our buildings so very dangerously close to the
road.
Since the Creek Bend has opened, I have seen a significant reduction in traffic in our area.
Drivers should be encouraged to use 620 and 1431 for East/West travel and Palmer and I35 for North/
South travel. Making Sam Bass four lanes would encourage added traffic in local neighborhoods with already too many
drivers using Great Oaks and Walsh Drive.
Heavy traffic use of this roadway as a bypass to 1431
Good mobility, traffic moves well
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Sometime you have to wait for traffic to clear to make the left into the church.
N/A
We have many community groups using the church and grounds thru the week as well as Sunday's. To lose a large section
of land across the front of the property would be devastating .
This area becomes congested between 4&6pm and when there is an accident on 1431, but other than that it is fine.
The road needs expansion.
See comment 2
I notice that cars from 1431 come too fast through that first bend on Sam Bass. Perhaps a road hump would help? During
traffic times, it seems that most cars back up to turn west onto 1431 from Sam Bass. I hope that you will design Corridor H
as an attractive boulevard, in keeping with this estate area. I know that you will be cutting trees to make room for the
roadway, but I would hope to see many new trees planted down Sam Bass to keep the shady arcade of trees down the
roadway. It would also look nice to plant trees in a median where appropriate, but not where it would hinder visibility.
This section of Sam Bass is sometimes used as a cut through from 1431 to Old Settlers, US 79, and SB IH 35.
Existing intersection at Sam Bass and FM 3406 is dangerous due to existing geometry and heavy traffic. Please consider
conducting signal warrant study.
Heavy right turn volume onto Wyoming Springs, please consider dedicated right turn lane.
Congestion is typical at Great Oaks Dr. as well.
Stoplight timing cycle on Sam Bass is very bad. This causes backups at all light intersections
Again we are careful of the driveways and children. We need traffic studies
Provide bicycle lanes
better signs
The stop sign at Great Oaks drive leads to long lines of stopped traffic at commuting times of day.
High use, usually congested
Traffic light timing on 1431 between Brushy Creek Rd and I35 is a joke. it is not uncommon to get caught in succession at
Royal Vista Blvd, Vista Hills Blvd and Mayfield Ranch or Sendero Springs. A poorly manged 1431 increases traffic on Sam
Bass. 1431 should managed much better
Sam Bass is congested west bound during the school year near Walsh MS. The road narrows from 4 lanes to 2 and there is
a lot of school traffic and commuters using Sam Bass to get to 1431.
use daily
Cars travel at very high rate of speed thru this area. Very difficult to live off of this road and get safely in and out of our
neighborhood.
The Great Oaks/Sam Bass Road intersection really stacks up during times around rush hour. There are minimal road
shoulders.
Much of what I would say is included in #2.
the recent increase in traffic is very noticeable. maybe we need a light at the Berhans Ranch intersection?
There is too much through traffic that has affected both the quality of life and traffic mobility for those of us who have
lived in this area for many years. We have been homeowners in Great Oak for more than 40 years. While I know that
extreme growth along Sam Bass Road and 3406 has caused this high volume of traffic, I also am concerned that changing
Sam Bass Road to multi-lanes in each direction will only acerbate the congestion, making it more difficult for those of us
who actually live along this road. Too many drivers use this as a short cut to get from 1431 to IH 35, and drive much too
fast along this road. In addition to this factor, Great Oaks Drive is also used as a cut-through route. It along with the
whole subdivision were never designed to handle this kind of traffic. Increasing the number of lanes of Sam Bass will likely
increase the traffic flow along an already over-used Great Oaks Drive. As members of Round Rock Presbyterian Church we not only have problems turning right from the church's parking lot, but also more trouble turning left onto Sam Bass
Road.
two lanes down to one lane......slows the traffic.......
maybe a light should be placed at the school area
The area should not be expanded. It is a quaint "country like" feel road Adding lanes will increase traffic and accidents as
people will want to speed thru the area
This has become a relatively major thoroughfare. :-(
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Sam Bass is a heavily used road. As traffic increases, turn lanes would be safer in some areas.
Traffic light at Sam Bass and 1431 needs more priority for northbound traffic turning left (west) onto 1431.
People travel from 1431 to Sam Bass to avoid that awful intersection at I35 and 1431. It is a nightmare to navigate. Also if
Wyoming Springs was completed, that would help with some of the traffic flow on Sam Bass, just like Creekbend helped
with Hairy Man/Great Oaks.
larger 18 wheelers shouldnt be on sam bass road
More arterials needed to connect to Round Rock
There needs to be a dedicated right turn lane from westbound 3406 north onto Wyoming Springs (Behren's Ranch
entrance)
yes. get rid of 4 way stop signs
I use this corridor only to access 1431
Lots of commuter traffic in the mornings and evenings. During the school year, the situation is compounded.
More through roads in and out of the high density housing developments that go through to 1431. Consider building
elevated roads over and along watershed drains. The land is already cleared and isn't being used.
Sam Bass Rd in the area where the road widening is proposed is a beautiful, residential area filled with wildlife. Please do
not RUIN it with a 5 or 6 lane road.
There have been many new neighborhoods built on 3406 over the last 10 years, but with no added access points to 1431.
If the high density neighborhoods had other access points to 1431 (Wyoming Springs and Creek Bend for example), then
they would not have to use Sam Bass Rd to access 1431. The area of Cooridor H is already developed and there will not be
new neighborhoods added to that area. Work with the City of RR to get more access points to 1431 and that will do a lot
to help the congestion and increase the safety for our neighborhood.
I leave early for work to avoid traffic jams
Road was not set up for the amount of traffic. It backs up in both directions.
traffic backs up during rush hours as vehicles from I35 to 1431 use Sam bass as a short cut
We really need to limit the build out on 3406 to only adding a left turn lane. We do not want to draw additional traffic
into this area. Right now the majority of traffic is local homeowners. We do not want to encourage others to use this as a
short cut.
Sam Bass Rd (3406) is already a dangerous road due to the high volume, excessive speeds, and types of vehicles that
travel on it. There are blind turns and unmarked low water crossings that make it a treacherous road.
If you need an access connecting Sam Bass to 1431, why wouldn't you expand Wyoming Springs? No matter how you
develop Sam Bass, you are going to have a dangerous curve at the west end of the corridor. Developing Wyoming Springs
would interfere less with residential properties, would be a shorter and straighter (and potentially less expensive) project,
and could even provide more land value to the Texas Crushed Stone property and encourage commercial development
along 1431 where it belongs.
Very dense during morning rush hour - both directions on Sam Bass from the Great Oaks intersection. And can be very
busy at 1431 and Sam Bass intersection.
Same as above: Intersection of Arrowhead Circle & Walsh Ranch is very dangerous during school drop off, school pickup,
and rush hour traffic.
It is very difficult to turn onto Arrowhead Circle safely. Cars are always going around people turning.
turn lanes at four way stop are too short as is the turn lane going west onto 1431
Consider the impact of closing the exit at 254 for the construction and what that will do to inconvience travel in and
around this area. Multiple road closures/reduced lanes
Traffic noise is also a major concern for homes that back up to or face the area between Wyoming Springs and Walsh
Ranch Blvd
Too many cars on 3406 than the road was built for.
The 4 way stop at Great Oaks and Sam Bass gets very backed up when there are issues on I35 and big school days, and
would be better served by traffic lights, however I would prefer to minimise the number of traffic lights on Corridor H as
much as possible.
It is heavily used. Need light at Sam Bass and Great Oaks Dr.
It has gotten way to difficult, dangerous, and unpleasant to travel.
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Sam bass was at 1431. Two lane left turn, forevermore.
Two main bottlenecks during peak times are turning out of Walsh ranch blvd and coming east on Sam bass up to stop sign
at great oaks blvd
The north bound lane really backs up at 1431 during the morning and early evening in the fall and spring. We've been told
the sensor there is disrupted by where the sun is and doesn't detect cars until they are backed up for quite a ways.
I personally don't have any issues. I don't work. Back up occurs sometimes, but left turn lanes would take care of a lot of
that.
Traffic get very congested through the proposed corridor during the school year in the mornings and evenings. There are
several intersections that slow the fire and EMS responses down.
I drive this section of the proposed corridor on a daily basis. The flow seems reasonable. The waits seem fine at the stop
signs and lights. Why flood the area with more cars, and then commercial trucks?
I live in Spanish Oak Terrance and have not seen an inordinate amount of traffic entering Sam Bass Rd. when I go out or
come in. Perhaps a caution light could be put on the curve coming into that area from both directions which could be put
on the curve coming into that area from both directions which would help slow down the drivers speeding. . Larger
/expanded roadways will only increase this higher speed traffic in our area.
I prefer the left hand turn signal lanes off 1431 onto Sam Bass to the DANGEROUS left hand turn off 1431 onto Vista Oaks
Pkwy
I am concerned that increased traffic will affect the enjoyment of our property, especially if the road is widened, and part
of our property is taken. This will not only affect the property taken but what's left. Widening the road affects the
character of it and the neighborhood.
Need signalized intersection at Great Oaks and Sambers
Need signalized intersection at Sam Bass and Rm 1431 dual left-turns NB-WB
The road is being torn up by the large trucks that travel from 1431 to I35
As more people moved into the surrounding areas, traffic has increased significantly. Drivers found and are using Sam
Bass Rd as a cut through thoroughfare to their final destinations outside of our neighborhood and neighboring
subdivisions. There is now more traffic than necessary on our neighboring streets, and drivers are crowding intersections,
and rushing thru to highways.
It is good now
Traffic volume is heavy during weekday commutes as well as on Sat. when shoppers are heading to and from I-35.
Traffic volume is significantly greater on Sam
Bass Rd. in recent years and many cars drive too fast.
Needs to be four lane to match with Wyoming Springs to 35.
Mobility and travel are fine
It has improved enough with the latest road construction.
Sam Bass is a neighborhood road, and it connects us to 1431 as needed. We do not feel that Sam Bass needs to look or
feel like 1431, which is already a corridor that supports more traffic and higher speeds.
Heavily utilized.
Wyoming springs cut through would be better than 5 lanes on Sam bass
Sam Bass is mostly free of traffic during much of the day. Don't mess with the green belt/ undeveloped stretches. Spend
the money elsewhere in Round Rock where traffic is a mess.
Don't turn these neighborhoods into shit holes by dumping traffic into and by them
There is a lot of traffic on Sam Bass/3406. With the large growth in population in this area, we see large amounts of traffic.
This area is residential. The trail adds value to our lives
Connecting creekbend or Wyoming springs to 1431 is a much better alternative than funneling traffic down Sam bass. It's
a quiet neighborhood.
TOO MANY CARS, TRAFFIC AT 4 WAY STOP CAN GET VERY BACKED UP
At all times of the day and night Sam Bass Rd is very busy
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It would really help to have Wyoming Springs completed to connect to FM 3406. I think that would really help in moving
traffic. The Creek Bend extension has made a tremendous difference, in a good way, in cutting down my commute time,
not having to go to Chisolm Trail.
Travel has increased exponentially; I have seen some road rage from people, who have to slow down when the lanes
narrow down at the Tonkawa Springs entrance. We need a left turn lane!!!
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Q4. Can you share any information about
environmental or cultural features in the area?
(Answered 172, Skipped 94)
tons of natural springs in the area. probably endangered animals, too, as there are some in nearby areas.
One of the reasons we choose RR, is for the wildlife and you're chasing it out
We moved here for the large lots.
This road has a very rural environment and nice "country" feel when driving through it. There are nice trees, and older
homes with large lots. The homes on this street are older and custom, and not the usual "cookie-cutter" homes that make up
most HOA communities. The homes off 3406, closer to 35, (like Behren's Ranch) are the typical neighborhoods that are more
closely suited to 4 lane roadways. The Sam Bass area close to 1431 is very different. Changing the 2 lane roads in this area
will DESTROY the country feel of the area, and all the surrounding neighborhoods.
One of the most significant archaeological sites in North America sits on the bank of Brushy Creek, and while it was excavated
prior to the widening of 1431, additional resources exist within this corridor. Construction in this area will impact resources.
The area has a rural feel..."Country Living in the City". If the City encroaches on that feeling, the whole area will lose a lot of
the charm it currently has.
We love the two lane country road feel of Sam Bass. We do not want a wide road built for cut through traffic.
We have beautiful trees and wildlife along Sam Bass with Brushy Creek. It would be a terrible thing to lose the beauty of the
area or have it clutter with traffic and debri that is often discarded from vehicles. We have quit neighborhoods and I would
like to keep it that way. It is why my family moved to this area years ago.
There are a lot of churches, a large nature preserve as well as ample brush/forest that is home to quite a lot of wild life. No
where else in Williamson county except near Williamson county park so I see herds of deer running around free like I do off
sam bass. This also reinforces the idea that a larger road would be bad for deer since it's already a problem.
nope
Housing in the area has increased as has the number of stop lights. Pleas keep the speed limit down.
There are a lot of Deer. They need to be protected from construction.
This is a neighborhood of people who bought property because they love the park like area of nature and trees. We don't
want the lanes extended which will bring more traffic and minimize the beauty of the area.
I love the look of our area and the small town feel. I fell keeping the road as is wilp defer people from using it
This is a beautiful tee lined road much like hairy man. The same attention to preservation should be made here. We are on a
well with no access to public or commercial water. I am gravely concerned about water quality and the contaminates that
the additional runoff would bring. We are also on a septic system that utilizes the area under consideration for the widened
roadway.
Not much left. Overbuilding and commercial business is killing the area
Not much left. Overbuilding and commercial business is killing the area
Not much left. Overbuilding and commercial business is killing the area
Please make sure that the Brushy Creek North Neighborhood is able to keep its neighborhood entrance sign at the corner of
Sam Bass and Great Oaks. Brushy Creek MUD was founded because of two neighborhoods -- BCN and Brushy Creek South.
Please allow us to keep that bit of history and connection to the great MUD.
This area is prized for its rural nature, and I hope this road expansion does not jeopardize that.
Environmental features are key here. We have lots of trees and wildlife. I would love to see more walking and biking trails,
not more vehicles
Nothing to add
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There appears to be limited wildlife in the area. No deer, for example, but an abundance of birds in the large trees within the
area.
Not really.
It is residential and has a rural feeling. Please don't ruin the peaceful beauty by widening it and turning it into a major artery.
The country/ rural aspects of the area should be preserved
N/A
Not that would be affected by a roadway expansion.
Widening Sam Bass Road will require taking down many trees, some 100 years old.
We enjoy having the variety of wild animals who live in this area. There are blind salamanders that were confirmed to live
here, many types of birds and groups of deer all which could be affected by road expansion. The are hundreds of old oak
trees that are at risk of being removed or damaged by expanding the road. No one wants to see those go.
This is a scenic, rural and very unique residential area. People drive through this area just to view the beauty of the
neighborhoods. There are very few, if any other neighborhoods even like this section being considered for "improvement."
It would be a shame to change this beautiful 2 lane road into anything larger than its current two lanes, other than to possibly
make safety improvements.
Lots of deer cross the road so need to be very careful when driving at dusk
Removal of trees, danger of more animal deaths (deer) and pets. destroying/devaluing property of landowners by having a
highway at their front door. Adding a bike lane is not worth sacrificing any tree on the road.
Round Rock Presbyterian Church has a retention pond for run off that would be taken if the road is widened in the church
direction. Some how this would need to be replaced.
The beautiful trees and wildlife are a part of this area. This area would be ruined if trees came down and destroyed the
beauty of this road.
The 3 churches along Sam Bass road provide important community services, and not just on Sundays. If you destroy the
holiness and quietness of their sanctuaries, that is a great detriment to both us as a society and those people.
Also, along Sam Bass, closer towards 1431, there is a very low dip that floods during heavy rains. Likely you would need a
small bridge there.
I attend Round Rock Presbyterian Church. We are an active and growing church that serves the community. Our facility is
always in use by several AA groups, two boy scout troops, a preschool, ESOL meetings and a number of HOA groups to name
a few in addition to our church functions. The new road will require moving our playground, sewer line and the water
retention pond. It will have to be moved to our over crowded parking area.
The Tonkawa Springs, Old settlers road is full of historical homes and sites that remind us and honor this amazing area, the
Sam Bass 105+ caves, the Karst features, the Walsh family story of the land, and Brushy Creek.
The roads are lined with trees and provides a very unique feel for Round Rock and if the road was expanded it would ruin the
character of this area.
Will encroach on the habitat supporting wildlife.
large trees along the corridor;
Love the pastoral areas like where the goats graze. Try to keep that.
the planned expansion will put wildlife populations at great risk
Rural, country. Wildlife! Protect don't destroy!
Many people walk, run, bike, etc. in the neighborhood so additional paths/walkways will be welcomed by many connecting to
Williamson Co. park and new neighborhoods.
I hate seeing more wildlife torn down. At some point, we have to care more about that than expansion.
Our church is a pillar of this community.
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Due to the ongoing building going on 1431, I've noticed over the past 2 years, an increase of different types of birds in our
property, an increase in deer, roadrunners, bunnies, raccoons, etc, just about everything because their habitat is decreasing
by the minute so they are now crowding what's left. The 1431 corridor is obviously going more commercial which will also
affect what goes on, on Sam Bass and no manner of widening is going to off set that. What's needed is better management of
the current 1431 and not trying to move them over to a new place. People are always going to find another alternative but
that doesn't mean you cater to that whim. Creek Bend road needs to be better used instead of a tiny little thoroughfare like
Sam Bass.
This area is heavily populated with wildlife. As stated above, I am fortunate enough to have Honey Bear Creek flow through
my property and increasing traffic will carry implications. This is also a very heavy deer population that would suffer if more
cars/trucks were encouraged to take this route. This is a route for people who live here, not a thoroughfare. Unless the
wildlife, environment, and those who live here are heavily considered in any propositions, I will put heavy emphasis into
fighting it.
The church needs all it's property. There is a lot of land across the street with the houses setting way back. Please take their
property.
There are several deer that are enjoyed we don't want killed.
Beautiful trees and a lovely neighborhood country road.
This is kind of a silly question as I am sure the county is well aware of the wild life that lives along this route; the beautiful
trees, creeks and open spaces that line the route; the churches and small businesses along the way; the homes and
neighborhoods that will be disrupted; etc!
1431 cost more than thought at first as this was original Indian territoryand the University of Texas found the oldest woman
in North America buried so 1431 had to be moved.
There is a lot of wildlife in the area that will be displaced or severely affected by such a monumental road expansion. A
partial list: Deer, Fox, Coyote, Raccoon, Possum, Beaver, etc. This project will disrupt the entire ecosystem.
It's a nice piece of 'country' vs big city life. Please keep it that way - lots of trees, etc.
As mentioned above, there are several churches on that immediately face this street which would be heavily impacted. Also,
many homes would be affected with the consequences of lower property values if this expansion proceeds.
no
This is a common area for deer and other wildlife. Currently see many being killed on Sam Bass.
It is one of the last few rural type areas and there is a lot of history in this area. It would completely change the neighborhood
and hurt resale value.
Such a highway would cause irreperable harm to wildlife habitats, and increased speeds would increase traffica hazards.
These rural roads in texas are in themselves valuable cultural components of the Texas Landscape.
There is a drainage pond that would be impacted.
I understand the Presbyterian Church would be greatly impacted. For a church their size they provide great services for the
community--Scouts, AA, mothers day out, etc. I would imagine a lot of nice oaks along the road would be gone. There is a
large deer population that would be endangered.
This rural road is through major wildlife habitat. Increasing lanes would endanger wildlife and decrease the positive impact
that an intact environment has on the general area (decreasing erosion, for example)
This is a gorgeous, rural area with a large number and variety of wildlife. So many of these areas have been cleared out and
developed over the 12 years I've lived here.
Please see #6 below.
Obviously any changes to vehicular traffic will have an impact on the environment. Making changes will result in disruption
to this family community.
My concern would be it would displace wildlife, such as birds and deer, and would increase emissions in this rural section of
Sam Bass Road.
Increased traffic will create risks for pets and wildlife
Tons of old trees and it takes a ridiculous amount of time to grow...why on earth?
Love the green spaces betweenness and within the neighborhoods. One of the reasons I moved here.
the trees along the road are a good thing; it will feel less like "country" and more like "city" if any number of them are
removed
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Flooding of streets is a concern, as is the natural stream bed along each of the tributaries crossing Sam Bass. the Dam has
been upgraded to fit higher design standards, however, flooding of Sam Bass and Walsh does occur when the primary
spillway is engaged. If the auxiliary spillway is engaged during a major event, Sam Bass would flood, Walsh would flood,
probably Mayfield would flood from other overland flow, and the low water crossing at the south end of Brushy Bend Park
would be flooded from Brushy Creek, causing the subdivision to be cut off. Roads in great oaks and Tonkawa springs
downstream of the dam may also be flooded. If Sam Bass is raised to prevent flooding from the Dam outfall, a
hydrologic/hydraulic study must be preformed to ensure downstream flooding would not be aggravated.
The churches on Sam Bass are a living, breathing community. Widening the road and taking away some of that will be
devaststing.
This area is very special. We have a lot of deer who call this area home. The other areas have been built up and they have
migrated to this area. This is an extremely beautiful area with lots of trees and wild life. There are homes that are already
very close to the road. You will be affecting there chance of selling and also resale.
Trailer storage is a major eyesore and has affected the residence culture of the area.
Environmentally this a beautiful area that provides not only character to the residents but the natural wildlife that live here
would be displaced. Saddening.
This is a large community of acreage homes, it changes the environment and noise due to traffic and speed limits.
This is a country home area with 1 -5 acre lots, know for it's trees and quiet , with no street lamps to spoil the night.
This will be a major take away from the character of this community & this former farming area.
This area of Williamson County is blessed with an abundant of wild life, including deer, coyote, fox, and wild birds (i.e. turkey)
for example. Wild life frequently crosses Sam Bass to move between the residential neighborhoods and the reserve located
on the SE corner of 1431/Sam Bass. Widening Sam Bass will encourage greater traffic on Sam Bass, as well as higher-driving
speeds (regardless of posted limits), which will result in a greater number of vehicle/wild life accidents.
there are beautiful trees in this area, what will happen to these trees and how close will you come to the walking path near
walsh ranch?
it is a quant and quiet area, increasing the lanes will disrupt this and the nice neighborhoods that feed into this road.
It is a beautiful area so the road improvements should try to enhance that.
Commercial buildup doesn't need to creep into the neighborhoods. It will have a severe detrimental impact on all the houses
that front the road and surrounding residential streets. We already have problems with wildlife crossing the road doubling
the size will just make it worse.
Lots of wildlife--deer, possum, raccoons, coyotes, fox. Expansion of road will adversely affect these populations.
The proposal will remove much used and needed drainage on the church property
From the water treatment plant heading west, the proposed plan only expands Sam Bass road north onto lots owned by 3
churches. There is no plan to expand south onto residential lots. These facilities are used by hundreds of people each week,
including worship services, community meetings, recovery groups, voting locations, and 4 Scouting organizations (of which
Troop 365 is the largest in the country). Rather than affect the access of these hundreds of people, you could affect very few
people by expanding more to the south of the existing road onto the 6 residential lots.
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Environmental: (1) The threatened species of salamanders is already indicated on your map, and the runoff from current Sam
Bass road is not adequately managed. This means we are already polluting the stream behind in the Subsurface critical
habitat. There is a sinkhole at the end of the stream along that area, and it goes back down into the aquifer. We cannot risk
our water. The area cannot sustain growth if we don't protect our water. That should be top priority: protect water quality.
(2) Trees. Any widening of the road will inevitably require destruction of some of the beautiful trees along the road. Please
communicate exactly which trees you are killing and exactly where you will plant new ones to help make up for that loss. The
replanting should be at least a 1:1 ratio; it would be great if we could plant more trees than we take down since increased
traffic and human population will increase pollution that can be offset with trees.
Cultural: I am very concerned about the negative impact on the 3 churches along Sam Bass Road. All of these churches
provide community services, and not just on Sundays. People need beautiful, quiet places to worship and gather. I am a
member at Round Rock Presbyterian church, and it is one of the most vibrant and growing congregations in the area. We
have Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, neighborhood associations, English as a Second Language, and numerous other people
outside the immediate church members that use our building. Yes, one turn lane to permit safer turning into the church
would be helpful. But widening the road to 4 or more lanes will devastate and destroy our church. It will put cars too close to
our playground and daycare. It will put cars too close to our fellowship hall. It will put more car noise too close to our
sanctuary. Please, for the sake of honoring what few quiet spaces are left in our world, only widen to three lanes for the
portion between Great Oaks and Mayfield Drive. This will help with safety and with mobility while still honoring that these
churches and citizens deserve the right to worship in peace.
We currently live 'in the country'. Make Sam Bass Rd 4-5 lanes and the 'country feel' will be gone.
Nothing I am aware of.
The retaining pond in front of the church is very important
This setting provides habitat for wildlife.
There are beautiful, lush trees everywhere and lots of wildlife that could be affected by any construction or expansion.
The tree-lined route is an exceptional experience to the stark, barren routes of FM 1431 and Parker Lane/Ronald Reagan
Blvd. Leave us this peaceful alternative.
I attend RR Presbyterian Church. It is the site of not only several church activities during the week, but it holds AA mtgs,
mothers day out, and hold activities for the the largest boy scout troop in Texas. Encroaching on the parking areas and
playground in any plan for widening Sam Bass Rd is a safety concern and would impact the functionality of the space for
thsee community services.
RR Presbyterian Church is the home of several deer. The church has a memorial garden and columbarium
Run off feeds into Brushy Creek, nearby, and planned route would require cutting a significant number of trees which slow
run off and provide privacy and protection to homes and buildings.
There are three churches along this route that have activities throughout the week. I belong to Round Rock Presbyterian
Church and can attest that our campus is busy at some point most days. We have multiple Boy and Girl Scout groups that
meet there. AA, Al-Anon, and Cocaine Anonymous have groups that meet there. We have a pre-schoo/Mother's Day Out
program that meets several days a week. We host other community groups as well as being a voting location for local and
national elections. And I haven't mentioned the numerous church related groups and activities that take place. As you can
see our access and frontage on the proposed corridor are crucial to the traffic for these activities.
There is lots of wildlife and a park-like setting that we'd like to preserve as much as possible.
Lots of Great Oaks and Brushy Bend have old watershed features and some environmentally sensitive zones.
A four lane Sam Bass would add to already significant runoff along the right of way into the small streams that cross it.
There are three churches that serve the community that will be impacted by ROW expansion. These churches serve not only
the immediate neighborhoods but the area in general. Any taking of ROW will have a negative impact on these churches.i
No
Our church is an important part of the community
N/A
This busy congregation provides space for multiple social and civic groups throughout the year including many scout troops,
day care, AA meetings , community choir programs etc.
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Round Rock Presbyterian Church does lots of things for the community and DOES NOT need to bear the brunt of the
widening. It will cause access issues and safety issues.
RR Presbyterian Church has property encroachment issues including a storm water retention area that will be affected by the
widening of SAM Bass Road.
There is a low water crossing over Sam Bass that floods in severe weather. The wildlife is very important to the residents.
There are many migratory birds that stop in our area, including at that creek that runs through Spanish Oak Terrace. I have
seen herends, ducks, geese, blue birds, purple martins, indigo buntings, lots of robins, etc. It is important to protect the water
supply here for the wildlife, and also for the residents, as the residents of Spanish Oak Terrace get drinking water from well
water. Culturally, I believe that this was part of the old Chisholm Trail and that there is a historical cemetery near our creek.
Please save as many existing trees within where the proposed median will be along Sam Bass. Several places of worship along
the corridor.
Great Oaks and lots of effected
keep neighborhood 'feel' where possible
No concerns to share regarding this.
Three churches in a row are busy on Sunday morning and at other times. Monday evening there are scouts meeting at the
Presbyterian Church.
Only that expanding the width of the road would taking our beautiful old trees. Heavy rains create some road flooding and
standing water.
Please save the trees as much as possible. I love traveling this road as it reminds me of "back home" in upstare New York.
Looks of wildlife
This is a cultural center for the western Round Rock and eastern Cedar Park area providing a community meeting center for
multiple groups: Examples: Round Rock Presbyterian Church and associated groups (band of brothers, ladies in stitches, holy
yoga), Boy Scout Troop 365 (>150 boys) meets here and RRPC is the charter org for 1 other troop (Troop 565) and 3 Cub
Scout Packs (Pack 165, 365, 565). AA, CA, NA, ALANON, ESL classes to name a few.
There are some artifacts found in the area, mostly along creek beds. Again, deer need to be controlled for car safety.
Occasionally people have been attacked by the deer, as well. And pets.
You have three active churches within yards of the Sam Bass/Great Oaks intersection.
I do like the large trees along Sam Bass and would like to see as many saved as possible.
not really as it still looks pristene
Nice family housing on either side...would be nice to retain some of the charm of the drive
Drainage issues in front of Walsh Middle School. Land was graded some years back, but if road is widened there, it needs to
be taken into consideration
lots of trees and wildflowers and deer too.
No comment
Lots of trees that we would hate to see removed. Springs in one of the neighborhoods. Deer that are unfortunately more
often becoming victims of the high-speed traffic in the area.
Noise buildup from the additional vehicular traffic and large trucks that will start using the roads when they're expanded.
This is one of the few areas in Round Rock where there are still deer and other wildlife. Don't kill and chase away what little is
left!
Sam Bass Rd is a beautiful road with a high concentration of trees. Widening the road would take away thousands of trees
and destroy the beauty. Noise pollution will be a use problem (only exasperating the current noise problem with speeding
vehicles and 18 wheelers)
not an issue for us
White tail deer constantly get killed even with the current traffic
It would be appreciated to conserve the land as more asphalt will add to the flooding issues already present at Sam Bass and
the area between Great Oaks and the low water crossing.
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If expanded at all, there will be significant loss of majestic tree's and in many cases, century trees.
Flooding is already an issue and additional roadway will reduce surface area for absorption causing more issues.
We use the walking trail often along Sam Bass. Would be great it can be preserved. The wild flowers across from Tonkawa
Springs attracts A LOT of people from all over for spring pictures, which is neat.
Tonkawa Springs has many ponds and wildlife that should not be impacted
There is a grassy area just east of Sam Bass and Walsh Ranch Blvd that has become increasingly popular to tourist and local
residents to take pictures in the flowery fields (blue bonnet). This particular activity has grown rapidly over the years and
brings a large amount of visitors to that area.
You're very probably going to hit a number of karst features.
Don't want to sacrifice the wildlife due to a wider road and more traffic that will result.
Huge concern about losing trees when widen road. County should take out as few of trees as possible. We do no want to
lose green space, trees, deer, water sign at entrance of Brushy Creek North...all the reasons that we moved to the area.
The influx of people due to Greg Abbott's push for bringing in corporations (Crony Capitalism) is Socially Engineering Texas
into something else. Our houses on 2 ac lots are being altered for 300 apartments and ranches being changed into
subdivisions. This is ruining the community that we loved and changing the type of people who are more concerned about
commerce than the wonderful peaceful life that was once Texas. This is also increasing crime and traffic which is miserable
to us and the police/county sheriff's officers.
Would like to keep as many trees as possible
Deer! OMG the deer love to run out in front of the cars.
Environment be damned, build a decent road!
Don't know anything.
Most the flooding that occurs over the roadway near Walsh at Sam Bass Road during big storms
This corridor is a pleasant little treed drive. Widening the road will cut down lots of greenery that is sadly disappearing all
over this area of the county.
Wildlife in the area are abundant and travel across the roadway at night. We have larger tracts of land (4-5 acres tracts)which
provide a safe harbor for the animals that have been pushed out of the overgrown brush areas by homes and higher density
neighborhoods. Our creek will be more poluted due to run off from these new developments... animals will suffer
Ongoing maintenance of the greenbelt on Arterial H
When the Sam Bass RV Storage was built it affected the reservoir and wildlife habitat. many homes on Sam Bass have a deer
population and other wildlife including songbirds. Widening the road and taking property with oak groves will affect wildlife
environments, as well as removing wind barriers, and sight/sound barriers.
Car fumes from traffic impact children at Old Town Elementary and Walsh Middle. US F+W protections must be honored to
protect the sensitive water features around Krienke Springs
4 way stop signs kill traffic flow
Was told a few years ago that Wyoming Springs can't connect with Brightwater due to sacred Indian burial ground
Behrens Ranch may be considered Round Rock historic ranch
We have alot of deer in the area.
The reason any of the residents built homes and/or moved into the area were the quaintness of country type living. The
acreage associated with the lots and the peace and calm of slower paced living outside and away from city noises and traffic.
There are will lot of big trees cut in order of road widening.
This corridor is close to Brushy Creek and the trail system for cyclists and runners.
It tends to flood there when we have above average rain fall.
There are several spring-fed streams and ponds along Sam Bass Rd. that should be preserved.
This area provides outdoor recreational oportunities fod families in an uncongested area. Tbe amount of green space and
undeveloped land is a large part of the draw.
We love that our area is quieter than most. While we don't like the noise from 1431, we are extremely concerned about
additional noise if Sam Bass got widened and became a faster road. The deer and foxes and so many other critters in our area
are a treasure to us, and we do not want them endangered any more than they already are.
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Lots of nice trees.
Endangered wildlife in the area- increasing speeds would be dangerous to both wildlife and cars (more deer hits)
I'd like to see the city preserve the green belt/Brushy Creek wild areas.
Springs that recharge Edwards aquifer are located in this zone
While the springs in the area are sensitive, I don't think it should impede progress of these improvements.
This area should stay residential
Sensitive aquifer recharge zone and salamander habitat. Lots of wildlife that would be displaced or killed with construction of
road
Worry about the deer population being impacted by making this road even busier
this was once a beautiful and wooded area that wildlife thrived but now the beauty of the creek and wooded areas have
been infringed upon by man
None at this time.
Don't know
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Q5. What groups, organizations or individuals should
we talk with to get additional information about this
corridor and potential improvements?
(Answered 162, Skipped 104)
None. go away
Any neighborhood- nobody wants this
Kim Goodman
Talk to the HOA's and the people that actually live along the route.
All neighborhoods residing along this corridor.
Brushy Bend Park POA.
Great Oaks HOA
Brushy Bend Park HOA
Round Rock Presbyterian Church
Our small churches, daycares and schools in the immediate area of Sam Bass.
I have no idea, I'm pretty passionate about this but I don't know what to do or how to do it to make a difference. I need a list or
something.
churches on that stretch
Any or all of the HOA's along this corridor.
Round Rock Presbyterian Church
Neighborhood HOA's
All area HOA's and next door groups.
All churches in the area and their congregations. Multiple groups like scouts and support service groups. Original residents
All churches in the area and their congregations. Multiple groups like scouts and support service groups. Original residents
All churches in the area and their congregations. Multiple groups like scouts and support service groups. Original residents
BCN, Great Oaks, Sam Bass corridor neighbors, Walsh PTA.
HOAs of neighborhoods that touch Sam Bass and PTAs for the 2 schools in the area
Those living along this stretch of road.
I would strongly suggest you visit with any homeowners whose homes back up to the planned expansion area as to any
requests/concerns they, as homeowners hearing and seeing the traffic each day, might be concerned about.
Not really.
Neighborhood groups
Tonkawa and Great Oaks neighborhood residents
N/A
Talk with home owners and neighborhoods that back or access to Corridor H / Sam Bass road.
Survey of crash, injury and fatality reports on this roadway from police, DPS & TXDOT.
Round Rock Presbyterian Church and adjacent churches along Sam Bass Road.
All HOAs, home owners along Sam Bass, Churches.
All the churches along Sam bass
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All landowners before you perform any study. do not speak and give lip service to the community knowing full well what you
already intend to do and receiving comments just to fill out a report saying you have done so. More political lip service.
Round Rock Presbyterian Church
People that live off of Sam Bass
HOAs of the neighborhoods alongs sam bass (i.e. Tonkawa, brushy bend park)
You need to have a personal meeting with every single private land owner whose land touches your proposed plan. It is only
right and fair. Please meet with the organizing boards of each of the churches and businesses along the way. Please meet with
the Homeowners Associations for Tonkawa, Walsh Ranch, Brushy Bend, etc. Please meet with the day care business housed in
Round Rock Presbyterian church, as they have small children who will be in the playground.
Please speak with our Pastor Catherine Craley and the session of RRPC before you finalize your plan. 512 244 2152
Round Rock Black History Organization, Historic Preservation Commission, Wilco Old Settlers Association, The Heritage Society,
The Texas Historical Commission, Walsh Middle School PTA and School Staff, Ronald Reagan Elementary PTA and School Staff
and Churches, Associations and organizations affected by the plans of expanding Sam Bass corridor.
revisit with homeowners along this corridor
Meeting with our members to discuss.
private property owners; business owners; churches;
The churches and business on the road if you haven't already.
Members of the RR Presbyterian church, please
I think the churches along Sam Bass will obviously be affected and those folks do an awful lot of good for the community
beyond just Sunday worship. They host AA, preschools, you name it. Of course, the directly affected neighbors along the most
narrow parts of the road will never be the same and that is a tragedy. These neighbors have lived their whole adult lives out
here and it's ridiculous that the county can blink and decide to upend it all. Their lives and voices matter most of all.
Seriously consider the folks and wildlife that call this home.
Catherine Crawley, pastor of RR Presbyterian church
Round Rock Presbyterian Church
People who live in the area.
Neighborhood HOAs, churches, businesses along this corridor.
Behrens Ranch Homeowner's Assn.
Listen to all the concerned citizens who live and travel Sam Bass Road...they know best.
The people most affected by the project, actual residence of the road, are not being contacted. This project will ruin their way
of life.
Brushy Bend Park neighborhood association. Round Rock Presbyterian church. Homeowners along Sam Bass.
Talk to the individuals in the neighborhoods along this section of Sam Bass Road and the churches that face it. These churches
provide multiple civic and cultural opportunities to the entire community and are a place in which families with children play.
Round Rock Presbyterian hosts Cocaine Anonymous and Al-anon each week, AA 4 times a week, 4 boy scout troups and 4
packs. Several very large attractions for families with kids each year, hosts HOA meetings for several nearby HOAs, and is a
voting site for individuals in this community.
All neighbors. Williamson county parks and Rec. Persons who have joined the Facebook group opposed to the road widening
RR Presbyterian Church
Speak directly with the community members along Sam Bass
Visibility and drivability on rural roads can be better improved with regular striping, night reflective strips and proper paving
maintenance. A highway is not needed.
The churches along this corridor.
I think the opinion of anyone who lives along the road should be give priority.
Talk to anyone living or driving this road for honest impacts.
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Homeowners who live on Sam Bass and neighboring residents who commute through here.
Talk to people who live there.
Talk to individual home owners who with their families have a vested interest!
Please talk with the home owners in this area.
all of us, with more specifics about what are considered "improvements" versus "progress" just trying to get more people into
the area!
neighborhood groups, the churches on Sam Bass, the Upper Brushy Creek WCID.
Tonakwa Springs HOA.
The residents who live along the corridor would be very helpful.
Spanish Oak Terrace Neighborhood and all affected neighborhoods.
Residents on the San Bass Corridor.
All of the neighborhoods in this immediate area and/or affected by the changes that are bring considered.
Brushy Bend Park Homeowners Association
My lawyer. As we will be fighting this to ensure we do not experience this degradation in our community.
ALL residents who live on Sam Bass should be consulted, as widening Sam Bass will have immediate impacts on their properties.
There are also a number of religious organizations located on the north side of Sam Bass, that sit fairly close to the road. I'm
not sure how Sam Bass could be widened without directly impacting these existing structures.
All the homeowners on sam bass.
This affects not just those in the immediate area. Many others travel this road so I suggest talking to folks in the region
Churches and people who live on Sam Bass
Residents on Sam Bass Road should have first say. The ones I've talked to all are adamantly opposed to this, including a church
and a commercial facility.
Round Rock Presbyterian Church
4010 Sam Bass Rd, Round Rock, TX 78681
phone: (512) 244-2152
The Round Rock Presbyterian Church Session. The Round Rock Presbyterian Church Maintenance committee. Alcoholics
Anonymous (who use RRPC). Boy Scout Troop 365. Cub Scout Pack 165. Cub Scout Pack 365. I understand that you had a
community meeting at Round Rock Presbyterian Church, but you will need to meet individually with each of these groups to
assess their specific needs.
(1) Walsh Middle School. There is a lot of traffic on that road for the school, but kids can safely walk and bike to school if we
provide safe means for them to do so. This would help cut down on car traffic in the area while still allowing people to get
where they need to do. Please note that the information session you had at the church happened during the summer, so you
may not be able to adequately get input from the students/parents. I would especially encourage you to communicate about
the needs for our generation and future generations to think about alternate transportation methods that don't have to include
cars. We need a cultural change where people walk and bike, and not just ride in a car. Tell the students you want to help make
this happen, and ask them what they need (stoplights, bike lanes, sidewalks, bridges, etc.) in order to go to school safely.
(2) Look to other cities in the country where they have had to expand roads, and see how they have done it. What lessons did
they learn? How did they do it with minimal negative environmental impact?
We live here, so residents need to have a major input into the decision that affects our lives and our home values.
Round Rock Presbyterian Church and Church next to them. Also listen to members of the Church.
Boy Scout Troop, Hill Country Intergroup - Austin AA
Please talk with the home owners,churches, Boy Scouts of America,and businesses.
All the church organizations and businesses in the area and organizations/groups that use such facilities.
Those residents whose traffic line would be impacted by expansion or re-direction of traffic.
RR Presbyterian church leaders
Round Rock Presbyterian Church
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RR Presbyterian Church
Round Rock Presbyterian Church and the other nice churches on the drive.
Boy Scouts, representatives of three churches most impacted, homeowner associations on both side of the route.
Round Rock Presbyterian Church, Community Christian Church, Jehovah’s Witness Church, RRISD -- Walsh Middle School, Walsh
Middle School PTA
Jim Nix
Contact Round Rock Presbyterian Church office for a contact person to discuss the impact of the proposed ROW expansion.
Round Rock Presbyterian Church
Round Rock Presbyterian Church, Is a gathering place for the community. It is used every day of the year by the Boy Scouts, AA
and other similar groups, English classes, a polling place for votlting, and a daycare center.
Dr Craley. She's is the minister at RR Presbyterian
Church's & schools
Round Rock Presbyterian Church and the other churches down the road.
Work with the churches and HOAs in the area.
Talk with the Round Rock Presbyterian Church
Round Rock Presbyterian Church
Congregation of RR Presbyterian Church when ROW acquisition and route alignments become more definite.
Local HOA's, Round Rock Honey (they have bee hives set up on the south side of Sam Bass - east of Wyoming Springs), RR Fire
Dept. (just opened a fire station at Wyoming Springs), RRISD, Brushy Creek MUD, adjacent businesses, affected property
owners
HOAs that are south of the area such as Fern Bluff Oak Creek and the Oaklands
Walsh School re. traffic from Walsh Ranch Rd. after school traffic.
Homeowners in the immediate area.
HOA's, PTA's
Tonkawa Springs neighborhood. We are greatly affected by the high speed traffic on Sam Bass Road because we have no traffic
light to get in and out of our neighborhood.
Community Christian Church, PJ Condit
Residents along the road, various Home Owner Assoc. in the area.. The school system to name a few
Round Rock Presbyterian Church, and probably the other two churches along this stretch of Sam Bass Road.
Leander ISD Transportation Department - the school district has bus routes traveling this section of Sam Bass.
Many of the trees in the area are very established
Boy Scout Troop 365 - Michael Parker
Round Rock Presbyterian Church - Catherine Craley
See church office for contacts for AA, CA, NA, Alanon
Neighboring Home Owner Associations, their officers, etc.
Definitely, need to talk to the people most affected by the widening of this road.
Should definitely get input from RR ISD to make sure bus and student usage is taken into consideration
walsh ranch community
property owners
Home owners
I would suggest talking to the local school PTA's and HOA's. They'll have strong opinions about traffic flow in the
neighborhoods and around the schools.
Do what the residents ask for. They are the ones who are subject to losing their property to eminent domain.
Great Oaks Nieghborhood Association
Neighborhood groups.
Walsh Ranch HOA
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Jim Nix, the corridor H Facebook group of residents
Texas A&M to understand age and impact of tree removal.
Tonkawa Springs neighborhood, Walsh Middle School, Brushy Creek North neighborhood
Walsh Ranch Middle School and the officers that work there that have to direct traffic on Sam Bass to safely get buses out.
Area neighborhood HOAs
Mitchell lee at 3551 Alexandrite Way, RR, 78681.
Neighborhood groups
You should speak with Wilco Board or Realtors as we work this area daily. Please contact me, Sean Harden, 512-799-2725.
All people who live on the road. Many do not want how we live changed.
Schools and Churches that use Sam Bass as a feed road.
Not sure
homeowners with property backing up to sam bass or with driveway access from sam bass. also determine sam bass usage by
residents of parkside at mayfield and other developments near the wilco park
I'm guessing those living along the corridor have something to say.
I'd also talk to those that work at Walsh MS and Cactus Ranch ES.
I'm sure you have these on your list - Tonkawa Springs HOA, Brushy Creek North HOA, RRISD, RR Presbyterian Church, Behrens
HOA, Walsh Ranch HOA
Sam Bass Fire Department
Wilco EMS
People who actually LIVE along this route.
business owners
Bike Austin (https://bikeaustin.org/) could provide valuable information about making the new construction bike friendly.
TECP
Individuals that live along Sam Bass should be consulted, as well as neighborhood HOA's. Arborists should be consulted for the
value of the trees on properties, and naturalists should be consulted for the value of the wildlife habitats.
Homeowners who live along Sam Bass. More thru traffic than is already present should redirect to 2243.
Emergency Response
Schools-Bus Routes
HOA's located along Sam Bass Road (e.g Behren's Ranch)
The cultural and historic values associated w/ Sam Bass Rd is a legacy for future generations. It shouldn't be changed to
accommodate people's commuting practices. I'm sure there are potential KARSTS systems/underground coves concerns for
many people.
Creek Bend and Bent Tree neighborhood HOAs.
There are several churches along there, Walsh middle school, and a wedding/party venue. Not to mention some residential
buildings.
Neighborhood HOAs.
All of the neighborhoods in the area affected should be directly involved in any decisions. All HOA's should be informed of any
meetings.
Honestly, people already feel like Wilco doesn't care and already has a plan in place to ruin this road. Talk to the HOAs, the
churches, people out using parks and trails, park employees, neighbors.
Tonkawa Springs HOA
HOAs
Tonkawa Springs Homeowners Association
RRISD/ Walsh Middle School especially
TSHOA
You need to mail out surveys to all residents in the affected area.
Churches and neighborhoods along Sam bass including Tonkawa springs.
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Any environmental groups, historical societies, traffic experts and habitat specialists to help the populations not become extinct
in these areas and law enforcement to help patrol the area more
When there are public meetings, have the info on the signs dark enough & large enough to be able to read it. The fonts on the
signs for the meeting at the Presbyterian Church were too light & small to read.
Door to door or telephone canvassing. Many people either can't or won't attend a meeting to express their thoughts.
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Q6. Do you have any additional comments?
(Answered 157, Skipped 109)
Suggestions:
1- Correlate the rush hour traffic by adjusting the light at FM 1431.
2- Make Sam Bass Rd. at 1431 into a 2 car left turn lane
3- Caution light at bend in road on Sam Bass Rd and Thousand Oaks Dr.
4-As a realtor, I recognize that property values will be diminished by expanding the roadway. Many homeowners
churches, and small businesses will be effected.
Adding bike lanes and other bike-friendly elements to this project would go a long way to resolving traffic congestion.
Sam Bass is a huge connector for a lot of residential neighborhoods and the popular Brushy Creek park. Aside from
recreational use, Sam Bass can be used a route to get to the new Round Rock Transit Center. Bike accommodations along
Sam Bass would give people a major non-vehicle connection to the extended Cap Metro transportation system.
I see bicycle traffic was included on one of the presentation boards regarding factors to be considered, I just want to
reinforce how valuable dedicated bike lanes would be.
I was informed tonight that the power lines will be directed another way. My house looks up to Sam Bass and new big
metal line poles are behind my home (looks like a landing site for the mothership) [orcore] told me the reason is Sam
Bass is going to be widened. Oh Boy!
This road should be left alone. Speed & weight limits enforced-through traffic directed to 1431.
no street lights-confuses the wildlife
no commercial zoning on Sam Bass ! This is a neighborhood
Please do not go forward with this project. You will ruin this area.
Very very disappointed that this is the plan for my tax dollars when we could be doing smarter things. Also, really sick of
our area paying the price (like with the power line proposal from last year) for other areas around us. It is not my fault or
my problem that some developer was permitted to build some overly dense neighborhood nearby. That's not ok, Wilco
should be requiring those developers to help pay for smart stoplights, road repairs and speed monitoring rather than
taking a beautiful rural road away from us. Really tired of going to these meetings with poster boards that I'm supposed
to put stickie notes on and maybe find someone to talk to who may or may not be qualified or authorized to tell me
something, anything. This has got to stop.
Thanks for developing plans to improve it.
Don't turn this into another overdeveloped area. The stretch of green along Brushy Creek is the prettiest area of Round
Rock. You risk making it look like every other suburban area.
We have lived here for 37 years and have seen this area grow. I would like to see the safety issues addressed but not a
big road expansion. This is mostly a residential area and should not be made into a major thoroughfare.
I am in favor of increasing the lanes and adding additional traffic signals. I believe this would help to move traffic through
the area and make travel more safe.
I am against broadening the road
Please study alternative options/routes. Thanks for listening!
Would love to see a turn lane provided
In the 8 years that we have lived here it has become increasingly congested with very little relief...more people want to
live in these desirable neighborhoods and when the developers began the neighborhoods there should have been more
accountability by and Round Rock and Williamson County in order to maintain the best for people and the beautiful
nature that is present here...now it seems that it is too late...
The bridge at Great Oaks & Hairy Man does not need to be re-done. That is in a flood plane, so it will still flood on
occasion as well as Hairy Man Road, in parts. If Wyoming Springs is completed, that will remedy a lot of that traffic. It
has already help since Creek Bend extension has opened.
Quite ticked at you all... you spent tons of money before getting feedback - so stupid and negligent of your fiduciary
responsibility. I could have saved you many many thousands, just by myself. Go away and stop making life worse for
those you supposedly represent.
Stop the madness
I know the community as a whole is very upset in about this project.
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I strongly feel that widening the Sam Bass corridor H will not only destroy the rural feel of the area, but will also increase
the traffic and noise congestion in the area. It is inviting more commercialization to the area, and destroying old
neighborhoods. One of the most common remarks I have gotten regarding our neighborhood (Brushy Bend Park) is that
it feels like being in the country, but we are in the middle of the city and close to everything. The best of both worlds!
Please don't destroy this area by widening the roads, destroying the trees.
The trees and rural characteristics of this area are part of what drew us to the Cedar Park area. I do understand the need
to alleviate congestion at the intersection if Sam Bass and 1431, but widening this road destroys the character.
I personally think widening of the road is not called for at this time. The only issue I have with the current road is the
stop sign at the corner of Sam Bass and Great Oaks. Also, two left turn lanes from Sam Bass to 1431 would be nice.
Beyond that, any improvements would be premature.
The land around Corridor H is built out. That was all done with the existing road. To increase the road size now is just
inviting cut through traffic from other areas.
If this is like the initial survey about the creek bend/Wyoming springs Brushy creek crossing held in 1997 and not started
till 2016, I will be dead before this project happens. So I am not planning on any disruption to the status quo. Just more
traffic lights. Seems they are always the answer when enough folks lose their lives on any stretch of road.
Obviously, As the central Texas area grows, roads and traffic become a huge issue. My suggestion is not to plan to fix
today's problems but rather look to the future and the growth. Most roadways in this area seem to be ten years behind
and the upgrades only seem to accommodate the present traffic, not plan for future growth.
We don't like the thought of increased traffic
It desperately needs to be widened. The community's
are growing fast. Builders keep putting up new
neighborhoods, but the roads have stayed the same
since we moved here 10 years ago.
Don't extend Sam Bass Road. Open Wyoming Springs from Sam Bass to 1431.
Traffic is terrible trying to get
Stop the new building instead of destroying that already established. For the first time since I have lived in the area I am
thinking of moving.
Stop the new building instead of destroying that already established. For the first time since I have lived in the area I am
thinking of moving.
Stop the new building instead of destroying that already established. For the first time since I have lived in the area I am
thinking of moving.
Brushy Creek North residents are perpetually concerned about the 4-way stop at the corner of Great Oaks and Chert
Drive. We have all seen people run that stop sign, and we are concerned that during the construction, more cars will
travel on Great Oaks and increase the risk of running the stop sign.
Although this road gets more use than was intended when it was made, it is a prime walking path in our community, and
running the stop sign puts pedestrians and drivers at great risk.
I ask the road commission please add either a painted "stop ahead" strip on the pavement at Great Oaks before the
intersection or add "Stop Ahead" signs. I believe most people fail to stop because the sign is hard to see, especially on
the southbound side of the road.
Dozens of people a day walk through that intersection, including Walsh students. Please take a small action that could
prevent a tragic accident.
I do feel the residents and churches on this road will be negatively impacted, especially in the short-term.
However, their property value will skyrocket, and they will be able to sell at a great profit, after the road construction
completes, and development grows.
No, other than that I wish that TXDOT and/or the county would consider a budget allocation for the subdivisions along
Old Settlers Road whose homes back up the road. With the expansion of Old Settlers, the much larger and louder traffic
pattersn along the road, homeowners (like my wife and I) are now dealing with a much noisier flow of traffic along Old
Settlers Road. The increased traffic has increased the noise and, due toe the elevation of the road, also decreased our
privacy in our backyard with the low wall that exists in The Plantation neighborhood. The road expansion should have
included funding to increase the wall height of the subdivisions that back up to the expanded roadway and/or should
have included a budget allocation for a new sound wall barrier to be added to Old Settlers during the road way
construction.
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Please don't ruin it by ripping out the trees and making it into a wide, fast road. People can use 1431.
Minimal changes at most to this area
While I don't agree with turning Corridor H / Sam Bass into a 4 lane road. I would like to see it improved with curbs and
sidewalks for bicycle and walking access.
The sooner the better!
See R.A. Foster letter to roads@wilco.org listing negative impacts to RR Presbyterian Church that would result from road
easement.
Find a solution with existing infrastructure on 1431. If an overpass was built to get quick non-stop access to/from 1431/I35 area the drivers would elect that route vs exiting on 3406 to shave off a couple minutes of their commute. It would
save tax payers millions and keep our community what it is today.
Help!!!!! Traffic is awful and now dangerous when pulling into Creek Bend from Bent Tree, Woods and Plantation!
I believe that the community would be better served if Wyoming Springs was extended out to 1431.
All could have been avoided with better planning.
is there really a planning board or just knee jerk decision making after the fact? Please pardon the sarcasm but who has
got whom in their back pocket? appears to me the contractors have a free for all and the existing population must bear
the brunt of the uncontrolled, unplanned expansion of Williamson county.
Make the builders provide roadway through their property as part of the plan. a 4 lane road through the neighborhood
they are adding and profiting from and lead the road to 1431.
I do not want to see a 5 lane roadway on this stretch of road. I could see the dedicated turn lane down sam bass
assuming there are reduced speeds and traffic signals where needed. If you are still considering a 5 lane road way you
would also then to consider building sound barrier walls down Sam Bass to protect the houses and neighborhoods that
would have to deal with the increased noise and traffic to the area.
A turn lane, reduction in speed limits, and additional signals would be great. 5 lanes would be terrible.
Please make a decision that balances your concerns with traffic with maintaining the quietness and beauty of the area.
Please don't put the churches along Sam Bass out of business just so you can convert the land to taxable private or
commercial property.
The traffic and population are increasing faster than we can build roads. Encouraging fewer cars, carpooling, bike and
pedestrian travel, and other non-car options HAS to be a part of any solution.
Thank you for your time. I realize that there is no perfect solution but taking that much land from the church side of the
road will create a huge hardship for a group that is doing tremendous good in the community.
I attended the Open House on June 21 and was truly disappointed with the lack of knowledge of the staff and/or evading
sharing information. I asked several simple questions to at least 4 people that where staff at the Open House and no one
could provide answers. I understand that your policy is not to volunteer any information that can risk or damage even
more the perception / reality of this project. But as a courtesy, the staff should be knowledgeable to a certain point on
and be authorized to provide some "potential specifics" about the project. It was quite eerie to walk around the open
house and with the staff hosting the event encouraging guests to ask questions, and when guests ask all the responses
boil down to.. "I cannot answer that since this project is only in the exploration phase. No other information has been
analyzed...."
Really?!? As if we were to believe that answer? Please have the courtesy to not insult our intelligence in such manner.
For upcoming Open Houses consider expanding your staff vocabulary and script by actually providing them and allowing
them to answer a few basic questions. Otherwise, next time you can just have all the boards and images in the room
with smiling manequins - be almost as eerie.
There are other roads available for through traffic. 1431 and Brushy Creek Trail are non residential neighborhoods that
could be used. Sam Bass should be preserved as the beautiful scenic area that it is. Traffic should be encouraged to slow
down, not speed up through this beautiful area.
I feel that expanding lanes is not in the best interest to the community of individual living along this stretch and will
destroy a unique area of Round Rock.
road safety should be the highest priority;
Leave it alone.
Long past due and will be welcomed by many people.
Please try to save the trees and the animals living here.
Please include me on any updates
I think that there are many ways to make the traffic lessen on this road. I think it should more reflect the quiet
neighborhood we've all grown to know and love. Brightwater Blvd is a very nice looking road without looking like a
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highway. I don't know that Sam Bass needs to be a 5 lane road. There are several roads that can share the load. Sam Bass
shouldn't bear the brunt. Several neighbors have posted ideas regarding a possible light at Great Oaks, slower speed
limits that would in effect limit the number of folks wanting to use this path. 1431 needs to be used for the reasons
you're wanting to widen Sam Bass. It simply doesn't need to. That's what the major 1431 HIGHWAY is for. Thank you.
I completely oppose the widening of this road, except where Sam Bass meets 1431. 1431 is the through corridor, not
Sam Bass, and the county needs to push traffic to 1431 instead of destroying the beauty of Sam Bass for the people who
live along the route. If the county decides to widen Sam Bass, it's prioritizing the needs of non-residents who "cut
through" over the needs of the tax paying residents and business who occupy the area.
Turning this little road into a major roadway, and thus increasing traffic will have major implications on our way of life
and well being. Placing more weight on concerns of people who don't call this home would be wrong and will be met
with much resistance. Changes such as adding turn lanes, possibly installing traffic lights and other slight improvements
can be productive discussions, but turning this small piece of road into a 4-5 lane highway at the expense of the people
and animals that call Sam Bass home, would be met with heavy resistance. In many cases, it would require eminent
domain, which we can all agree is terrible politics and one of our ugliest use of government.
Will this effect the cemetery in the area...might cost the county more than they thought.
Contact all of the homeowners directly. Find other solutions rather that a monumental road expansion.
Please don't ruin our little piece of heaven. We have lived here almost 24 years.
Please do not destroy the beautiful feel of this area.
The neighborhoods in the area always fight any changes. They mostly win. However, i hope the city and county take into
account those that live nearby and see this as a need. Not just those that back to the road and want to complain. It was
always planned to be a 4 lane road all the way to 35. They should have considered this day would come when they
bought. -we did and did not buy on the road.
I am against this and would hope that Sam Bass stays a nice community road.
Widening the road will increase traffic, lower property values encourage commercialization, increase noise. None of
these things are good for our neighborhood, and would potentially create more problems and would only invite more
commercialization when 1431 is where that should be, not in our neighborhood.
The residential properties on the south side of the road appear to have sufficient set back to have the road widened
without impacting the utility of their properties.
Please do not consider expanding Corridor H to a five-land road. It will be dangerous to the families who live near this
road and in the quiet, surrounding neighborhoods.
Increasing mobility on this road is unnecessary, as traffic is not heavy enough to warrant that construction. The money is
better spent on high traffic areas (Chisholm
Trail and 620, or 620 in front of the high school, for example).
Please leave the road as it is. There are plenty of alternative routes.
This is a rural residential area - an increasing rarity these days. The development will without question alter and degrade
the quality of life for residents: human, wildlife, pets through The inevitable I ncreases in noise, pollutants, traffic, trafficrelated accidents with related injuries and fatalities for people, wildlife and pets. No doubt this move will be welcomed
by those wishing to profit from the increased commercialization, but it will be at the cost to thise whose homes are along
the corridor. Please say NO.
I do not believe it is in our best interest to turn this rural two-lane road into a five-lane highway at this time. It would
create increased noise pollution, traffic, accidents, increased fatalities for wildlife and pets, decreased property values,
and increased commercialization in a rural residential area. I believe that two lane rural roads such as Sam Bass, Great
Oaks and Hairy Man at this time only need to be slightly widened to include some shoulder space on each side. I'm
originally from MN, and I love that TX is willing to spend the time and money up front to make improvements and
expansions to our roadways. But what I have seen is that sometimes the improvements seem to be made on a 15-20
year growth projection for an area vs a 5-10 year projection. In some cases urban development/spread does not go as
projected and we are left with some really expensive, high traffic roadways that do not end up with the traffic flow to
support the $$ spent.
This is a travesty for folks who invested in homes and property expecting to rear children and enjoy the area with their
grandchildren even!
Please don't make this area have even more traffic. This is a collection of neighborhoods, not retail.
why were we not told about the feasability study at the one-on-one meetings? I feel I have been misled.
I would be very concerned if the county chooses to make this a high priority. I think there are more critical needs that
would improve vehicular flow for more residents of the county.
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I live here. I know how bad it is and I still dont want a 5 lane road. Maybe 3. And fix the drainage and the light at 1431.
But thats it a 5 lane road is way overkill and would destroy the charm of this part of the county.
I do not support the expansion of Sam Bass. Not everything needs to be bigger and faster. 1431 has been expanded and
can handle the influx of people. Leave Sam Bass as it is.
If the existing corridor is widened, it should go towards the preserve to minimize impact to residences. The City of Round
Rock/Williamson County made a MAJOR mistake by allowing the trailer storage to go in where it is. Very shortsighted as
that is the best location for future infrastructure widening. It should be removed and those that allowed it to go there
should be responsible to acquire the land and relocate it.
Adding turn lane only is definitely needed. I believe it's the size of road improvements that are causing the locals grief
(and rightfully so if it enfringes on their property.) Making more smaller adjustments throughout San Bass might be
better justified than making such a large drastic one to a portion of the road.
Please put in 2 left turn lanes from Sam Bass onto 1431 facing North.
Speed bumps along the entrance to Spanish Oak terrace or a stop sign and slower speed limit would be helpful. Again,
it's already hard to turn in to or exit this neighborhood.
I absolutely object to turning the two lane rural Sam Bass Road into a major thoroughfare. This will significantly diminish
the charm of our subdivision and the quality of living here.
We will fight this all the way.
I am strongly against widening Sam Bass Road. I believe the lanes at the intersection of 1431/Sam Bass needs to be
modified, to allow a greater number of vehicles to turn left at each light cycle. Sam Bass is a residential road servicing a
small community. 1431 has recently been widening, with new traffic lights at Toro Grand, and a new system at
1431/Parmer. 1431 is designed to handle a greater volume of traffic, and at a significant expense. Furthermore,
increasing the size of Sam Bass, will invite commercialism, which I am against on Sam Bass. We choose to live in this
neighborhood for a reason, and we'd like to keep it as such. Thank you.
I live at 3511 Alexandrite Way, how close will you come to my backyard and will there be any cutting of trees directly
behind my residence?
I VOTE AGAINST EXPANDING SAM BASS!
I support widening the road to improve mobility in the area.
The neighborhoods in the northern sections of Sam Bass already have a multitude of available routes out of the
neighborhood. There isn't any new construction, just cut through traffic. This just invites more traffic and problems.
The ingress and egress mitigation for accessing the different neighborhoods, churches etc... will ultimately eliminate any
value you might add, especially when you consider all the additional problems.
It is a waste of time and money to expand the current road for the convenience of a few cars that do not live in the area
passing through the corridor
Do NOT use Sam Bass Road, a residential country road that is home to families who moved here to be away from traffic,
to become a thoroughfare for others.
I strongly feel that Williamson County needs to think not just about building roads but also about how to decrease the
number of cars. We can't build roads fast enough when the population is growing exponentially. So we have to also
lessen the rate at which the number of cars is increasing. Communicate this to our community. For example, "Help us
keep road construction costs down to a minimum by (1) carpooling to work, school, and events; (2) planning trips so as
to complete multiple tasks on the same trip; (3) walk or use a bike as much as possible; (4) when possible, alter your
travel time to avoid the most busy times on the streets. I know this is a huge cultural mindset shift, but we cannot
continue to consume at the rate we have. We think we all should drive our own car, whenever we want and where we
want. But the problem is that the traffic gets quickly out of control. We need to culturally shift our consumption, "me
first" mentality to consider the common good.
Cars turning off Sam Bass Rd currently helps keep the speed of traffic down. If the road is made 4-5 lanes, the speed of
traffic is going to greatly increase - making the road more dangerous for residents and wildlife.
Please do not destroy our driveway, keeping our members from having safe access to our Church and being too close to
our Children's Playground.
Consideration of closeness of proposed road to front door of church.
It would be very helpful to add sidewalks to the area.
Please be considerate of the number of children and elderly that use the small space in front of the church currently and
that number is expected to grow
If people complain about the congestion, they can drive on other alternative routes
Please, please consider the children.
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Let's be mindful about preserving safe access to the parking lot and front door of RR Presbyterian Church.
It is a beautiful area which does not need any "improvements" to ruin the beauty.
Home values, important developmental activities and long term lifestyles for a great many people who contribute the
Round Rock's reputation as a good place to live and work are going to be affected and recognized significantly by how
these "improvements" develop.
You should have a follow up from the open house, to show everyone what all of the public input was focused on. Offer
us all of the data you collected and full disclosure going forward.
Just put in left turn lanes and leave the rest alone. We don't need to encourage more traffic.
I'm concerned about the church loosing some of their property.
Road seems fine as is.
Please do the least "impact" to church's and schools - they involve lots of families whereas a impact to a home/lot only
affects one family.
Don't screw up RRPC!
Please reassess the damage this proposed corridor change will do to our church property.
Most of the lawns in this area are deep. The Round Rock Presbyterian church does not have a lot of room between the
buildings and the road which could be a danger. There is a day care operating there, scout troops meeting there as well
as organizations meeting throughout the week day and evenings.
A snapshot of some of the ministry and community current outreach happening @RRPC
• We are a 300+ member congregation that is passionate about opening our doors to the community 365 days a year
• We are "home" to 4 boy and girl scout troops and 4 packs...hundreds of young people use our property, parking lot and
facilities
• Boy Scout Troop 365 is one of the largest in the nation
• AA meets 4 times a week, Al-Anon and Cocaine Anonymous meet here weekly
• We have a 2-day-a-week Mother's Day Out ministry that meets year-round with approx. 40 children using our
playground and being picked up and dropped off each week
• Our property hosts about 500 people from the community at our Fall Festival and Summer Splash
• Local HOA's meet on campus, as well as a large English as a Second Language class.
• We're proud to be a voting location, and a community partner for events like Speak Your Mind Texas and Will. Co's
town hall meeting on June 21st.
More information about the project:
Location: Sam Bass Road from RM 1431 to Wyoming Springs Drive in Precinct 1.
Project boundaries are biased away from residential properties adjacent to RRPC. The final final boundaries should
evenly affect property on both sides of SAM Bass.
I would like to suggest that you study the beautiful boulevard, University Blvd., in Dallas's Highland Park where it runs
between Preston Rd. and Park St. This is a wonderful example of how to make an attractive tree lined boulevard through
an estate area. There are many things about Sam Bass that remind me of this boulevard--the estates, the trees, the parklike setting. As you widen the road, I think this would be a nice model of how your new road might be done so as to keep
the beauty of the area while serving the public need for increased traffic flow. This sample street also has a large church
on it, so I think it is very similar to Corrider H. I see this area as having beautiful estates and churches to serve the
community. Allowing the trailer storage to be built in its current location was poor urban planning. I suggest relocating
this business to a more commercial location elsewhere, and widening the road in that direction. The lots in Spanish Oak
Terrace are not to be cut smaller than five acres per deed restrictions. The estates are what make this area so special, as
we are able to care for the colonies of deer and other wildlife here. The place to widen your road is to the east--from
1431 coming down Sam Bass, cut the trees near the bend in the road, relocate the trailer storage to use that land, adjust
the berm/dam to the wetlands preserve if needed for the road widening, and on the other end of the corridor use the
extra park space that is between the walking trail and the existing road. I would make every effort to minimize the use of
a homeowner's land, as many people have been in these homes since the 1970's. I would very much like to see new
trees planted to keep the the boulevard looking beautiful. The trees are also helpful in blocking sun glare for drivers.
There are many walkers / runners / bikers that utilize the existing trails in and around this area. SUPs or hike and bike
trails should be incorporated with this project. Consideration should be given to the future extension of Wyoming
Springs (grading, drainage, turn lanes, signal placement) to avoid or minimize future throwaway.
Heavily traveled intersections should use intelligent traffic light controllers which will dynamically alter.adjust light cycles
based on current traffic flow. The currently used fixed cycles do not properly control varying patterns and cause
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excessive and unnecessary congestion.
Developers should be required to cover the cost of proper infrastructure development required to adequately meet the
needs of the homes/development they are constructing. It doesn't make sense for them to walk away with their profit
and leave the cost of managing the infrastructure improvements required to be existing tax payers.
Great Oaks HOA
Provide stop light controls at Sam Bass and Great Oaks
I am just pleased that you are looking into addressing this issue. We have lived here over 20 years and have seen a
steady increase of traffic, which will only continually increase. With the widening of 3406 from I-35 to Wyoming Springs,
the necessity of widening the rest of the road to 1431, with turning lanes where appropriate, is essential.
Water main that runs along Sam Bass and supplies water to Brushy Bend Park neighborhood via Walsh Dr / Mayfield Dr.
should be upgraded as part of any road expansion project.
Don't do it
I have had many near accidents even just turning into our neighborhood. Traffic is high speed; people are impatient
behind someone turning into our neighborhood. I've actually had people go out into oncoming traffic around me bc they
were so angry that I was slowing down to turn into my own neighborhood.
There is no law enforcement EVER slowing down the speeding traffic. A great disservice to the people who live in this
area. It is simply not safe on this road.
If the road is widened, the churches are going to loose parking space and trees and the beauty the trees provide. Safety
and speed is a big issue. Even now, lower speed limit is need along with flashing lights & enforcement. Every effort
should be made to discourage drivers from using this route as a cut through.......low speed limits, stop signs, stop lights,
flashing warning lights & enforcement. I've never seen an officer patrolling that area.
Reconsider the expansion, the area will loose its appeal and home values will suffer
Please widen the road to the south, NOT the north.
Thank you for this very open, well staffed, opportunity to inform us. Williamson County is awesome.
Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd is an established residential roadway that was never intended to be a major thoroughfare. A
better alternative would be to connect Wyoming Springs to 1431. There is an existing easement that is available to
connect Wyoming Springs at Brightwater north to Sam Bass/3406. Wyoming Springs is an existing roadway that
continues north from Sam Bass/3406. It makes more sense to extend Wyoming Springs to 1431, creating a boulevard to
accommodate heavy traffic. A traffic study should be conducted AFTER Wyoming Springs is connected to 1431 to
determine if there is a need for Corridor H/Sam Bass to be widened at some point in the future. Another alternative
would be to connect Creek Bend to 1431 provide access to 1431 without taking a residential roadway and turning it into
a major thoroughfare.
Additional suggestion: Create 2 left turn lanes on north bound Sam Bass at Sam Bass/1431 intersection to turn west on
1431. This would alleviate the majority of traffic that backs up at this intersection in the morning and afternoon rush
hour.
easy access for me when i drive on sam bass road as a short cut
Round Rock Presbyterian Church is an active church with more than just services on Sunday. The largest Boy Scout pack
in the USA is hosted at our church. The scouts and their leaders are on our campus many days in the week, every week.
We host a pre-school program two days a week. There are several AA,CA and NA meetings held nightly at our campus.
Looking at the lines, you would be placing a road right up against our pre-school playscape, cutting off access to our CE
building where the pre-school and AA meet weekly, and restricting access for not only our members but the Boy Scouts
who store their trailers on the property. Think carefully before you chop up our campus and put children at risk with a
road literally at our door!
Not at this time. Thanks.

Not at this time. Thanks.
If Sam Bass is to be widened, would prefer to see the addition to the north (not the south), specifically around the Sam
Bass/Great Oaks intersection.
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This is a very, very bad idea. I cannot understand why you have to ruin every good and nice thing about living in Round
Rock. Traffic needs to be directed to 1431 instead of Sam Bass Road. Don't make it easier for people to use Sam Bass and
ruin the area with another huge road filled with speeding traffic that will kill and maim our shrinking wildlife population.
Thank you for taking the time to have the experts and officials present at this meeting so we can discuss and provide our
input.
The existing roadway is too narrow for bicycles.
I hope Sam Bass will remain the way it is (a 2 lane traffic ) & no additional traffic
Widening the road will ruin the properties of many of our neighbors so this should be minimized.
Please consider that fact that Sam Bass Rd, cannot be compared equally to CR123 and FM 3406. This is our neighborhood
with many homes being right on the road. Compared to 3406 (with one residential driveway on the main road), Sam Bass
has 35+ driveways with families living there with their children and pets. Property owners in this area did not buy these
houses to live on a large road and it will destroy the integrity of our neighborhood. With a major road like 1431 being so
close, the focus should be on increasing access points for the large neighborhoods on 3406.
Both entrances of Tonkawa Springs aredangerous intersections. Lots of accidents have occured over the past10 years
and there are a lot of close call accidents. a middle lane would help tremendously
Please take into consideration minimal changes to drive improvements first.
Lights would be needed at Great Oaks and Walsh Ranch Blvd
Something needs done. Traffic is bad all day getting to 1431 and I35
Look forward to the proposed solution.
This portion of Sam Bass road was designed to handle this traffic load and widening the road will only make it worse.
Contact me, Sean Harden, 512-799-2725, as I would like to be involved in the process to expand/enhance Sam Bass road
without damaging our environment and green space.
Katy at the County road center admitted that this Sam Bass Rd. change is because of growth. The growth is because of
Greg Abbott's Crony Capitalism in bringing in more corps through tax abatements. Results: Increased crime, increased
traffic, increased harm to us and our police, increased taxes to us (esp. appraisal values), harm to our water as growth
has pushed the Lt. Gov. Patrick and Sen. Chas. Perry to take our water and give to water corps who will charge us more
for it and in the country take away our Constitutional Water rights; more Crony Capitalism.
I was told that the county had no ability to stop the growth. Why not considering the massive damages being caused?
You have the right to prevent topless bars from coming into the county. Cities and counties in the past have had the
ability to stop corps and colleges from coming to their area. So you have the right to stop the growth and changing our
country living into urbanized living with 3-story apartments and overcrowded subdivisions. We need your help to
oppose Greg Abbott and his crony cap. growth, protect our county, stop city councils for their crony capitalism and being
in bed with corporations and developers , stop 2 ac house zones from being changed into apartments and ranches being
changed into subdivisions.
We love Texas and OUR Constitutional rights. Why do you NOT have the right to protect us from this unGodly growth
and the many damages? We want peace not urbanization of our communities. JOEL T. ROGERS
Extend four lanes all the way to 1431.
with no new construction likely anywhere on the corridor it seems this project would benefit residents of other areas of
round rock and williamson county than it would the residents that live off of the corridor. based on that, negatively
impacting the property values of nearby homeowners if the road is widened to benefit people living in other areas is
something I would be very much against.
will there be stoplights added, and where
Keep it minimal. We don't need a huge road. Just add a center lane/left turn bays except at major intersections. They
might need a little more lanes for storage capacity.
I'm glad you're getting feedback from the community before doing anything
This should have been done 10 years ago. Why didn't the city see these ranchers were selling their land to developers
and start planning back then? I've never lived in a city so far behind and so poorly planned.
There is alot of talk about What, and Where, and How....but I dont see anyone asking WHY? Is this really needed?
I would not want to get more traffic thru Sam bass it should be deviated to 1431 highway
Suggestions:
1- Correlate the rush hour traffic by adjusting the light at FM 1431.
2- Make Sam Bass Rd. at 1431 into a 2 car left turn lane
3- Caution light at bend in road on Sam Bass Rd and Thousand Oaks Dr.
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4-As a realtor, I recognize that property values will be diminished by expanding the roadway. Many homeowners
churches, and small businesses will be effected.
Adding bike lanes and other bike-friendly elements to this project would go a long way to resolving traffic congestion.
Sam Bass is a huge connector for a lot of residential neighborhoods and the popular Brushy Creek park. Aside from
recreational use, Sam Bass can be used a route to get to the new Round Rock Transit Center. Bike accommodations along
Sam Bass would give people a major non-vehicle connection to the extended Cap Metro transportation system.
I see bicycle traffic was included on one of the presentation boards regarding factors to be considered, I just want to
reinforce how valuable dedicated bike lanes would be.
I was informed tonight that the power lines will be directed another way. My house looks up to Sam Bass and new big
metal line poles are behind my home (looks like a landing site for the mothership) [orcore] told me the reason is Sam
Bass is going to be widened. Oh Boy!
This road should be left alone. Speed & weight limits enforced-through traffic directed to 1431.
no street lights-confuses the wildlife
no commercial zoning on Sam Bass ! This is a neighborhood
Please do not go forward with this project. You will ruin this area.
Very very disappointed that this is the plan for my tax dollars when we could be doing smarter things. Also, really sick of
our area paying the price (like with the power line proposal from last year) for other areas around us. It is not my fault or
my problem that some developer was permitted to build some overly dense neighborhood nearby. That's not ok, Wilco
should be requiring those developers to help pay for smart stoplights, road repairs and speed monitoring rather than
taking a beautiful rural road away from us. Really tired of going to these meetings with poster boards that I'm supposed
to put stickie notes on and maybe find someone to talk to who may or may not be qualified or authorized to tell me
something, anything. This has got to stop.
Thanks for developing plans to improve it.

Q7. Contact Information

(We received contact information for 174 respondents, 92 skipped)
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Q8. How did you hear about this survey?
(Answered 232, Skipped 34)

Other (please specify)
road signs
Next door website
Next door
Nextdoor App
We attended the open house informational meeting.
Next door app
round rock Presbyterian church
round rock Presbyterian church
Nextdoor
nextdoor.com posting from wilco
Digital Communications Coordinator Austin Ellington, City of Round Rock posting on the Nextdoor App
Nextdoor
Next door ap
Nextdoor.com community
town hall meeting
one of the survey crew on our street
Facebook group
Through our Church bulletin
Mayfield HOA
Friend
hoa
Facebook group
Facebook grouo
letter from RRPC
I attended the meeting on June 21.
open house
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Corridor H Facebook group
Meeting at Round Rock Presbyterian
My Church.
Round Rock Presbyterian Church
Round Rock Presbyterian Church
church
attended community meeting, saw signage on Sam Bass
wilco community event for Corridor H
signage
Roadside posters.
Public Open House
Public meeting at Round Rock Presbyterian Church on June 21, 2017
picked it up at informal meeting
Meeting at RRPC
Public mtg.
Signs on road. Neighborhood Facebook group.
I work at the church
Public Open House
signage
road sign
Public Forum Meeting
Neighborhood signage
at the meeting
Signs along Sam Bass.
discussed during open house session.
public meeting
at community event about Corridor H/Sam Bass Road
At open house
Signs
Public Open House
BCCN.com via Neighbor website
Public meeting
Walsh Ranch Facebook page
signs at the entrance to Behren's Ranch
Signs on Sam Bass Road
in person at community event
road signs
Next door website
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COMMENTS
61 comments were submitted during the comment period including five written comments received at the
public meeting, hand delivered or via mail; 55 comments submitted through email; and one comment
received via voicemail.
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From:
Sent: Saturday, July 08, 2017 11:23 AM
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org>
Subject: Share the pain! Split the road expansion between both sides of Sam Bass Road.
Please don't run the road expansion right through the front door of Round Rock Presbyterian
Church on Sam Bass Road. Progress is necessary but please share the pain between both
sides of the road.
Thank you!
Laura Moore
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From: Vance, Maureen
Sent: Friday, July 07, 2017 9:44 AM
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org>
Subject: Corridor H Sam Bass project
To Whom It May Concern:
I’m writing to provide my feedback to you on the Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd feasibility study that
proposes widening Sam Bass road to 5 lines, from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. I live in Spanish Oak
Terrace, the first neighborhood off Sam Bass, immediately south of 1431. Access to my
neighborhood is ONLY possible from Sam Bass Rd. I have lived here for over 5-years. I feel like I have
a pretty good handle on the traffic flow patterns on this section of Sam Bass Rd.
I am opposed to widening Sam Bass Rd from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. The reasons for this are
numerous, and are listed as follows:

Widening Sam Bass will increase traffic, which will ultimately result in an increase in
accidents. We know it’s true. We know it will happen. More lanes and an increase in
volume of vehicles will facilitate greater speed of traffic (despite posted limits), which
will increase the number of accidents. If Sam Bass is widened, the cars will come.
Again, we know this is true.
Widening Sam Bass will significantly increase noise pollution for all residents living
on/off Sam Bass, and will invite a decrease in privacy for neighborhoods off Sam Bass.
Despite a posted “no outlet” sign at the entrance of our neighborhood, we continue to
see vehicles come into our neighborhood in an attempt to cut through to Brushy Creek
or another major road. More vehicles on Sam Bass will only increase these vehicles in
our neighborhood. And, with increase road space, large trucks will use Sam Bass Rd,
which will significantly impact noise levels.
Widening Sam Bass will reduce property values. Which in turn will reduce tax revenue
for the city and county and would be unfair to the homeowners who paid top dollar to
belong to this little quiet, secluded area. What makes it so unique is that it is a little slice
of heaven in the country that is close to all the amenities. Don’t make them just another
neighborhood off a major highway PLEASE!
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There was plenty of space to add additional roads before all these newer houses were
built, but there was poor planning by the developers and the county. Now the homes
that have been in this area for over 40 years will be impacted the most. That’s not fair.
This is a beautiful quiet little area. Why don’t you put a 4-6 lane highway thru the
middle of those newer neighborhoods instead of disrupting these long established
homes?
Widening Sam Bass will displace wildlife, and will result in an increase of accidents
involving wildlife, which can be dangerous for all involved. Wildlife (i.e. deer, coyote,
fox) cross Sam Bass Road from the residential neighborhoods to the reserve/natural
large tract of land located on the SE corner of 1431/Sam Bass. If they are attempting to
transverse a widened Sam Bass Rd, there will be more accidents.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will increase the risk to children and pets that live in this area.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will impact organizations (i.e. churches) already established on
Sam Bass Rd. For example, Round Rock Presbyterian Church provides religious serves
on Sunday, but they also serve their community on a daily basis, serving as a home for
girl scout troops, boy scout troops, AA meetings, Mother’s Day Out programs, local HOA
meeting, large ESL classes, and serving as a voting location.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will invite further commercialism to this residential area, which I
am vehemently opposed too.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will cost an exorbitant amount of county tax dollars, which I feel
is unnecessary. 1431 just underwent significant construction, to aid in the traffic on
1431, and is set-up to handle larger volumes of traffic. It is redundant to spend
additional tax dollars to widening Sam Bass Rd, when 1431 is already complete, and
ready to handle heavy traffic. You don’t need another 4-6 lane road just off one already
there.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will forever change this beautiful 2-lane road, the peaceful tree
lined street where it isn’t uncommon to see all kinds of wildlife on the side of the road.
There are large, well-established trees that line Sam Bass Rd, that will forever be lost if
construction is completed on Sam Bass.
There are traffic challenges on Sam Bass Rd, that I feel could be handled in a relatively simple
manner. For example:

Traffic backs up on Sam Bass Rd at peak times during the day, for vehicles turning to the
left (to head westbound) on 1431. This could be addressed by lengthening the time on
the left turn light, and/or by making the center lane (that currently crosses 1431 to
continue north on 175) a duel lane, where vehicles could also turn to the left, or
continue straight.
The intersection at Great Oaks/Sam Bass does back up at peak times. A stoplight at this
intersection, which reverts to a flashing red light for all directions during non-peak
hours, might help the flow of traffic in this area.
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I understand that this is a multifaceted issue. It concerns me that there is such a significant,
comprehensive feasibility plan in place already, prior to community feedback. Many times when I
leave my neighborhood daily, there is no traffic, or very minimal traffic on Sam Bass. If Sam Bass is
widened, we will never be able to undo it, and we will forever loose this amazing two-lane road, that
services the residents in this area of Williamson County.
Respectfully submitted,
Maureen Vance

Maureen Vance

Note: Unless you send me an e-mail requesting removal from this list, I will continue to send you
updates. To be removed from this list, please reply to this e-mail with UNSUBSCRIBE in the Subject
line. Thank you.

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including all accompanying documents, may contain information which is
confidential, privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure under law. The information is intended only for the person(s)
to whom it is addressed. If the recipient of this e-mail is not the designated recipient or the employee or agent responsible for
delivering this e-mail to the designated recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, review, disclosure, copying,
distribution, alteration or manipulation of this e-mail or its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error, please notify the sender and delete the e-mail from your computer system immediately.
AMER-DISv01
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From: Lisa R. Whittle
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2017 11:10 PM
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org>
Subject: NO GO for Corridor H - Please listen to your residents

To Whom It May Concern:
I’m writing to provide my feedback to you on the Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd feasibility study that
proposes widening Sam Bass road to 5 lines, from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. I live in Tonkawa
Springs, right across from Walsh Ranch. I have lived here for over 5 years, and I am in/out of
our neighborhood several times/day, at various times. I feel like I have a pretty good handle
on the traffic flow patterns on this section of Sam Bass Rd.
I am opposed to widening Sam Bass Rd from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. The reasons for this
are numerous, and are listed as follows:

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Widening Sam Bass will increase traffic, which will ultimately result in an increase in
accidents. We know it’s true. We know it will happen. More lanes and an increase in
volume of vehicles will facilitate greater speed of traffic (despite posted limits), which
will increase the number of accidents. If Sam Bass is widened, the cars will come.
Again, we know this is true. We do not want to provide the means for additional traffic.
The traffic will not come unless you build it this way!!
Widening Sam Bass will significantly increase noise pollution for all residents living
on/off Sam Bass, and will invite a decrease in privacy for neighborhoods off Sam
Bass. With an increase in road space, large trucks will use Sam Bass Rd, which will
significantly impact noise levels.
Widening Sam Bass will reduce property values.
Widening Sam Bass will displace wildlife, and will result in an increase of accidents
involving wildlife, which can be dangerous for all involved.
S. Widening Sam Bass Rd will cost an exorbitant amount of county tax dollars, which I
feel is completely unnecessary. 1431 just underwent significant construction, to aid in
the traffic on 1431, and is set-up to handle larger volumes of traffic. It is redundant to
spend additional tax dollars to widening Sam Bass Rd, when 1431 is already complete,
and ready to handle heavy traffic.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will forever change this beautiful 2-lane road. There are
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large, well-established trees that line Sam Bass Rd, that will forever be lost if
construction is completed on Sam Bass.
There are traffic challenges on Sam Bass Rd, that I feel could be handled in a relatively simple
manner. For example:
Traffic backs up on Sam Bass Rd at peak times during the day, for vehicles turning to
the left (to head westbound) on 1431. This could be addressed by lengthening the time
on the left turn light, and/or by making the center lane (that currently crosses 1431 to
continue north on 175) a duel lane, where vehicles could also turn to the left, or
continue straight.
The intersection at Great Oaks/Sam Bass does back up at peak times. A stoplight at this
intersection, which reverts to a flashing red light for all directions during non-peak
hours, would help the flow of traffic in this area. This would also help reduce the middle
school traffic during peak times of the day.
I understand that this is a multifaceted issue. It concerns me that there is such a significant,
comprehensive feasibility plan in place already, prior to community feedback. It is concerning
that today I see additional construction trucks out surveying the land. This is NOT something
we want and you should consider our voices. It is as if you are spending money on something
we don't need. If you made minor changes to this road it would alleviate alot of the
headaches. Please reconsider and look at the other options.
Many times when I leave my neighborhood daily, there is no traffic, or very minimal traffic on
Sam Bass. If Sam Bass is widened, we will never be able to undo it, and we will forever loose
this amazing two-lane road, that services the residents in this area of Williamson County.
Respectfully submitted,
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-----Original Message----From: Karen Strange
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2017 9:00 AM
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org>
Subject: Public comment for Corridor H/ Sam Bass Road Project
Please accept my endorsement of the statement of Kathleen Brunner below.

I know that you want to do what is best in our community to make it beautiful and livable. Please do not widen Sam
Bass Road, as many believe would harm our community. Widening Sam Bass Road would destroy the charm of
this country road, and corrode the appeal of Williamson County.
My husband and I moved here, partly because of the charm of Sam Bass Road. It is residential and peaceful.
Round Rock and Williamson County need beautiful places to attract the affluent. In its current state, this stretch of
Sam Bass displays gracious single-family homes on acreage, rimmed with lovely unplanned trees.
The two-lane stretch of Sam Bass Road, from 3406 to 1431 undeniably holds a special place in our county and in
our local hearts. Frequently, I have heard people talk of its beauty when describing where we live. Please preserve
it!!!!
In addition to accepting public comment, I would encourage every person in charge of whether to widen Sam Bass
Road to drive the two-lane portion at different points during the day. By doing so, and by considering residential
public comment, I believe each person will understand the importance of maintaining Sam Bass’   current width.
Thank you,
Karen Strange

Please accept this as a public comment for the Corridor H / Sam Bass Road project:
If Sam Bass Road is further developed/ widened out to RM 1431, it will become a major cut-through relief for the
heavy traffic to/from Parmer and to/from I-35, and there will be no turning back to preserve the road as a livable
access to the residential communities in what is right now a wholly residential corridor. As it currently stands, Sam
Bass is a bit of a stressful drive for those who live off of it, since many cut-through drivers have a hard time keeping
to the posted 50 mph limit. It is truly astounding to accept that the City of Round Rock, which is making headlines
for being a top residential community, would pressure a gorgeous residential pocket into becoming a cut-through
zone for potential future growth in the north part of the County.
Kathleen Brunner
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July 6, 2017
To Whom It May Concern:

RE: Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd feasibility study that proposes widening Sam Bass road to 5
lines, from 1431 to Wyoming Springs
This is a beautiful stretch of road which widening would turn into a commercial feeling road.
There are so many beautiful homes that front onto Sam Bass, widening this road would be of
great detriment to the quality of life of those who LIVE at a Sam Bass address.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Widening Sam Bass will unquestionably reduce property values.
Widening Sam Bass will displace wildlife.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will increase the risk to children and pets that live in this area.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will impact organizations already established on Sam Bass Rd.
For example, Round Rock Presbyterian Church provides religious services on Sunday,
but it also serves the community on a daily basis, serving as a home for girl scout troops,
boy scout troops, AA meetings, Mother’s Day Out programs, local HOA meetings, large
ESL classes, and serving as a voting location.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will invite further commercialism to this residential area,
another incursion into our quality of life in this area.
1431 just underwent significant construction and can handle larger volumes of traffic. It
is redundant to spend additional tax dollars to widening Sam Bass Rd, when 1431 is
already complete, and ready to handle heavy traffic.
Widening Sam Bass Rd will forever change this beautiful 2-lane road. There are large,
well-established trees that line Sam Bass Rd, that will forever be lost if this road
widening happens.

Other adaptations that could help ease traffic are:
•

•

Traffic backs up on Sam Bass Rd at peak times during the day, for vehicles turning to the
left (to head westbound) on 1431. This could be addressed by lengthening the time on
the left turn light, or by allowing the center lane (that currently crosses 1431 to
continue north on 175) to serve vehicles turn turning left or continuing straight.
The intersection at Great Oaks/Sam Bass does back up at peak times. A stoplight at this
intersection, which reverts to a flashing red light for all directions during non-peak
hours, might help the flow of traffic in this area.

Let’s not lose the character of Williamson County in the name of traffic flow. If Sam Bass is
widened, we will never be able to undo it, and we will forever lose this beautiful two-lane road.

Respectfully submitted,
Ellen R. Skoviera
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Kim Goodman
Williamson County Public Information
710 South Main Street, Suite 101
Georgetown, Texas 78626

Sam Bass Road/“Corridor H”

Stop taking the “country” out of “hill country.” In addressing concerns regarding the mobility AND safety
along Sam Bass Road, only minor changes are needed, even in the long-term, which I’ll explain later. These
minor changes include:
1. Lowering the speed limit to 35 mph,
2. A stoplight at Great Oaks that reverts to a ﬂashing red light for all directions during non-peak hours,
3. Changing the middle lane into a dedicated left turn lane northbound at Sam Bass & 1431, and/or merely extending the duration of the left-turn signal 2x(+) during peak hours, so more cars can make a left-protected turn.

It was extremely disconcerting to be told that the “county has no plans/ideas” regarding improvements for
Sam Bass, and they sincerely want input from those who live in the area re: improvements to mobility and
safety, when in fact there already exists a highly detailed, ~$500K, 27-page long feasibility study to widen Sam
Bass Road into a 5-lane thoroughfare; it was last modiﬁed 3/2/17, as of this writing. If Wilco truly desires the
public’s input, why wouldn’t it conduct the Open House first, before generating and paying for such a costly
study? I hope you are actually willing to listen to us.
In going from a 20-foot roadway to an 80-foot roadway (widening to 5 lanes per Wilco’s feasibility study),
I have strong concerns about:
1. the loss of trees and rural feel of this beautiful road... I sometimes stand under one of these beautiful trees
waiting for my kids to get oﬀ the bus after school,
2. an even higher speed limit that inevitably comes with a wider road, and INVITING more traﬃc onto Sam
Bass (once you build it, you can’t undo it),
3. an increase in pet deaths and wildlife (especially deer) along the roadway; our dog, Spin, was hit and killed
on June 9th, 2017, near Walsh Drive —probably chasing a deer or some other wild animal,
4. an increase in traﬃc, noise, and accidents, especially due to much larger trucks traversing Sam Bass,
5. an exorbitant amount of county tax dollars unnecessarily spent,
6. an invitation to even more commercialization,
7. jeopardizing Round Rock Presbyterian Church with a 300+ member congregation and all they do for our
community... opening their doors to us 365 days/year, including the recent open house and place for voting:
hosting HOA meetings, AA meetings (4x/week), weekly Al-Anon & Cocaine Anonymous meetings, a large
ESL class, four boy/girl scout troops + 4 packs (Boy Scout Troop 365 is one of the largest in the nation),
2x/week Mother’s Day Out ministry with ~40 children using their playground, hosting ~500 people from
the community at their Fall Festival and Summer Splash,
8. potentially designing a roadway wherein you can only make right-hand turns in/out of the nearly 30 private
driveways along Sam Bass is also prohibitive; this is not an acceptable solution.
With approximately 30 private driveways along this 2.4-mile stretch of sometimes winding, hilly road, turning it into a 5-lane, 50+ mph thoroughfare is just not conducive to this residential area, even in the long-term.
Since Sendero Springs and the new Entrada/Cascada/Wyoming Springs connects 1431 and 3406, traﬃc on Sam
Bass will continue to ease as more homeowners in those subdivisions choose 1431, especially if the speed limit
is lowered to at least 35 mph on Sam Bass, as it should be. In addition, the road project underway north of 1431
will handle more east/west traﬃc in the county. Lowering the speed limit on Sam Bass will result in a decrease
of pet and wildlife deaths, discourage larger trucks from traversing Sam Bass, encourage those in a hurry to
appropriately use 1431, which safely handles such traﬃc since there are so few, if any, private driveways along
1431, which is essentially a 60 mph freeway. Stop taking the “country” out of “hill country.”
Sincerely,

Kim L. Goodman
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To Whom It May Concern:

I’m writing to provide my feedback to you on the Corridor H/Sam Bass Rd feasibility
study that proposes widening Sam Bass road to 5 lines, from 1431 to Wyoming
Springs. I live in Behrens Ranch and with four kids of course am always driving up
and down Sam Bass.
I am opposed to widening Sam Bass Rd from 1431 to Wyoming Springs. One reason
we chose this part of Williamson County to live in is because of this beautiful road
and limited ability for new development. I am disappointed that money would be
spent on a project that doesn’t even seem necessary when a few changes could be
made instead.
While I understand homes are allowed to change their designation to commercial.
Expanding the road may lead to high traffic businesses. We already have churches
and homes that may be impacted as well.
So yes there are a few traffic challenges on Sam Bass Rd and a neighbor compiled
this list of relatively simple changes. For example:
•

•
•

Traffic backs up on Sam Bass Rd at peak times during the day, for vehicles
turning to the left (to head westbound) on 1431. This could be addressed by
lengthening the time on the left turn light, and/or by making the center lane
(that currently crosses 1431 to continue north on 175) a duel lane, where
vehicles could also turn to the left, or continue straight.
The intersection at Great Oaks/Sam Bass does back up at peak times. A
stoplight at this intersection, which reverts to a flashing red light for all
directions during non-peak hours, might help the flow of traffic in this area.
School traffic from Walsh Middle School that exits Walsh Ranch Blvd and
attempts to turn to the left on Sam Bass (heading east) does back up at the
start/end of school, on days when school is in session. Secondary to this
intersections proximity to the Great Oaks/Sam Bass intersection, it would be
wise to route school traffic around the school on Behrens Parkway, then
south on Great Oaks, and then through a light at Great Oaks/Sam Bass. This
would prevent putting in a stop sign or traffic light less than half block from
Great Oaks/Sam Bass.

I drive this road all day long and any traffic problems are extremely short and
minor. There should not be any new construction in our area that would make a
major increase in traffic. This is a special part of Williamson County and I’m
disappointed more of its character could be unnecessarily taken away.
Respectfully submitted,
Lela Wallis
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Melanie Lee

July 5, 2017
Williamson County Public Information
710 S. Main Street
Georgetown, TX 78626
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to express my opinion regarding the Transportation Project Corridor H on Sam Bass Road. I
understand that the proposal is to widen the 2 lane roadway to 5 lanes. I am against this proposal as I
believe that by widening the roadways, it will be inviting MORE traffic and congestion along those roads,
and not helping at this time. We have lived in the Brushy Bend Park neighborhood (near Mayfield and
Sam Bass) for the past 15 years, and while I agree that there is more growth in the area, I don’t feel it
warrants such an expansion.
The expanded roadways will result in an increase in traffic, noise, congestion and accidents. Our
neighborhood is located directly off of Sam Bass (from both Mayfield and Walsh), and children and pets
from our neighborhood can easily access this street. There are also many homes, and churches located
directly on Sam Bass. The area of Sam Bass close to 1431 is much more rural than the area of Sam Bass
near Wyoming Springs. Widening this rural area will destroy the neighborhood atmosphere, and invite
more commercialization.
If the intent of this project is to increase mobility and safety, then widening the roadways is NOT the
way to do this. Although mobility might increase initially, I believe the wider roadways will only invite
more traffic from 35 to cut through this area to 1431. Therefore, the traffic through this neighborhood
will only increase. Additionally, the safety in the area will be much worse.
I have noticed there is more traffic trying to turn left onto 1431 from Sam Bass during commute hours.
Simply extending the left turn signal for longer periods of time during these hours will probably fix this
problem. Or perhaps having 2 dedicated left turn lanes. A traffic light at the four way stop at Great
Oaks and Sam Bass will also help mobility during traffic hours.
Please take this into consideration before throwing money into a project to expand roadways. This
roadway expansion is unnecessary at this time and will only make the area worse in regards to traffic,
congestion and safety.
Thank you,

Melanie Lee
Melanie Lee
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TONKAWA SPRINGS HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

July 6, 2017
Commissioner Terry Cook
Williamson County, Precinct One
Jester Annex
1801 E. Old Setters Blvd, Ste. 110
Round Rock, TX 78664

RE: Potential Widening of Sam Bass Road at Corridor H

Dear Commissioner Cook:
Thank you for hosting an open house on June 21, 2017, to discuss with residents in our
community the potential widening of Sam Bass Road (County Road 175) at “Corridor H”
between Wyoming Springs and F.M. 1431. Tonkawa Springs is a neighborhood whose residents
will be significantly impacted by any widening of Corridor H. Some of our residents have
frontage on Corridor H, and those residents could lose property by the exercise of eminent
domain for the widening project. The rest of our residents must rely on Corridor H for ingress
into and egress out of our neighborhood because the intersections at Arrowhead Circle and Sam
Bass Road, and Tonkawa Trail and Sam Bass Road, are only two ways into and out of the
neighborhood. Some issues of concern that should be addressed by any widening project are
detailed below.
Current Safety Hazards on Corridor H
Tonkawa Springs is located on a hazardous stretch of Corridor H. The main entrance to
the neighborhood at Tonkawa Trail and Sam Bass Road is located where four lanes of traffic
narrow down to two lanes of traffic. This narrowing presents a significant safety hazard to our
residents when driving westbound and turning left from Sam Bass Road on to Tonkawa Trail.
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Westbound traffic on Sam Bass Road must come to a complete stop when a car turning left into
our neighborhood is yielding to oncoming traffic. Westbound traffic must come to a stop at the
same time the road narrows from four lanes to two.
Westbound drivers who are unfamiliar with this road are often caught off guard as they
move into the right lane to pass a car that is turning left into our neighborhood only to find that
the right lane ends before they can pass the car turning left. These drivers must then either
quickly brake to avoid hitting the car turning left (and risk being rear-ended themselves) or
swerve off the road on the narrowing right shoulder to avoid the car turning left into our
neighborhood. This situation is made worse by the fact that westbound drivers on this stretch of
Sam Bass Road are facing directly into the setting sun during evening rush hour during at certain
times of the year.
Further, westbound drivers who are familiar with the narrowing of the road tend to race
from the light at Wyoming Springs to get in front of the car next to them before the road
narrows. Often those drivers don’t account for cars turning left into our neighborhood, which
again creates a situation where cars must brake quickly, or traffic must veer off the road on the
right.
The entrance to Tonkawa Spring at Arrowhead Circle and Sam Bass Road is also located
at a hazardous location on Corridor H. During peak traffic times, the four-way stop at Great
Oaks Drive and Sam Bass Road is insufficient to create timely openings for cars to safely turn
onto Sam Bass Road from Arrowhead Circle. Complicating the turn is traffic on the other side
of Sam Bass Road at Walsh Ranch Blvd. trying to make similar turns onto a two-lane road. This
leads to drivers getting impatient, especially when trying to get to work or school, and making
turns that are not safe. This situation is made worse by the fact that eastbound drivers on this
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stretch of Sam Bass Road are facing directly into the rising sun during morning rush hour during
at certain times of the year.
Another safety hazard is cars leaving the roadway. In just the past three years, there have
been several incidents of cars leaving the roadway on Sam Bass Road and striking and damaging
property in Tonkawa Springs. Incidents include damaged fences and, in at least one case, a
home in Tonkawa Springs was struck and damaged by a vehicle that left the roadway.
Necessary Safety Measures
Any widening project should include left turn lanes that are separated from the main
through lanes. Preferably the corridor would be widened to include a fifth center lane running
along its entire length. A fifth center lane would improve safety and access to the neighborhoods
along the corridor as well as the individual homes with driveways directly on Sam Bass Road.
Any widening project should also include the installation of new traffic signals. Traffic
signals would help limit speed and provide better ingress and egress to surrounding
neighborhoods and Walsh Middle School. Traffic signals should be placed at the intersection of
Arrowhead Circle and Sam Bass Road and at the intersection of Tonkawa Trail and Sam Bass
Road
Any widening project should include safety measures to mitigate the increased risk of
cars leaving the roadway and harming our residents and their property, especially in view of the
increase in traffic associated with widening the corridor. There appears to be plenty of space to
widen Sam Bass Road northward in the region that fronts Tonkawa Springs. There should be no
need to move the roadway southward and closer to homes in Tonkawa Springs that are already at
risk from cars leaving the roadway. Further, there should be plenty of space in this region to
provide road shoulders of a safe width in addition to the new traffic lanes.
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Concerns over Increased Traffic
Widening Corridor H may provide relief to the congestion in our area in the short run.
Longer term, however, the increase in traffic resulting from widening Corridor H is of concern to
our residents, especially in view of the new Creek Bend bridge that provides increased access to
our area from F.M. 620 and Toll Road 45. Widening Corridor H will further increase traffic
along Sam Bass Road by providing an alternative thoroughfare between U.S. 183 and Interstate
35. When traffic gets bad on F.M. 1431, traffic will divert from F.M. 1431 to Corridor H as a
means of getting to and from U.S. 183 and Interstate 35. The prevalence of GPS navigation,
with automated traffic routing in smartphones and newer vehicles, makes traffic diversions
through Corridor H a virtual certainty. Similarly, widening Corridor H will further increase
traffic along Sam Bass Road by providing a loop around Interstate 35 by way of W. Old Settler’s
Road (F.M. 3406), Sam Bass Road, F.M. 1431, and/or Ronald Reagan Blvd. If traffic gets bad
on I-35, interstate traffic will divert along Corridor H to avoid traffic delays on I-35. We hope
than any widening project will include measures to mitigate the safety hazards caused by
increased traffic.
Another concern to our residents is the change in the type of traffic that would result from
widening Corridor H. Widening Corridor H invites larger commercial vehicles, such as 18wheel tractor-trailer rigs and heavy trucks hauling gravel from nearby rock quarries, due to the
increased access through the corridor to major highways such as I-35 and U.S. 183. An increase
in these types of vehicles creates a safety hazard for drivers turning in and out of our
neighborhood. We hope than any widening project will include measures to mitigate increases
in traffic from large commercial vehicles and the safety hazards they create in a residential area.
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Environmental Impact
The environmental impact of any widening project is a significant concern for Tonkawa
Springs residents. Dry Fork Creek runs through Tonkawa Springs and is fed by naturally
occurring springs within the neighborhood. The creek is impounded in several areas in the
neighborhood form ponds. The ponds provide a home to a variety of wildlife. It is believed that
the Jollyville salamander lives in and around Tonkawa Springs. It is also believed that there are
karst features in Tonkawa Springs that should be protected from any road construction.
Water runoff caused by increased impervious ground cover from the widened road should
be directed away from Tonkawa Springs as any runoff could pollute Dry Fork Creek, its ponds,
and its springs. Increased runoff could also further exacerbate erosion issues experienced by
some of our residents with frontage on Sam Bass Road.
Spills from accidents involving large commercial vehicles, such as tanker trucks, could
pollute Dry Fork Creek and its springs. Tonkawa Springs residents are particularly sensitive to
this issue because a leak in an underground gasoline tank at a convenience store polluted the
groundwater in area several decades ago.
With the increase in traffic and an increase in large commercial vehicles comes an
increase in road noise. Road noise is a nuisance to residents. Road noise also drives away the
wildlife that people in our neighborhood have come to enjoy. Tonkawa Springs is an older
neighborhood with large lots, old growth trees, and a distinctly less urban feel. This
distinctiveness is why many residents chose to live here, original owners and new residents alike.
Road noise from a major thoroughfare takes away from this distinctiveness.
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Eminent Domain
Any widening of Corridor H should not require the taking of any of our residents’
property by the exercise of eminent domain. There appears to be plenty of space to widen Sam
Bass Road northward and away from Tonkawa Springs. Any conflict between widening the
roadway and preserving the hike and bike trail that runs along Sam Bass Road should be
resolved without taking the property of Tonkawa Springs residents.
Conclusion
We hope that any attempt to widen Corridor H will consider the unique nature of this part
of Williamson County, preserve its distinctiveness, while remediating current safety hazards and
traffic congestion.

Sincerely,
John B. Kelly
President
Tonkawa Springs HOA
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From: Jen Moore
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 11:00 AM
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program
Subject: Corridor H

Hello,
My name is Jen Moore and my address is
. My house backs up to Sam
Bass Road. I’d like to share my thoughts and concerns with regard to the proposed expansion
referred to as Corridor H.
·

·

·

·
·

From a safety perspective, I’m concerned that the feasibility study already conducted
would increase traffic volume and the size / weight of the traffic moving thru the area.
I believe assuming the traffic volume load will increase regardless of an expansion
along this road is a faulty one when considering Sam Bass runs along well-established
neighborhoods without commercial businesses.
Regardless of the speed limits, more and heavier traffic would lead to more, and more
damaging, accidents.
o Schools, residences, and Churches front this road and changing the
mix/volume/speed of the traffic will make it less safe.
The areas along Sam Bass are completely built out, so my concern is that this
expansion would be pulling traffic from other areas and funneling it down a road with
residential driveways directly leading into it. This would be deleterious for values and
quality of life.
With the expansion under review, significant loss of green space and mature trees.
With the corridor already built out, I can’t understand why this is a priority for tax
dollars to expand a road segment that won’t see new residential or commercial
construction relying solely upon it for access. The need for this based on increased
traffic hasn’t been articulated yet.
o Choosing the right expansion plans, perhaps FM1431, would allow for TxDOT
dollars to help finance the cost of the expansion. (once you clear that the
expansion will not environmentally harm the surrounding area). This would
follow the plans Cedar Park followed for the FM1431 expansion between
Parmer and Sam Bass.

After attending 1x1 sessions with the engineering design firms and discussions with
neighbors, I would think that if safety for the area was a concern, there would be more focus
around a turn lane on Sam Bass and having a total of 3 lanes (inclusive of the turn lane) with
no modification to the speed limits.
Beyond that, this seems like an mis-use of tax dollars for a project that enjoys very low
approval ratings from the residents that would use it the most.
Regards,
Jen Moore
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From:
Sent: Tuesday, July 04, 2017 2:26 PM
To:
County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org>
Cc: Tracy Traeger
Subject: proposed Sam Bass "corridor" feedback

Williamson

I am writing to ask you to please stay true to your word in accepting and genuinely considering the
public's opinion while looking at ways to improve Sam Bass Road. We have owned our home in
Brushy Bend Park for 3+ years, and we came here to find our forever home and raise our family. We
have accepted the development and widening of 1431 as necessary for the movement of traffic in
our area and cannot understand why an additional 5 lane corridor is needed so close by to this
existing main corridor.
My concern is that the Sam Bass "corridor" project is addressing "needs" of people who do not live in
this area - in other words, people passing through who want to drive faster.
Here are the things that would be harmed in development of a Sam Bass "corridor":
- The many homes along the way who would lose property and property value all for extra lanes
that are not needed.
- The rural feeling of our neighborhood - we are here to stand up for this way of life as it is the very
reason we moved here. This "corridor" would invite additional commercialization. There is ample
room for that along 1431 where it is more appropriate to have gas stations and small strip malls, but
not on our back doorsteps, please.
- The church communities along the proposed "corridor" route that host, in addition to their own
congregations, scout troupes, daycares, voting stations, HOA meetings
- The many hundreds of neighbors who enjoy our way of life without 50+ speed limits right off the
end of our neighborhood roads. The noise of traffic, the extra cars it brings to our area, the speed of
traffic, and the danger it all poses to our well being, safety and enjoyment of our area is at risk.
Inviting bigger vehicles and faster traffic comes with a cost, and we would be paying for it dearly.
- My tax dollars! This is unnecessary, and I would prefer to see our dollars go to other things (see
below).
While I understand the need to accommodate additional traffic in the area, I would ask that the
focus be on ways to encourage more traffic to move East/West on 1431 rather than creating a
redundant corridor using our beautiful rural Sam Bass Rd. Here are some other thoughts I propose:
1. Better enforcement of the Sam Bass speed limit
2. A stoplight at Great Oaks that reverts to a flashing red light for all directions during non-peak
hours
3. Improving the Sam Bass/1431 intersection - specifically on northbound Sam Bass, adding
an additional left turn lane, also changing the cycle of the light to alleviate the traffic that often
jams there.
4. Improved drainage along the proposed route on Sam Bass to alleviate flooding.
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Please, I urge you to consider this feedback and help protect a beautiful way of life that so many
hundreds of families enjoy along Sam Bass. You cannot undo a corridor, and once it's done, our
neighborhoods change forever.
Thank you so much for your time and consideration.
Best,
Tracy Traeger
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From: Sue Boyle
Sent: Monday, July 03, 2017 4:24 PM
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org>
Subject: Regarding Corridor H (Sam Bass Rd)
Hello,
My name is Susan Boyle and I live in Tonkawa Springs. I have three children, who will be attending
Old Town Elementary, Walsh Middle, and Round Rock High School this fall. I've lived here nearly 11
years.
Part of the reason I love my home and part of the value we have is the lower traffic on Sam Bass Rd.
Even after Walsh Ranch and Walsh Middle School dumped so much rain into my pond that I've
flooded twice, I never regretted my location. We have an oasis of fine custom homes in Tonkawa,
and in Spanish Oaks, and Great Oaks neighborhoods, as well as in Brushy Creek North. We
collectively bring tons of money to the Wilco coffers with our outrageous property taxes and large lot
sizes. I know well the pain of waiting through 4 changes of the light to turn left onto 1431 during
peak hours. I think that needs improvement.
But, I also don't think a 5-lane road is the solution. People who need to get to Cedar Park can take
I-35 to 1431 or to go Parmer. These are already large thoroughfares with high speeds. They don't
have schools and private driveways and homes directly on the road.
Sam Bass is already so busy that my son was 14 years old and in 8th grade before I let him ride his
bike across to get to Walsh - and he's the responsible one!! The county has refused to even put a
stop sign up at Arrowhead and Sam Bass to help protect the children who walk, because there aren't
enough of them. Widening the road would mean my other children will never get the chance to do
ride their bikes to school at Walsh. I'd never let them cross something like that with the additional
traffic it would see.
I totally agree there are improvements to be made. The Tonkawa Trail entry to Tonkawa Springs is
treacherous - Deputies have commented that it's like a game of chicken, with cars going off the road
to go around those of us turning left into our neighborhood. Every once in a while, one doesn't make
it all the way around and pushes a car into oncoming traffic. Ask the police - it's happened multiple
times since I've lived here.
There are other options for Sam Bass. Make it a 3-lane road with a dedicated turn lane. Add a stop
sign at Arrowhead. Slow the traffic down, make it a little safer. Improve the intersection at 1431 by
making that two lanes down to the turn S of 1431. Where's the feasibility study on those options?
And why wasn't the public consulted on those options?
5 lanes is too much for this quiet country road. Turning Sam Bass into a true cut-through isn't the
best option for Wilco.
Thank you for listening,
Sue Boyle
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From: Sally Fisher
Sent: Friday, June 30, 2017 10:45 AM
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org>
Subject: Oh My Gosh! Don't plan the Sam Bass road expansion to run over our church.
We have lived off of the Sam Bass road for 38 years. We have experienced the growth as is evident
from IH-35 to FM 1431. Yes, we do need an expansion of this road. An expansion that is carefully
planned and executed to minimize the up heaving of the present culture of the landscape.
My husband I went to the planning/showing meeting at the Round Rock Presbyterian Church on
June 21. Am I incorrect, after viewing the plan, in saying the road will nearly wipe out most of the
land leading up nearly to our church's front entrance and very, very close to our children's fenced
play yard? That just can't happen.
Our church is utilized every day of the week so don't think that Sunday is the only day our doors are
open.
The houses across the street from our church are quite a distance from the present road. I have
confidence you will consider expanding the road where no developed property is put in peril.
-Sally Fisher, CTC, MCC
VIP Travel, LLC

Get Out 'N Travel
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The county is also responsible for building without advance planning for flooding
issues, which makes us doubt the ability to implement a plan that will not divide our
community in half with a road or improve traffic for us. As a homeowner along this
stretch, I would much much rather live with flooding, where I can control and protect
my property than with a larger road. Because of all of the building north of Sam Bass
Rd., and failure to plan accordingly, water, that formerly was absorbed or naturally
flowed into rivers, has been diverted. If you drive down Corridor H during a heavy
rain, you will notice that all of the homeowners have placed temporary barricades to
prevent their homes from being flooded. Attached you will find a video of my own
property flooding during a heavy rain due to runoff from Walsh Middle School and the
subdivision. The ditch that was built east of Great Oaks along Sam Bass Rd. at the
south side of Walsh Middle School has done nothing to solve this problem.
Additionally, I was informed by my neighbors that they were told the area alongside
the ditch heading south to the creek on the other side of the road would be
grassed/fixed after it was complete. This failed to happen and is an eyesore. Again,
the a problem occurred because of poor planning, the fix was not adequate, and
promises were not met. I have no confidence in a road when I feel there are multiple
issues that could be fixed that have been ignored by the county that would actually
benefit the community living in this area (better drainage, perhaps a pedestrian path,
better speed control, and a truck weight limit). The area has been disturbed enough
in recent year and more changes will most likely cause major ecological changes.
When my neighbors moved to their home over twenty years ago, Honey Bear Creek
flowed consistently. It is a spring fed creek that goes underground and reappears
above ground along its course. There are multiple springs in the area - many of
which do not appear on any county maps (two in my backyard do not appear on a
map and flow strongly at all times except for in the hottest and driest periods). The
creek has dwindled in size as the population has grown and will most likely disappear
at some point if not protected carefully. Along with the creek disappearing so will the
species which it supports. In our backyard creek, we spot snakes, salamanders,
skinks, alligator snapping turtles, bass, perch, sunfish, red eared sliders, and more.
Many species of birds rest and nest in this area and are documented (check
eBird.org) by area birders. Increased traffic and a larger road will bring increased
pollution, crime, noise, and trash, which will inevitably end up in this waterway further
decreasing property values and harming wildlife.
Homeowners property needs to be protected. My own personal feeling is that
eminent domain is illegal. Most people feel that way when it comes to their own
property. Since I am along Corridor H, I have much to lose with a wider road. After
studying my survey and contacting the county, the only easement on my property is
for a water line. There is no road easement. Creating one would require illegal
moves or eminent domain. As a community, we recently fought a similar issue with
the placement of the power lines. You will recall that the community recently fought
to keep power lines away from the area despite the desire of their government, which
obviously did not represent or listen to its constituents. Disagreeing with the cities,
LCRA sided with homeowners siting that:
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    The Commission disagrees with the ALJs recommendation of route COL-1 as the
route that best balances     the factors set forth in PURA' § 37.056(c) and 16 Texas
Administrative Code (TAC) § 25.101(b)(3)(B). The     Commission instead finds that
route LHO-1 best satisfies the routing criteria outlined in PURA and the
    Commission's rules. Route LHO-1 has fewer habitable structures within 300 feet of
the centerline than does     route COL-1. Furthermore, route LHO-1 avoids
Williamson, County Regional . Park, and will therefore have     'a smaller impact on
the community's enjoyment of local parks. Route LHO-1 also parallels Ronald
Reagan     Blvd. for Public Utility Regulatory Act, Tex. Util. Code §§ 11.001-58.303
(West 2016), §§ 59.001-66.017     (West 2007 & SuPp. 2016) (PURA). PUC Docket
No. 45866 Order Page 2 of 26 SOAH Docket No.     473-    16-    4342 much of its
length, unlike route COL-1, which parallels County Road (CR) 175. Ronald     Reagan
Blvd. is a significant retail and commercial corridor, with a speed limit of 65 miles per
hour and with     a road right-of-way Of 200 to 400 feet. In contrast, CR 175 uses a
road right-of-way of only 64 to 130 feet.     The Commission finds that Ronald Reagan
Blvd. is generally more compatible with the routing of a     transmission line than CR
175. Finally, as discussed further below, the Commission finds that the
agreement reached by the cities of Leander, Cedar Park and Round Rock to
support route COL-1 is     not a reflection of community values, and that the
Ails erred in assigning that agreement significant     weight.*
(https://www.lcra.org/energy/electric-transmission/transmission-linerouting/Documents/LRR_45866_FinalOrder.pdf)
This is another issue where it is likely not enough attention and respect will be given
to homeowners, their property and their community,, who are supposed to be
represented by the county. The county should respect the desires of its constituents.
This road is not, nor has ever been, a major road and should not become one.
Yours truly,
Joy Hilscher
*emphasis added
*We have lived within two miles of this area for 18 years and in this home for 6 years.
This video is of the first time the home flooded, and we did not understand the cause.
Since then, the property has been flooded multiple times. Additional videos will be
attached in a separate email.
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From: Curtis Saxton
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2017 10:40 AM
To: Williamson County Road Bond Program <roadbond1@wilco.org>
Subject: Regarding Corridor H

Please consider the following ideas:
If easements depths allow w/:Several small Pocket Parks
Cut Flower Gardens serviced by Community Workers
Agro Forestry Gardens serviced by Community Workers
Tiny Home with DIY Solar and Battery Workshop Area
Mushroom Wood Brush Composting Workshop Area
Fruit Tree mitigation on neighbors lands shared and harvested by Community Workers if available
Community Workers would benefit and litter would be reduced.
Just ideas.
Thanks,
Curtis Saxton
Round Rock
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Transcribed phone comment left on 512-943-1195 voicemail.
Anonymous

7/6/2017

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

Stop the over building. Your destroying the whole concept of the
neighborhood. The agriculture is changing. This area can’t handle it. And we
are destroying everything that is good, including the church.
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MAPPED COMMENTS
143 comments were received on three maps at the meeting.
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Map 1 of 3 Comments

Map
Map 1 of 3
RM 1431 to
west of
Mayfield Dr.
Map 1 of 3
RM 1431 to
west of
Mayfield Dr.
Map 1 of 3
West of
Mayfield Dr. to
Live Oak Cir.
Map 1 of 3
West of
Mayfield Dr. to
Live Oak Cir.
Map 1 of 3
West of
Mayfield Dr. to
Live Oak Cir.
Map 1 of 3
West of
Mayfield Dr. to
Live Oak Cir.
Map 1 of 3
West of
Mayfield Dr. to
Live Oak Cir.
Map 1 of 3
West of
Mayfield Dr. to
Live Oak Cir.
Map 1 of 3
West of
Mayfield Dr. to
Live Oak Cir.
Map 1 of 3
West of
Mayfield Dr. to
Live Oak Cir.
Map 1 of 3

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

Comment
Comment
Notes
Number
1
Add second left turn lane or increase duration of left + drawn
turn signal
2

Road sign here does not match what is painted on
the pavement (direction arrows)

3

Agree that trailer storage does not fit community.
Water runoff has appeared to increase from prior.
Wildlife & habitat lost.

4

Turn lanes needed

5

Poor land location chose for trailer storage.

6

Trailer storage here does not fit community suggest moving it and widening road there.

7

Consider "H" to remain 1 lane each way with a right
left turn lane and improved shoulder

7

Yes

8

Need to widen road to prevent accidents when
people try to pass too fast

9

Add turn lanes where needed. Not 5 or 6 lanes
throughout.

10

Need to at least add shoulder
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West of
Mayfield Dr. to
Live Oak Cir.
Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.
Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.
Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.
Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.
Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.
Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.
Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.
Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.
Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.
Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.
Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

11

Start the left turn lane earlier

12

I back up to Sam Bass. Have big power poles behind
my house. Oncor told me they were widening Sam
Bass

13

Stop light needed here but consideration must be
given to owners of the corner houses

13

shaved ice stand
Shady Acres Kennel

14

Why in the world are the crushed-granite paths NOT
connected (going around the school)? Duhhh

15

Commercial property
Have had 2-3 small accidents, 2 cars turning into
business center turn lane extended down from
great oaks would help.

16

Expand North side when possible into open spand
and hike & bike trail

17

Grass gets too high to see sometimes

18

Leave homes on south side of home alone.

19

Sound wall for homes S. of S. Bass

19

YES!
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Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.
Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.
Map 1 of 3
Live Oak Cir. to
Walsh Ranch
Blvd.
Map 1 of 3
Walsh Ranch
Blvd. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 1 of 3
Walsh Ranch
Blvd. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 1 of 3
Walsh Ranch
Blvd. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 1 of 3
Walsh Ranch
Blvd. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 1 of 3
Walsh Ranch
Blvd. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 1 of 3
Walsh Ranch
Blvd. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
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20

This intersection is extremely [loopy] and hard to
get in and out

21

Turn lane or straight road

22

Traffic light required at Arrowhead and Sam Bass

23

No expansion of roadway needed!!! A big arterial is
NOT appropriate for these neighborhoods.

24

Traffic light required at Tonkawa Trail and Sam Bass

25

Turn lane into Tonkawa & Trim Trees so we can see
to west when pulling out.

26

Enforce speed limits 40 @ 2 lanes & 50 @ 4 lanes

27

2x2 with center lane starting prior to Wyoming
Springs for R turn lane into Behrens

28

2x2 with center lane starting prior to Wyoming
Springs for R turn lane into Behrens
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Map 2 of 3 Comments

Map
Map 2 of 3
29
RM 1431 to
Mayfield Dr.
Map 2 of 3
30
RM 1431 to
Mayfield Dr.
Map 2 of 3
31
RM 1431 to
Mayfield Dr.

Map 2 of 3
32
RM 1431 to
Mayfield Dr.
Map 2 of 3
33
RM 1431 to
Mayfield Dr.
Map 2 of 3
34
RM 1431 to
Mayfield Dr.
Map 2 of 3
35
RM 1431 to
Mayfield Dr.
Map 2 of 3
36
Mayfield Dr.
to Live Oak
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
37
Mayfield Dr.
to Live Oak
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
38
Mayfield Dr.
to Live Oak
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
39

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

Comment
Number

Comment

Notes

enforce the speed limits begin
very dangerous turn and safety
issue when turning left from Sam
Bass Rd to Thousand Oaks Dr
wildlife crossing-deer, foxes, etc.
Crossing deer, foxes,etc. Cross here
to go to preserve (where Sam Bass
bends ta Thousand Oaks)-has been
more difficult for them since
trailers storage built fence
Dangerous intersection hard to see
beyond curves

Drive 40 MPH (or less) and this
bend is ok
Enforce the speed limits here
The occasional speeder, will travel
through here in excess of 65 MPH.
Motorcycles often, hi performance
autos sometimes.
Several spots-unless a few homes
are done away with and part of,
rental facility, more than 3 or 4
lanes would be impossible causing
bottle necks in other places if wider
Fence at trailer storage impeded
wildlife crossing. Significant
increase in deer hit on road since in
place last 2 yrs.
Road floods here w/ heavy rainsoccasionally impossible.
Noise control a major concern for
houses close to 3406
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Mayfield Dr.
to Live Oak
Cir
Map 2 of 3
40
Mayfield Dr.
to Live Oak
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
41
Mayfield Dr.
to Live Oak
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
42
Mayfield Dr.
to Live Oak
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
43
Mayfield Dr.
to Live Oak
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
44
Mayfield Dr.
to Live Oak
Cir.

Water stands in my yard after rain.
What are runoff plans
Enforce the speed limits

Deer trail floods 4401+4403 Sam
Bass during heavy rains water stand
in backyard for several days.
Speeders hit debree that has come
off of Deer Trail leaving messes on
yards.
• Will there be sound barriers?
Will there be stop lights+or 3 way
stop at Deer Trail + Sam Bass w/
4 lanes on Sam Bass it will be
impossible to get out of my street
Deer Trail!
• Is this area expected to
increase in population bases
upon lot sizes?

Map 2 of 3
45
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.

Include turn lanes on e-bound Sam
Bass at Great Oaks

Map 2 of 3
46
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
47
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.

Need stop sign or stop light

Map 2 of 3
48
Live Oak Cir.
to

Please widen to the North (not the
south)

This will only encourage heavy
industrial traffic from Texas Crush
Stone or FedEx, etc. to cut through
this exclusively residential area.

223
Corridor H / Sam Bass Road
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Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.

49

Water floods this property during
heavy rains-all we want is a path for
pedestrians

50

6 inches of water rush around all
sides of the house on the way to
the creek-all homes along this
stretch board off
driveways+walkways during rain
Needs to be 4 lane all the way!1431
to I35!

51

52

Drainage issue here

53

Straighten the road at Walsh Ranch
Blvd Arrowhead Circle & Sam Bass

54

Concerned with safety at this 4 way
intersection. A lot of near miss
accidents as vehicles exiting Walsh
Ranch Blvd to Sam Bass have a hard
time getting on. I request a 4 way
stop sign at that location to
improve safety.
Need a sound wall barrier for
homes S. of Sam Bass Rd

Map 2 of 3
55
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
56
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
57

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

pointing arrow drawn

Speed limits need to be enforced
from 1431 to Great Oaks Dr

Concern w/ increasing number of
lanes as my home backs up to Sam
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Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
Live Oak Cir.
to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 2 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 2 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 2 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 2 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

Bass. Keeping the speed limit he
same will not counter the noise
created w/ increased traffic.
58

Needs a traffic light at Arrowhead
and Sam Bass

59

Turn Lane here

60

Septic could only go in front high
water table in backyard

61

Concern with traffic noise as my
home backs up to Sam Bass. Speed
limit must be reduced for safety's
sake!

62

Need to protect existing trees and
wild flowers

63

Need to install sound barrier
Northside of Sam Bass

64

Needs a traffic light at Tonkawa
Trail and Sam Bass

65

Flooding happens here w/ any
sizeable rainfall from N side of sam
Bass

pointing arrow drawn

66

Road and sides become flood plain
w/ rain

pointing arrows drawn
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Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 2 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 2 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 2 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 2 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
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67

NO! Behrans Ranch is a
neighborhood. Please do not make
Wyoming Springs a main
thoroughfare

68

Wyoming Springs extension to 1431
would probably alleviate need to
widen Sam Bass.

68

NO! Basically too many drivers
ways on Sam Bass

69

Before Sam Bass Rd. is developed.
Wyoming Springs corridor should
be extended to 1431 to 620 to curb
the traffic flow on Sam Bass. The
property is already set aside to
complete the project
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Map 3 of 3 Comments

Comment
Number

Map
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

Comment

70

Has the county considered 2-lane left
turn for Sam Bass @ 1431?

71

Ruth Haserman Upper Brushy Creek
WCID Keep me in the loop
RE:Construction near the dam

72

Extra left turn lane west bound OR
double duration of 15ft turn signal
during rush hour

73

Center lane from Sam Bass to 1431
to turn left also. (2 lanes to turn left)
the center lane can continue to go
straight but turn left instead of right
Fix turn lane going west (more than 1
lane)

74

75

Is there a plan for future sewer lines?

76

Need turnarounds along Sam Bass
that aren't residents driveways or
church driveways or business
driveway
Bicycle lanes on roadway needed

77

78

Pollution concern for Brushy Creek,
well water & wildlife interests from
construction run off

79

*Post reduced speed limit sign at this
curve

80

How will access to Thousand Oaks be
affected? For fire & EMS response?

Attachment D
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RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
RM 1431 to
Mayfield
Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Mayfield
Dr. to Live
Oak Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Mayfield
Dr. to Live
Oak Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Mayfield
Dr. to Live
Oak Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Mayfield
Dr. to Live
Oak Cir.

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

81

Improve the slope to be more
gradual

82

Don't make 4 car lanes…BUT please
create a bike lane or side walk

83

Re-plant trees where & when
possible

84

Over 135 bird species already
document this year in this reservoir
area.

85

Enforce the 40 MPH speed limit &
problems go away

86

Mayfield and Walsh need to remain
open during phasing.

86

ditto ditto

87

I concur that speed limits are not
being effectively enforced

88

Get rid of this low water crossing
area and/or post warning
signals/signs on Dry Fork Crossing

89

The water crossing is eroding on the
north side. It is getting to the point
you have to stop if a large truck is
coming the other way
Has a hydraulic study of the stream
been done - floodway defined? If
road is raised, flooding may increase
on Walsh.

90
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Map 3 of 3
Mayfield
Dr. to Live
Oak Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Mayfield
Dr. to Live
Oak Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Mayfield
Dr. to Live
Oak Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Mayfield
Dr. to Live
Oak Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Mayfield
Dr. to Live
Oak Cir.

91

*Need water lines on north side of
Sam Bass

92

Slower speed limit & keep narrow
lanes - lost 2 dogs …probably chasing
deer

93

Who owns this swamp? Build your 6
lanes over this & leave Sam Bass as
is.

94

Why is Sam Bass no longer a load
weighted road? 1431 was built to
handle through traffic

95

Map 3 of 3
Mayfield
Dr. to Live
Oak Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Mayfield
Dr. to Live
Oak Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Mayfield
Dr. to Live
Oak Cir.

96

During TS Hermine Sam Bass, Walsh
and Mayfield were flooded, low
water crossing was closed. Access to
Brushy Bend Park needs to be
guaranteed
Water well & septic concerns. Is
there any discussion about bringing
in water and sewer? County requires
one acre minimum for septic.

Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to

99

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

97

98

100

101

Major concerns about increase in
traffic if road is widened to
encourage more accessibility. Have
studies been done on how much the
traffic increases when a road is
widened?
Suicide lane all the way down

Whenever there is heavy rain or
flash flooding, the retention pond at
RR Presbyterian fills and pours over
the street into the houses across the
street. Flooding problems!
Does it matter that all these homes
are on septic? How will that effect
ground structure?
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Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.

102

This is our neighborhood! FM 3406
has 1 residential driveway. "Corridor
H" has 35-50 driveways to private
residences!

103

Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to

104

The road will right up to our preschool playground. We lose our
driveway. Our church is the main
meeting place for the largest boy
scout troop in the country. Their
safety is our concern.
Please only add light @ Walsh M.S. &
Sam Bass & fix the timing of the light
@ 1431 - more lanes will invite more
traffic.

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

105

Hike & bike trail should be included
& expanded for safety of children &
families in area.

106

DO NOT widen road. Already used
too much. This is a community that
doesn't need increased traffic

107

Move road over to water treatment
side

108

2 springs feed Honey Bear Creek on
my property yet do not appear on
any maps.

109

Very concerned about Honey Bear
Creek, which runs behind all of these
homes. Several springs on our
property 3905 Sam Bass

110

There needs to be a traffic signal.
Traffic gets backed up especially in
the morning & evening
Many people don't use turn signals &
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Arrowhead
Cir.

don't wait until it is their turn to go
through the 4 way stop

Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.

111

Stop light instead turning into
flashing red light during non rush
hour

112

Please lower the speed limit to
increase safety for residents with
property on the road. 35 mph

113

Narrow lanes

114

Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.

115

This intersection NEEDS control bur
please remember the two houses on
the corner who are impacted by a
light. If you are expanding the road
please either finish & maintain the
sidewalk or take it out. It is a
nightmare to maintain
Please widen to the north if possible

Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.

117

116

118

Even though there is traffic, this is
still a mostly rural area. All that is
needed except at intersections like
FM 1431 is to provide a center turn
lane/or left turn bays so that cars
turning left don't back up traffic
Need a sidewalk from Great Oaks
traveling east to connect to Walsh.
Too much unsafe pedestrian traffic.
Add bike paths all the way through.

235
Corridor H / Sam Bass Road
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Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
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118

NO!

119

Businesses along this stretch should
not be blocked by a traffic light.

120

Too many large axle trucks using this
road and going way faster than 40
mph. Very dangerous in a rural
residential area. Increasing lanes
would make this problem worse!
Water floods road - despite drainage
ditch - during heavy rains

121

122

Install traffic light at Arrowhead and
Sam Bass

123

If you make this 4 lanes, add a signal
here @ Walsh Ranch Blvd.

124

Traffic should NOT be encouraged to
travel through this well developed
large arced area

125

Need a sound barrier for homes S. of
S.Bass

125

Yes!

125

Yes!!
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Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Live Oak
Cir. to
Arrowhead
Cir.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
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126

Recommend widening and drainage
improvements west of Walsh Ranch

127

It's very hard to make left turns &
walk across SB during rush ours at
Arrowhead & S.B & Walsh. 4 way
stop signs?

127

Yes!

128

Will there be a traffic light or stop
sign here?

129

If you widen the corridor, you will
have heavy commercial tracks from
FedEx & Texas Crushed Stone coming
thru this largely residential area!

130

Agree to above - don’t want this type
of traffic, need sidewalks, no
additional traffic from vehicles

comment is referencing
comment 129

131

Straightening the road a bit @ Walsh
Ranch & Sam Bass

arrow drawn pointing to
Walsh Ranch Blvd. and
Sam Bass

132

There needs to be a safe way for kids
to cross Sam Bass to get to Walsh MS

133

Expand along north side of Sam Bass
& utilize open space vs. buying taking
homeowner property on the
southside of the road

Attachment D
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Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
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134

135

Would prefer an alternate corridor
for your traffic dilemma. These are
very established homes &
neighborhoods. DO NOT WANT the
noise or traffic
Install traffic light at Tonkawa Trail
and Sam Bass

arrow drawn pointing to
residence

136

Lower speed limit still residential
area!!

137

Need left turn lane from Sam Bass
onto Tonkawa Trail

arrow drawn pointing to
Tonkawa Trail and Sam
Bass

137

Yes!

arrow drawn pointing to
Tonkawa Trail and Sam
Bass

138

Put turn in lane westbound here
(into Tonkawa Springs)

138

Yes

138

I agree

139

Expand Wyoming Springs through
the speedway traffic on Great Oaks
Drive
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Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
Map 3 of 3
Arrowhead
Cir. to
Wyoming
Springs Dr.
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140

141

If City of RR would take Wyoming
Springs all the way to 1431, then the
high density neighborhoods would
have a major access point to 1431
and not need Sam Bass
Need turn lanes into Wyoming

141

*Yes - need left hand turn lane into
Wyoming Springs :)

142

Please add the Wyoming Springs
extension into this plan

143

Please no construction again at Sam
Bass/ FM 3406 and Cross Creek Tr.
Last time it was a disaster! Also, they
stopped the drainage at the entrance
of Cross Creek and never came back
to fix it.
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Room layout
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Exhibit boards
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Note: The locations of controlled access and arterial facilities are conceptual only. Final
alignments for each route will be determined through appropriate planning and
environmental studies.
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Constraints map
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Aerial maps
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Fact sheet, side A

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road
Williamson County is developing a plan for improvements for Sam Bass Road between RM 1431 and Wyoming
Springs Drive, referred to as Corridor H. We will identify opportunities to enhance safety and mobility and use
public input to develop a plan that is in line with community needs.

CORRIDOR H / SAM BASS ROAD DETAILS
County Commissioner: Terry Cook, Precinct 1
Study Area: Sam Bass Road from RM 1431
to Wyoming Springs Drive
Study Length: 2.6 miles
Study Launched: June 2017

PURPOSE
•
•
•

Identify opportunities to improve safety and mobility
Work with the community, stakeholders, and property owners to plan for needed improvements
Accommodate current and anticipated future traffic levels to provide reliable transportation as the
County continues to grow

PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Public input is an essential part of this process and the County wants to work closely with the public to
develop a plan that supports the needs of the area. The County is interested in your input and comments.
Please get involved by attending a public meeting, inviting us to your community group meeting, or reaching
out to the project team.
Corridor H / Sam Bass Road
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Fact sheet, side B

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road
PLANNING FOR CURRENT AND ANTICIPATED GROWTH
Williamson County is one of the fastest growing counties in the country. This rapid growth requires
progressive planning to keep pace with the increase in the number of residents and vehicles. Williamson
County has been working with its cities and neighboring counties to coordinate connectivity and mobility
throughout the region. The Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) outlined a network of roadways that will
foster safety and mobility across the County. Corridor H was identified as a priority to move forward to a
corridor project. Engineering solutions have not yet been identified.

PROCESS AND TIMELINE
The County and the project team welcome input and participation at any point of the planning process.

SUBMITTING COMMENTS
While comments are welcome at any time, to be included in the first public meeting summary they must be
received or postmarked by July 6, 2017
• Complete a written comment at a public meeting (June 21, 2017) or online
• Email: roads@wilco.org
• Mail: Williamson County Public Information
710 S. Main Street, Suite 101, Georgetown, TX 78626

FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.WilCo.org/Corridors Corridor H / Sam Bass Road
Email: roads@wilco.org
Phone: 512-943-1195 (leave a message to request a call back within 48 hrs.)
Twitter: @wilcogov
Facebook: /wilcogov
If you are interested in receiving updates, please send an email to roads@wilco.org with “Corridor H Updates”
in the subject line.

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road
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COMMUNITY SURVEY
Your feedback is critical to the success of the Corridor H / Sam Bass Road plan. Please complete this short survey so
we can learn what is important to you as mobility improvements are considered.

How do you use Corridor H / Sam Bass Road (please check all that apply)?
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

I live in this area
I work in this area
I commute through this area
I, or my children, attend school in this area
I use recreational or community facilities in this area
Other (please specify): ____________________________________________

Can you share any information about safety considerations in the area?

Can you share any information about mobility or travel in the area?

Can you share any information about environmental or cultural features in the area?

What groups, organizations or individuals should we talk with to get additional information about this
corridor and potential improvements?

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road
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CORRIDOR H / SAM BASS ROAD

COMMUNITY SURVEY

Please share any additional comments here:

Contact Information
Name
Address
City

State

Postal Code

E-mail Address (if you would like to receive updates)
How did you hear about this Open House? (Please select all that apply)
____ Newspaper:
____ Postcard/Flyer

_____ Email from Williamson County

____ Williamson County Website

_____ Friend/Neighbor/Relative/Co-worker

____ Neighborhood or Organization:
____ Other:
Comments are welcomed at any time. To be included in the meeting summary, please submit comments
by July 6, 2017 using one of the following methods:
•
•
•
•

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road

Complete a written comment at a public meeting (June 21,2017) or online
Mail: Williamson County Public Information, 710 S. Main Street, Ste. 101, Georgetown, TX
78626
E-mail: roads@wilco.org – include “Corridor H” in the subject line
Call: 512-943-1195 (leave a message to request a call back within 48 hrs.)
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Public Meeting Photos

Photo 1: Attendees visit with the team and view exhibits
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Photo 2: Attendees view and discuss exhibit boards

Photo 3: Attendees provide input on maps of the corridor

Corridor H / Sam Bass Road
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Photos 4 and 5: Attendees provide input on maps of the corridor
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Photo 6: Attendees share input through a survey about the corridor

Photo 7: Attendees view the Environmental Constraints Map
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ATTACHMENT F
Description of project modifications resulting from public meeting

The study is in the early phase of gathering public input. There are no suggested
improvements or alignments and therefore no modifications have been made. All input will
be considered as the study progresses.
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